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Dedication

  
Although your names might not be written out in this book,

I want to dedicate this book to my friends.

Those that helped me in my darkest hour,

Who were honest and true to me,

Those that stood in my corner,

Those that gave me a hand, when no one else would.

For those that did so, you know who you are.

And I thank you.

It is because of you, that I am still here, still breathing.

With all my love, I dedicate this to you.
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INTRODUCTION
  

“Here’s to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels.
The troublemakers.

The round pegs in the square holes.
The ones who see things differently.

They’re not fond of rules.
And they have no respect for the status quo.

You can praise them, disagree with them,
quote them, disbelieve them, glorify or vilify them.
About the only thing you can’t do is ignore them.

Because they change things. They invent. They imagine.
They heal. They explore. They create. They inspire.

They push the human race forward.
Maybe they have to be crazy.

How else can you stare at an empty canvas
and see a work of art?

Or sit in silence and hear a song that’s never been written?
Or gaze at a red planet and see a laboratory on wheels?

While some may see them as the crazy ones, we see genius.
Because the people who are crazy enough

to think they can change the world,
are the ones who do…”

  
─ Jack Kerouac

  



What is it like being raised in the Church of Scientology? Much like the
Amish, alcohol use, and premarital sex are certainly frowned upon.
However, we certainly had television sets, electricity, and all the luxuries of
any child growing up in America had access to. Some would say a
Jehovah's Witness could be called the closest in a description, with
similarities in its strict beliefs and practices.
  
However, you could liken a child raised in Scientology, to the characters in
the Harry Potter series, where one would be going off to Hogwarts School,
to receive higher education in magical studies, whilst the muggles remain
unaware. At least this is how I saw it growing up, and the closest
description from a child's view that one could give.
  
Born not only of Scientology parents but also of those that had themselves
dedicated their lives to this very church. I was by default, at birth, now the
unofficial property of the church. My parents took me at the age of six
months, from my birth town of Austin, Texas to join them, as they had
joined the Sea Organization. The highest echelon of dedicated staff to the
Church of Scientology… That is quite a different standard of living.
  
My youngest memory was of when I was just about one or so, in our one-
bedroom “apartment” in Los Angeles, California, at the infamous Pacific
Area Command Base (PAC), also locally known as “the blue buildings”.
My mother, who was stationed at this location, was my caretaker in the
evenings. Although in the day, I was watched amongst the other “Sea Org”
babies and toddlers, in the nursery. I honestly do not remember what these
facilities looked like, blissful ignorance you could call it.
  



However, I do have a very vivid memory of my father—seeing as he was
stationed elsewhere and almost never home—taking me by the hand, his
extremely tall 6'4" frame having to stoop to the side, just to hold my little
two-year-old toddler hand and walk me down to breakfast. I remember the
pride I felt, seeing as I almost never got to see my father. I was so happy to
see him and so proud that he was holding my hand…
  
Immediately lighting up, as I see the large pyramid of small boxed cereals
stacked up high, my eyes start to bug out, as I take it all in. So excited that I
would get to pick out my choice of cereal. This was quite the treat! I got to
walk to breakfast and eat with my father, where he eats, and now pick from
this large pile of cereal. My own choice? I was elated.
  
Other than this, one distinct memory and a hazy idea of our dorm styled
studio apartment, I do not remember being a child within the Sea
Organization. From babyhood to toddlerhood, I was raised, amongst this
environment—till the age of three, when my parents departed.
My mother said that as a child—seeing as I did not get to see my father
very much—I would scream so loud, and cry so hard every time he had to
leave, nothing could appease me. Now in retrospect, I see that this was the
seed planted, for my latent mental illness and depressive state to come, with
a constant underlying gnawing feeling of abandonment. Even later in life,
changing from an outgoing and extroverted personality, into a recluse, with
social anxiety, trust issues, and certain spite in the very heart of my soul that
I couldn't quite put my finger on. But in looking back now I see it very
clear, that feeling of vulnerability, of being a small abandoned child,
unloved and alone.
  



This is my story of how the Church of Scientology took not only my
parents from me, my family and friends; but as well took my certainty and
confidence of myself and life, my stability, my mental health, my name, my
privacy, my Civil and Constitutional Rights.
  
Little did I know, I would be reliving this abandonment over and over
again, like a never-ending nightmare of Groundhog Day...



CHAPTER I
POVERTY IN PARADISE

  
“Grief, I've learned is really just love.

It's all the love you want to give, but cannot.

All that unspent love gathers in the corners of your eyes,

the lump in your throat

and in that hollow part of your chest.

Grief is just love with no place to go.”

─ Jamie Anderson

  
I am 27 years old, but I feel like a child again starting my life anew. I walk
away from my mother, and brother, feeling pangs of guilt and abandonment.
Leaving feels almost bittersweet.
  
As I turn away, I feel excited and a sense of adventure. I am going to
Hawai'i. I’d dreamed of the beaches, and seeing the little sea turtles walk up
onto the sand, as I’d been told they do.
  
I have no idea where I am going to stay, who I am going to meet, let alone
how I am going to survive financially. I’d packed two suitcases, with
everything I could stuff into them, one carry-on, and that’s it. But, I knew I
needed to do this. I earned it.
  
There is just enough time before my flight to wander the LAX airport and
peruse the magazine stands. I don't get far, as I head toward my gate before
I notice two young White males going the same exact direction, or path, as I
am; walking, walking, walking and they are still right behind me. I kind of



swerve and veer off my direction, and notice they are actually following
me. I quickly duck into a newsstand and see them swiveling their heads
about as if actually looking for me.
  
I brush this off as strange, and pick up a magazine, thinking “I’ll buy it for
something to read on the long flight”. After picking out some cheap snacks
instead, and putting the magazine back, I prepare to head to my gate.
  
Arriving with time to kill, I sit listening to my favorite playlist Alvie made
me, a few months back. I suddenly feel odd, as if eyes are burning through
the back of my head. As my head swings up, I look directly at the two
young men I’d seen back at the other side of the airport. They are both
staring at me, with blank looks on their faces, and quickly turn their heads
away, upon my spotting them. I feel this really strange, as the manner they
are staring is not flirtatious, but very deadly serious. I knew it. The church
is having me followed. I don't recognize them. They are not from any unit I
know, they must be outside hires. Curse my brother! He and my mom are
the only two who “apparently” knew where I was going.
  
My brother, Alvin (or Alvie, as he prefers) still works for The Church of
Scientology, at the Pacific Area Command Base, in the security department.
The very church I am running from. Scientology—the religion I was born
into, raised in, lived and breathed by my whole life. The ultra-organized,
militant style religious organization I began working for myself, at the
tender age of nineteen. I'd given them eight years of my life, now a wreck
as I flee them.
  



By default, I know nothing else. Upon birth, my parents were already
committed staff members, and drove me at the age of six months, from my
birth town of Austin, Texas all the way to Los Angeles, California where I
was admitted into the Cadet Organization. A subdivision for the children of
parents, who committed their lives to the much larger Sea Organization, the
"elite of the elite", so they call it, the highest level of dedicated staff to the
Church of Scientology. You have to sign a billion-year contract as the first
step of the routing in process.
  
My father, Richard Rucker, worked at the International Finance Office,
within the Landlord Office; which handles the buildings, and such (assets of
the church), and thus fell under the Finance Department. My mother, Janet
Rucker worked for the Founder─L. Ron Hubbard, editing his writings, by
finding and correcting any grammatical errors, and so on. I would hardly
see my parents, especially my father, who was away most of the time.
  
Ironically enough, about two years later, upon my younger brother’s birth,
Alvin Rucker, both my parents were dismissed. Due to rules and
circumstances changing, the Cadet Organization was essentially being
abolished for children under a certain age, due to lack of adequate care for
them. Soon after departing the Sea Org, my parents separated; and at age
five, my dad remarried.
  
Because of my parents' dismissal from staff, I was raised with a somewhat
normal life, however always within the principles, morals, and values of the
Church of Scientology. I went to Scientology private schools, attended
summer camps with other Scientologist kids, dance classes, and the like.
  



You could say I was raised in somewhat of a bubble. Although I never felt
privileged like some of the other Scientology kids, who lived in fancy houses
in the Valley, had their own rooms, and mostly drove new cars. Me, I shared
a room with Alvie most of my childhood, putting up a makeshift curtained
shelf for some semblance of privacy.
  
Although my mom never quite had enough money to buy me the "cool
clothes", all the other kids were wearing, I couldn't complain too much. I
simply worked for what I wanted and paid for my own clothes, and some. I
felt guilty asking my dad for anything, as he paid for my braces, private
school, family vacations, and basically the expensive lifestyle of growing up
in Scientology.
  
Even though we only spent weekends at my dad’s house, he always tried
getting us out and about, whether it be a trip to the park, a nice long hike,
or our occasional trips to theme parks. However, when visiting my dad, I
still, once again, shared a room. Staying in my youngest brother, Max’s
room, while he slept with my dad and stepmom. Alvie and I had to share his
room, sleeping on trundle pullout beds.
  
The only time I think I ever had my own room, was when I was twelve or so,
for about a year, when my mom ended up getting us a nice two bedroom
apartment just below the Hollywood Hills, on Ivar St. She was nice enough
to offer me my own room, and share hers with Alvie. I almost felt spoiled at
that point!
  
My best friend always had her own room, and her brother, a separate one.
This was the only time I'd experience any semblance of privacy, when I'd go



visit at her house.
  
My mom was supportive in her own ways, taking me to my acting auditions
as a child, so I could make money, and pursue my childhood interests and
dreams. Being the McDonald’s happy meal kid, or even a student in the
background of a MasterCard commercial certainly had its benefits!
  
At five hundred bucks a pop I paid for my own bicycle, Super Nintendo, and
the clothes that I wanted. My mom took a small cut too of course. After my
agents' fees, taxes, and the money my mom needed for gas and time off from
work, I still had more than a seven-year-old knew what to do with!
  
I remember the first set I had ever worked on, at the young age of six, was
on the show "Jake and the Fat Man", for which I was playing a young
student in class. The amazingly awesome Hulk Hogan was guest starring,
and busted into the classroom, creating a scene with the teacher. Off set, in
between shooting, he was the sweetest guy. My mom and brother had come
to set with me, and while talking to my mom; he would pick up Alvie and I
from each hand, using only his pinkies! He was so cool, and chill, just
humoring us kids, as we begged him over and over to keep picking us up. I
kept his autograph to this day.
  
I had done background work on the well-known TV shows, “Jake and the
Fatman”, “Pickett Fences”, “Star Trek Deep Space 9”, “Dr. Quinn
Medicine Woman”, “Unsolved Mysteries” and was auditioning for major
roles in films like Disney’s “Little Princess” for the lead as the Little
Princess, and “The Addams Family” as the character for “Wednesday”.
Although I did not land those major motion pictures, still pretty shy and



coming out of my shell, I had a blast every time I went to one of those huge
sets.
  
I always felt I needed to earn my own way, even as a child. So, at a young
age, I learned how to make money, and certainly how to spend it.
  
Fast forward to where I am at now. I am headed on a flight to another state,
a whole new culture, and what seems like a different country, with less than
a thousand dollars in my pocket.
  
Thank goodness the church didn't dish out some hundred thousand dollars
plus freeloader bill that they tend to dish out, should one decide to depart
their staff, and break their billion-year contract. Once you are a "Sea Org"
member, it's for life, and in their very serious belief a billion years
thereafter. Somehow, I was considered such a hard worker, that despite
departing their ranks, I had been redeemed, and this debt forgiven. So I
thought.
  
I board my flight, and am right up at the front, just behind first class.
Already in a better mood, I partake in conversation with the pleasant
middle-aged couple sitting next to me. As we are conversing about our
travels, and their prior trips to exotic lands, I have this nagging feeling
again and flip my head around, only to find the same two young men. Two
rows back, sitting opposite side; there they are, just staring at me. Again,
not getting a smile, or any acknowledgments, just a blank stare, as if they
are afraid to lose sight of me. Curse the church! I sigh heavily and sink
lower into my seat, not quite resigned to dealing with this after the flight
and giving up on doing anything about it now.



  
I distract myself throughout the flight, watching the pre-assigned flight
movies, listening to my music, etc.
  
After about a six-hour flight, less than half the plane boards a smaller jet,
definitely a bumpier ride. But I don't mind. I began flying at age five, with
Alvie, taking a two-hour flight from LA to Texas, for regular visits to my
grandmother's house. Loved flying. It brought nothing but memories of fun
trips to see family, and fun adventures.
  
After a much shorter forty-five minute flight, we land at my final
destination of Honolulu, on the famous island of Oahu. I don’t give those
two men another thought. I am here! In one of the most beautiful
destinations in the world. I cannot believe it. It is so surreal. I almost feel as
if I don’t deserve to be here. Like someone is going to snatch it away from
me at any second, just as the rest of my life had been ripped away so
suddenly and completely.
  
After an hour taxi ride, I land in Makaha, the west side of the island, where
I am staying at the only golf course resort on the island. It is dark, so miss a
lot of the scenery and surroundings, so settle into my room early. I don’t
recall ever staying in such a nice room. The large tub, luxurious bathroom,
and king size bed makes me feel so spoiled.
  
The next morning is a beautiful day, and as I walk outside I know I feel
exactly how Dorothy looked, upon first entering the Land of Oz. The sun
coming down, with perfect intermittent rays of sunlight shining through the
trees, a huge colorful Monarch butterfly flits across right in front of me, as a



large green and blue peacock struts confidently across the walkway, as if I
am entering into its personal territory. I stand there, completely and utterly
mesmerized.
  
I spend another day or so at the resort, exploring the vast area of the west
side of the island. Taking the local bus, as I get on, a sun shower begins,
making the air even more humid. But the ocean breeze sweeping through
keeps the air cool and the humidity at bay.
  
After another day there, I quickly realize how fast my funds are spending,
so get onto the net and pick the closest place I can find at a reasonable
price. I find a decent sized studio right across from the famous Makaha
beach! Known for its huge swells, where they host the yearly surf
competitions on that very beach.
  
I take another taxi with my few bags and settle into the studio style,
furnished apartment.
  
I go out exploring the very next day. Getting onto the local bus, to buy some
food at the Kama'aina (which means local islander) store "Tamura’s", and
household supplies at the closest department store. As I board the bus again,
I overhear some kids whispering, "Damn, she's white…" I hardly know
whether to laugh or feel embarrassed. As I look down at my pasty white
skin, realizing I definitely need some sun.
  
I struggle along the sidewalk to get the next bus back, carrying my new
mop and household goods, a local middle-aged couple hollers out, saying to
hop in and they'd give me a ride. They are so sweet and welcoming, taking



me thirty minutes out of their way to drive me back to Makaha, way past
their own house. Showing me around as we drive, they point out a famous
basketball player’s house, along the beachside, and many locals’ spots. I
feel so blessed to have someone helping me out. They give me their number
and tell me to give them a call anytime.
  
After settling in, I grab a towel and join the other local residents sitting
along the sand, watching my first Hawai'i beach sunset.
  
The next day, vowing to work on my tan, slather on some sunscreen and hit
the water for a quick dip, then head off for a long hike. I hike all the way up
the back road to the top of the hillside looking down over Makaha
mountainside (Mauka, meaning “mountain” side in Hawaiian).
  
I brought some trail mix in anticipation of seeing another peacock. After
spotting one, I begin spreading out the nuts and berries, watching him peck
away. Another one swoops in to join him. Then another and another. Soon
enough, I am staring at half a dozen large colorful birds, looking like its
own ocean of pearlescent blue and green feathers, all pecking away at the
little trail mix I left. I am overcome with the same feeling, as if I am
Dorothy, stepping into a magical world of wonder.
  
I make the long trek down back to my place, soon realizing most of my
sunscreen washed off during my first dip into the ocean earlier. I am turning
bright pink. By the time I get back to my place to shower, I am lobster red.
Using the Aloe Vera plant in the backyard, I apply globs of this all over my
skin, resolving to take a break from the sun the next day.
  



After exploring the local beach, and shops, I learn my first local slang term.
A local guy approaching nods his head and says, "How's it". Not as a
question, more of a statement. Like saying "What's up". I nervously respond
with the same greeting, hoping I said it right. So far, everyone I come across
is extremely nice, from the bus driver, the locals, and neighbors. I feel right
at home.
  
After almost a month in Hawai'i, I still haven’t established a job and start to
become depressed, as I notice more and more that the church is still
following me. I’d seen an unmarked black SUV on the next street over,
slowly driving at my walking pace, as I walked to the local library. Upon
spotting them and attempting to approach, they quickly sped off before I
could even get close.
  
Another day as I swim out into the ocean, further out than I had before, I
notice a car door open up on the beachside parking, and out steps John. He
is standing there in the distant lot, looking in my direction, as if concerned I
am swimming too far out. I swim back as quickly as possible, as they see
me and jump back into the car, speeding off before I even reach the sand.
  
John is the only man I had fallen so completely in love with, I had
abandoned all my principles and broke rules for without a care, while staff
for the church.
  
John was an International Finance Office staff member. And I was only
Continental level. Due to our differences, I did not have the same
clearances as he had at the international level. The lower level staff would
be sent to higher levels for training, and this was how we first met. I had



been sent to get training for the first time at age twenty, John was twenty-
nine.
  
We had a connection the moment we first saw each other, almost a sense of
recognition. It was an odd kind of attraction, as I wasn’t particularly
attracted to his looks per se, it was simply him. We were kind of drawn to
one another.
  
He had a wedding band on his finger; therefore I assumed nothing could
ever come of this. Over the years I had been sent back for further training,
and we would cross paths again. The final time I was twenty-five and was
the last time we would talk to one another.
  
This time John's wedding band was gone. I got up the nerve to broach the
subject of dating, as I had noticed him continually checking me out. This
was considered a major taboo due to our clearance differences, which I was
unaware of. He also happened to be the ex-husband of the highest
positioned staff member at the International organization level.
  
I got into extreme trouble for reaching out to him on this subject; but not
just for attempting to talk to him, but because he was interested in me as
well, and now I was posing a major distraction. We had flirted a bit, back
and forth and he seemed to be keeping tabs on me, knowing where I was or
what I was doing at all times. This was starting to raise heads, as it was
making him unfocused on his work.
  
After writing him a letter (my second one, actually), I was put onto hard
labor, given several thorough reamings, and shoved so hard by my superior,



that I flew back into the bookshelf against the wall. I was put on a security
check, (which is their form of interrogation,) and sent back to the
continental level.
  
I had seen John that night, as I stood there, all my things in front of me on
the sidewalk, as I waited for the bus to take me back. He spotted me, a pang
of despair and regret read across his face. He said nothing and silently
walked past me, looking straight ahead. I looked down at the sidewalk,
embarrassed and feeling very defeated. This was the last time I saw John up
close.
  
Seeing him again, even from a distance, just reminded me of how alone I
truly felt. I had all these people around me, but not a soul to truly talk to,
confide in, hang out with, enjoy the scenery or adventure with. I never felt
more alone, or abandoned in my life.
This was not the first time John had followed my whereabouts. After the big
debacle at the International Training Organization, and being sent back to
the Continental Liaison Office, I did a lot of work to “make amends” and
clear my name. Once I was considered redeemed, I was sent back to San
Francisco, to my prior position.
  
Late one night, I was walking home with another Sea Org Member, one of
my roommates, who was talking on her cell phone; I was paying close
attention to a man across the street, whom was walking really fast and
making good time, gaining grounds towards us. I noticed him, as he was
walking quickly as if trying to catch us. I pointed him out to my friend, who
also noticed how fast he was moving towards us, and I grabbed her arm
and dragged her with me, as we started running across the street to our



apartment. I looked back, and realized it was John…! He'd taken time off
from his post (position), to come up and see me. But then again, he wasn't
"allowed" to see me, so he could only watch me from a distance. We got to
our door, and I looked back, to find he was gone.
  
Being alone in Hawai'i, certainly left one to ponder over all the mistakes
and misgivings about everything that happened over the years. Basically, no
matter what way I looked at it, I lost everything I knew. My family, my life-
long friends, my career, lifestyle and structure, and still was simply alone.
Despite being in one of the most lavishly beautiful places in the world, I
cried myself to sleep just about every night.
  
As well, I began noticing more and more random strange incidents, like a
crazy bum following me into the bathroom, talking really loudly to herself,
as if to mock me. This happened several times, right after I, myself had
gotten upset. And if I’d been crying earlier that day, soon after someone
would be following me around crying, right after I’d leave my apartment, or
wherever I had been hiding and crying just before. People on the bus would
randomly start coughing really loudly and you could tell it was fake. It
sounded forced and unrealistic. I noticed this occur if I started to cry quietly
to myself on the bus. The coughing would start literally throughout the bus
as if lighting up a Christmas tree, almost half the bus would start with these
fake forced coughs. This made me angry. I felt my privacy invaded, felt
humiliated and exposed. Vulnerable. I couldn't even cry without the church
harassing me!
  
These were becoming more than isolated incidents, and consistent with my
own actions. Was the church hiring these people to mock me? Why on



God’s green earth would they do this? Are they trying to drive me down
into an emotional gutter, where I would slit my wrists just to be done with
them?
  
What truly bothered me is that I knew it was fake. I knew these things were
done intentionally to upset, or scare, or make me feel crazy. As this was
what they’d done to me, at the Pacific Area Command base in LA too. It
had caused me to have a nervous breakdown.
  
They had people I had known or cared about for years, several of whom I‘d
known as a child, in one simple walk around the block, act out different
mocking scenarios, shoulder check, or insult me. This happened one
incident after another, back to back, and so that night I hardly slept at all.
  
I was already stressed out and not eating, because the church had me on
major lockdown security watch, once David Miscavige had focused in on
me. And the next morning without having hardly slept, barely eaten,
haggard and distressed I called my brother in security.
  
Because I'd always been able to talk to Alvie about just about anything, I
started to download to him. But I was irrational, and emotional sounding
with no sleep and started becoming very loud and upset when telling him
what was going on. I was crying so hard, and hyperventilating to the point
where my arms and face had started to tingle and go numb. I had begun to
have a nervous breakdown, due to the bullying, and security bearing down
on me with a vice grip, and then lack of sleep and food was the topper that
toppled me.
  



One evening, extremely depressed, feeling so alone and deprived of
everything that the church robbed me of, the years I’d given, to end up
leaving with nothing, not John, no one, not even my own privacy anymore;
I bought a forty-ounce of vodka and sleeping pills. Taking almost the whole
package, and drinking more than two thirds of the bottle, I figured this
should do the trick.
  
It did not. I woke up in a pile of my own vomit, and mess. I woke up, lying
on my back, so facing upwards. I could not, for the life of me, understand
why I was alive at all. I should've at least died choking on my own vomit if
I hadn't ODed.
  
Crying, embarrassed while I cleaned up the mess, and showered. I vowed to
myself to never return to the church or its fellowship.
Trying to focus on moving forward, and getting over the past is difficult
when you are constantly reminded of the church, and followed by strange
men, who made it so obvious you'd have to be a moron not to spot them.
All the while still being alone.
  
One evening, I was sitting outside smoking a cigarette; when a car full of
younger guys drove by, having their own little party upstairs. I met some of
them the next day; they introduced themselves as Steven and Cameron,
both Army branch military, who had just moved in upstairs. They invited
me to hang out, which I took them up on.
  
I had just come out of a full-time work environment for eight years straight,
where we hardly took off Christmas Day, let alone any normal day of the
week. Working Monday through Sunday, up from eight or nine a.m., till



midnight or later, on the daily. The only time we ever got time off was
Sunday morning to quickly do laundry, or rush to the grocery store, while
we took cleaning stations in the apartment to straighten the place fast as we
could, showering, eating and rushing out the door before one pm roll call.
Not an easy feat with one bathroom and five girls crunched into a two-
bedroom San Francisco apartment.
  
Needless to say, my social skills were a little rusty, and it took a lot of effort
just to get myself to sit back and relax. The guys didn't seem to notice,
probably wrote it off as being shy. Either way, I am about six years older
than the two muscular twenty-one-year-olds. Turns out Cameron is married,
but Steven is single, and very friendly. I find myself relaxing and enjoy just
hanging out talking to him.
I honestly can’t even remember how we end up downstairs in my place, but
we end the evening there. And when he made a move, I definitely did not
resist. I spent over eight years in abstinence! No way am I passing this up.
  
In the Sea Organization, there is absolutely no sexual interaction, other than
light kissing, unless you are married. And I always seemed to land a post
(position) that sent me far away from LA, and therefore not around any
single male Sea Org members long enough to establish any kind of
relationship, let alone get married.
  
I'd been a representative of their Finance Network, as a Marketing, Sales,
and Accounts executive and had been stationed in San Jose, and San
Francisco, California; Denver, Colorado; and traveled on shorter projects to
New York, Las Vegas, Twin Cities, and so on. I had traveled all these places
and restrained myself from any sexual gratification (aside from kissing two



guys). So am I about to turn this young attractive guy down? Absolutely
not!
  
We end up spending the next few days together, having a great time on the
beach, and just hanging out, getting to know one another. I'm finally
beginning to relax. We get along great and are just having fun. He suggests
that we get married, as this would provide benefits for us both, and he could
take care of me. Since we are having such a great time and getting along so
well, I agree. I can’t believe how great things are now going! I am in
Hawai'i only a month, having the time of my life, and am now engaged.
  
He moves me into his barracks on his base temporarily, up on the northern
side of the island in Wahiawa, until we can go to the courthouse, and
officiate everything.
  
He gets us a car, nice little hatchback red sportster, with bucket seats. So,
we go fishing on his days off (since this is one of his favorite pastimes),
swimming at the beach, BBQ’ing and drinking with his barracks buddies,
then pigging out in his room after sex.
  
One thing that strikes me as odd, seeing as he isn't very shy, is that during
sex he continually covers me with the blanket as if afraid someone will see
me. He certainly is attracted to me, and not ashamed of his body, so it's
more like a protective motion that he makes. I immediately know what I
had already suspected. The church!
  
I was suspicious that they had put cameras in my apartment back in
Makaha, and now I knew for sure. They were monitoring and filming me. I



knew this was not beneath them, as they had done the same thing to me in
my room when I was trying to separate from the church as a staff member.
They had me under twenty-four-hour surveillance, and someone deputized
by the security team, with me at all times. This went on for months.
  
When I was at the end of my career in the Sea Organization, I was put
under watch for months before I left. I was put into a separate room,
assigned by security, and various people to watch me. The first of which
was my brother, so this was less awkward, as they had to stay with me, in
my room 24/7 and follow me around wherever I may go.
  
I was not allowed to work, I was not allowed to associate with my group, or
go to the classroom and study. I had to stay in the room just about all night
and day, except if I wanted to take a walk, and when I ate meals. This wears
one down pretty fast, being cooped up in a small room, and not being
allowed to really do much of anything at all.
  
After months and months of this, and begging and pleading to go back to
work, or return to the group or do anything, I could not. This was when I
first began having suicidal thoughts of jumping off the top of the building.
At this point they had to let me go, as you become a liability for them to
keep there, should you harm yourself. They don't like anything that attracts
potential negative media and added attention to their internal activities.
  
When I become suspicious about being watched still, I pretend I don’t know
of this monitoring going on. I’d touched around the subject, and Steven’s
pretending not to know what I’m referring to. So, we keep on about our
business, with things as usual.



  
Years later I confront Steven about this monitoring again, and he’s willing
to confirm this as a witness in my latent court case. Although we do not end
up staying together, or getting married, we remained friends, keeping in
touch occasionally.
  
Because we don't end up getting married, he helps me get a place with a
military family, as their part-time nanny, while I work my first job in door-
to-door sales, selling vacuums.
I go from door to door setting up appointments and doing demonstrations.
This is the most difficult kind of sales, cold sales from door knocking.
  
Oddly enough I knock on one door, and a White male answers, annoyed
look, refusing a cleaning demonstration. As he begins closing the door, in
the background I swear I see John walk into the hall just behind him. Had I
been more aggressive, I could’ve jammed my foot in the door, calling out
his name just to see if he responds, to verify that it is in fact him.
  
I am too slow. The door closes, before John can look up into my eyes, for
me to make sure it's him. If it is him, this only further solidifies what I
already know to be true, the church sent out a project, and it wasn’t just
John by himself. This was almost too much for me to face, or even fathom,
so I pretend I know nothing.
  
So many questions plague me. Why would they follow me here? Why
wouldn't they just contact me, and tell me what they wanted from me….? If
John is here, wouldn't it be better for him to reach out to me, and be a stable



person in my life? Everything is a dichotomy to me, and there are no
answers. Just a never-ending abyss, a black hole of no answers. A vacuum.
  
When I tell my mom about what I am experiencing and going through, she
brushes this off saying "There's no way the church has the resources for
something of such magnitude." Although I don't disagree with her logic, it's
too weird and confusing to fathom this all to be true. However, I know what
I see, what I hear, and unfortunately, that I am right. I desperately don't
want to be right, to just blame this on the ghosts of my past haunting me,
and say it's all in my head. But it is clear and plain as day, the things I
witnessed. There are too many incidents and occurrences to ignore, try as I
might.
  
I try to simply move on, and pretend what I see isn’t there. But if I close my
eyes, it's not as though these things, or people, would disappear upon my
opening them. As if a childhood monster in the dark, which fades away
once you turn on the light...
  
Over the next year, I bounce around from job to job, place to place, and date
guys here and there. Meet a lot of people, new friends, and begin learning
greetings and sayings in Japanese from working at a famous Japanese
fusion-style restaurant in Waikiki. Meet the TV famous chef himself, from
the show Iron Chef. Very humble Japanese man, who simply likes to be
called “Chef”.
  
Spent my first New Years in Hawai'i watching the fireworks on Waikiki
beach with two friends I met (Army branch). After a night of drinking,



clubbing, and dancing, you could say I went on somewhat of a rampage that
year.
  
Catching up for lost time, I guess…



CHAPTER II
A WHOLE NEW WORLD

  
“Love is friendship that has caught fire…”

─ Ann Landers
  
After moving into a closet-sized room, in a three-bedroom apartment with
two of my co-workers from the restaurant, I start looking for a change.
  
I begin looking around for new job opportunities and find a job as a
lifeguard, where they promote they provide their own training and so forth.
And so I, of course, pursue this opportunity.
  
After interviewing, I find out this is for a new hotel resort, so I thought,
"There's no way I am passing this up", and begin my training.
  
Once again, this brings me back to the west side of the island, therefore
driving all the way from Town (what they call Honolulu or Waikiki), where
I'm still living with my co-workers from the restaurant, which is about an
hour away, sometimes more with traffic.
  
But I show up every day, quickly get through the training, and ace my test. I
am feeling great! I make friends with the other lifeguards, and trainees. All
my bosses and superiors are really cool, one of who stands out, named
Dale. I get along with all my superiors and absolutely love my job.
  
Once we are placed, we'll work poolside or riverside, and make rotations
throughout the day, being on one side of the water facility or another. Either



rotation brings us to the slides, where we constantly have to jump in the
water to assist the guests and do "rescues".
  
Although the job itself is pretty nerve-wracking, I only have one truly
drowning victim. A young Japanese boy, who goes into the pool before his
grandmother and father can catch up. Thank god I am doing my full
scanning motions we were trained in. As I scan to one side and back, I see
nothing but his little hands sticking in the air, he is fully immersed. I scream
my whistle at full blast, while I fly off my stand over the heads of other
swimming children. Landing in the water, I stride forward to him, trying not
to disturb the water around him, in fear of him panicking and breathing in,
and I pull him up. He coughs out water and spit, looking at me with wide
water-filled eyes. I know he might not speak English, so all I say
inquisitively is "Mama? Papa?" He says "Papa", pointing towards the pool
entrance. I carry him in my arms over to his confused looking father,
motioning to explain that he went in ahead of them into the water, walking
in too deep.
  
I quickly walk off, while one of the onlookers starts clapping for my rescue.
I have a scowl on my face, although I nod to the clapping onlooker as a
thank you. I rush to the back before I can start crying in front of everyone. I
had saved this boys life in the nick of time.
  
This is not the first time I’ve ever saved someone from drowning.
  
When I was nine, my baby brother had been tricycling around my aunt’s
poolside, and at age three he definitely couldn’t swim. The difference is I
had seen him fall in, so I dove in immediately to detangle him from the bike



and put him on my shoulders, as I swam him over to my father and
stepmother.
  
Had I not seen or rescued this other boy in time...? I get so emotionally
distraught just thinking about it, it’s all I can do to keep from crying in front
of everyone, so I rush towards the locker room to catch my breath.
  
I as well had almost drowned as a child. Twice actually.
  
The first time, when I was about seven or eight years old, I had been
swimming in our nine foot deep apartment pool and had my six foot round
floatie in the water, which all the other kids were playing on. I was
practicing holding my breath, and swimming the full length of the pool, so
thought I could swim under the six-foot floatie, and come up the other side.
  
As I tried this, the waving motions of my arms made the floatie, kind of
follow along the same direction, as I swam underneath. Once I got to the
"other side" it was hitting up against the edge, blocking me from coming up
for air. I tried swimming back the other way, only to find it was moving
along the same way, following my motions. I realized as I kept going
different directions, it would move with me and I couldn't come up for air!
  
As the pressure in my lungs built, I knew I wasn’t going to be able to hold
my breath much longer. I tried again, this time when the floatie hit the edge,
blocking my only way up for air, I forced my hands through up to the edge
of the pool and tried forcing my head up to follow. I couldn’t do it! I was
beginning to see black, and completely run out of oxygen, so I tried pushing



the floatie away from the edge with all my strength, and couldn't do it!
There were too many people sitting on top, at least half a dozen.
I shoved my head up again, forcing my face against the edge of the pool,
and scraping my face up the side, until finally, it started to move and I
poked my head up. Gasping for air, I held onto the sidewall, as the floatie
motioned away from me. The kids still splashing and playing away, not even
noticing my close call, and the distress I was in. I realized I almost didn't
make it out of that one.
  
The second time, I had almost drowned, was only about a year or so later,
when I got caught in a small riptide at the Santa Monica Beach and took
several faces full of nonstop waves and white water. Once realizing I
couldn't get out of the back-to-back waves and the strong pull of the
current, I tried swimming through them. Yet every time I came up for air, I
ended up gulping down what felt like a gallon of salty water. I tried waving
to my mom for help, but she simply smiled and waved back, thinking I was
just jumping about in the waves as usual.
  
I got the smallest break and took a huge breath, as the next wave started to
bear down, and dove down to the bottom. I was thrown about with the
waves pull, the water making me tumble across the bottom. I went with it,
trying to swim forwards towards the shore, the waves kept tumbling me
forward, rolling and bouncing across the sandbank. When I finally made it
to the shallow waters, I burst up jumping out of the water gasping for
breath, and stumbled forwards, slowly dragging myself out of the water.
  
I had almost drowned once again when I was seventeen.
  



A bunch of friends and I had gone to the river for the 4th of July, and one of
the guys was going to set off a fire rocket from one of the large rocks. As the
fire rocket was about to start shooting off, the guy jumped from the rock,
accidentally kicking it over. Well, he had kicked it in the direction facing
across the river, towards a little island. As the rocket went off, it spouted off
onto the other side, starting a fire on the opposite side of the river!
  
I looked around at everyone who was tipsy, or drunk and moving slowly, to
see what we were going to do. Pointing towards the fire, no one reacted.
Everyone was drinking, except for my friend’s older brother, Harley and
myself. Harley rushed forward and quickly grabbed the only little floatie
canoe we had, running to the water. I tried to follow, as he got into the boat,
paddle in hand, I sat behind him and it began to sink. He told me to stay
behind, but I didn’t think I should leave it to him to take care of by himself;
the fire was beginning to grow into a small bonfire by now. I got behind,
holding onto the back, and started pushing from within the water, as he
paddled across.
  
We were about halfway across, as the river kept pulling us downstream
away from the fire, so I gave one last hard push to shove him towards the
shore, but he just swept off away from me heading further downstream. As I
let go, I had nothing holding me up, and I felt the current pulling me
downwards, rather than downstream.
  
I was stationary in the middle of the river, being pulled down. I mustered up
my strength and began swimming towards the other side. Feeling the weight
of my clothes and shoes, making it extremely difficult to move across the
water, acting like weights dragging me down with the current's pull.



  
Harley had disappeared; the river had floated him downstream out of my
sight. I was now more than halfway to the other side, but my strength was
failing, I could hardly swim any further. I stopped mid-motion and felt my
body starting to sink. I thought am I going to die here, in the middle of this
river on the 4th of July at the young age of seventeen?
  
NO WAY! I mustered up every ounce of strength I had left and took a couple
more huge strokes forward. I was almost there! Seeing a large rock closest
to me, focusing on getting there. I saw Harley run by me with the floatie
canoe held above his head, as he rushed towards the fire. He didn't even see
me. I got one last adrenaline rush; wanting to catch up to him and help him
put out the fire. I swam forward, several more strokes, as I barely dragged
myself up onto the riverbank. I took a couple of huge panting breaths, then
shakily got up onto my feet, and started running in the direction Harley had
gone.
  
I was much closer to the fire source, than he had been, the river having
swept him far downstream. I arrived at the fire in less than a minute, having
landed on the riverbank, not too far off from it. He had taken his wet shirt
off; beating the fire with it, looking down he did not see me approach. I
followed suit, taking my shirt off to throw it onto the fire as well. As I did
this, he smothered its last flame, while I stood there in my bra and wet shirt
in hand. Feeling foolish, I threw it onto the dead fire, as if to prove to myself
after all I had just put myself through, that I had helped. He looked shocked
as I stood in front of him on this side of the river, shirtless and dripping wet.
I don’t think he had realized I was on the back of the boat half of the way,
pushing and hanging on, trying to steer him across.



  
He grabbed his shirt, as I put mine back on, and began back towards the
riverbank to make the swim back across. I hollered back at him to wait for
me, and not to cross without me as I ran back, hiding behind a bush. I
pulled off a very wet water-soaked period pad. I had been at the end of my
period, thus wearing a pad when I jumped into the river. Fat and full with
water, I stripped off the pad from my panties and threw it into the bushes. It
was one less thing to weigh me down.
  
Running back to the riverbank, Harley had begun throwing his shoes into
the canoe, and stripped down to his boxers, throwing his pants in as well. I
decided to follow suit, and left my shirt on, but took my pants off, now that
my bulky pad was out of the way. I had my full-backed period panties on, so
it looked like a swimsuit. After our shoes and pants were in the canoe, we
jumped in, him holding the side and me holding onto the back, we swam. I
felt Harley swimming much harder, his leg thrusts bringing us across the
river much faster than before when he was paddling and it was just me
pushing from the back. My body was exhausted and my legs not functioning
very well from trying to swim halfway across the river myself just before. I
tried pushing and motioning forwards, but ended up being dragged most of
the way by Harley's leg thrusts forward.
As we got across to the shallow part where we could walk, I sat there
floating for a second, waiting for my muscles to cooperate, so I could stand.
Harley felt the weight change from when I had let go of the canoe. Looking
back and seeing me floating there, grabbed my arm and dragged me
another couple feet forward until I got up onto my own two legs.
  



That was a major, major disaster averted, by his quick action, and what I'd
like to think as my small assisting pushes to get him across the river more
directly, at least halfway, before he was swept further downstream. If we
had done nothing, that whole little island would have lit ablaze in no time.
  
I find it quite ironic, that after these three incidents, I still happily swim in
the water, and am now becoming a lifeguard. Almost like I had to overcome
my own fears, by forcing myself to become stronger than them. Still
terrified of the deep sea, however, and refuse to go deep sea diving. I will
go snorkeling along the top of the water, but don't like to dive down too
deep; just don't like the feeling of the pressure on my chest.
  
And snorkeling I did. One of the popular attractions at the resort is called
The Reef. This is a man-made huge snorkeling tank essentially, which has
natural seawater, live coral, and hundreds of different colorful local fish,
including the rare official state Hawaiian fish─the
Humuhumunukunukuapua'a. We have an inside joke between the guards, to
challenge the tourists into saying its name correctly, seeing if they can
repeat it properly.
  
This is my favorite spot. However, the water absolutely freezing, as it is not
heated, and temperature more suited for the natural habitat of the wildlife.
The best time is feeding time. Over a hundred fish swim up to you, heads
bobbing at the surface, as you swim among them and they surround you.
The fish are so human-friendly that you can put your fingers up towards
their mouths as if you have food, and they practically kiss your fingers with
their sucker mouths, in search of a bite to eat.
  



I thought "There is no better job in the world." Feeling like we are our own
little season of Baywatch or something.
  
Every time I do morning shift, before all the guests are out and about, I look
out from my stand and just gaze out towards the ocean. The back of the
resort faces the ocean, and the pool deck’s raised up above the sands, so we
have a perfect view of the horizon. Standing there, I take a deep breath as if
breathing in all the beauty and tranquility.
  
The resort is sitting on one of the west side lagoons, with the ocean
somewhat barricaded in, creating its own little natural pool. Sometimes a
sea turtle will wander its way into the lagoon, and swim round and round,
while everyone gets excited about spotting a wild turtle. In local folklore,
turtles are considered a guardian animal (which is an Aumakua),
representing long life, wisdom, and good fortune. In Hawaiian terms called
Honu.
  
I make friends pretty fast without much effort really, as I am friendly with
everyone. I figure they just enjoy their job and the environment so much;
it's hard not to be in a good mood. I start becoming closer with Dale, joking
with him, feeling at ease with him more than anyone, as if we've already
been longtime friends. He mentions he might be getting a place with
another friend if I need somewhere closer to work. So, I suggest we all get
one together; it can be just for the lifeguards! We paint a picture of this idea,
hypothetically agreeing we'll find a three-bedroom house together.
  
Since I am having difficulty with the continual commute, and Dale and I
have not worked out a place yet, he offers for me to stay at his Auntie's



house. He rents out, what he calls "the shack". Basically, a barnyard styled
garage with a room upstairs in the backyard, which has a rickety set of steps
leading up to his room. He has decked out the upstairs room islander, surfer,
and Jamaican style. He offers to take the couch, so I can take his king-sized
mattress laid out on the floor.
  
Well, needless to say, I let him lie with me in the bed, while we watch my
favorite TV show Friends (which I later find out he hates and only watches
because I love it so much). We become cozy, cuddling on one half of the
huge bed. I notice his muscular tanned arms, and start to caress one as we
lie there. Within a split second, his hand is down my shirt, mouth kissing
mine, turning his body into me.
  
I really haven't thought of sex in a while, and it's been months since I'd been
involved with anyone. But I'm so attracted to his charm, and the passion in
his kiss, that his movements make me melt. And so I give in to his
command. We make love four times that night, and it is the best sex I have
had because it is tender and passionate, and I feel so connected to him.
  
Dale is by far the funniest person I've met in my life, and after getting past
his initial shyness with me, he shows off his very charming personality. We
click so well, and he opens up a softer, lighter, happier side of me that I had
not seen since childhood.
  
At the resort, there are costumed characters that come out, interacting with
the guests at certain times of the day, and on this schedule are the Chip n'
Dale duo. Every time their costumed bobbing heads come out, I'd light up



just thinking of Dale, trying not to laugh at my stand, where guests can still
see me.
  
I can honestly say that between my job; my friends and coworkers; and now
being with Dale, I’ve never felt so well rounded in all aspects of my life.
Finally, I am living a well-balanced, healthy life that makes me feel
complete.
  
During my newfound happiness, one of the co-workers that I am friends
with, Courtney, became my only confidante regarding Dale. Aside from his
aunt and family, no one else really knew of our secret romance. We are
keeping things to ourselves, but soon all is shed to light.
  
I first meet Courtney during the training period. We are both in the same
trainees class, along with a handful of other young local teenagers, and
another older trainee local guy─Keoni, who's closer to my age. Courtney is
much younger than I, a local mixed girl, but very pale due to her mixed
heritage, mainly being Caucasian. She is fairly quiet and shy at first.
  
When going to lunch with a bunch of the trainees, we all pack into my red
little sportster, as I give them a ride to the closest fast food spot. And as we
sit, eating at the nearby fast-food restaurant, Courtney sits across from me
not eating, but instead kind of silently staring at me, as if studying my face.
My hair is dyed bright red but faded in the sun to a kind of strawberry
blonde, so I just assume she's looking at me as I look so unique compared to
locals. I uncomfortably pretend not to notice and bury my face in my food.
  



Once we all begin working together, Courtney comes out of her shell, kind
of latching onto me. I keep some distance, as I never quite clicked with
socialites, and she seems the gossipy type. I still consider her a good friend
but don't quite trust anyone who got into trash talking others for no reason,
which I find she likes to do. She’s becoming best buddies with another girl
her age, named Nicole. They’re like two peas in a pod, heads bent,
whispering and laughing over their own jokes. I am friendly with both, but
they’re much too young and naive for my cup of tea.
  
We all hang out with some of the other lifeguards after work, going
clubbing and having a good time dancing through the night. Dale doesn't
go, which I think odd, so I let him take my car. He happily zips around to
his friend's house showing it off, till I come back later from the club.
  
Dale and I are keeping things between us quieter at work, but I notice other
girls, that haven't paid him any heed before, are now beginning to pay
attention to him and becoming flirty. I have a deep nagging feeling about
this and start to become worried, as I see him enjoying this kind of
attention.
  
One night, all the lifeguards (our little clique I guess you could say),
including Dale go out to eat together. I ride in one car and am really hurt
when Dale rides with Courtney and Nicole. He sits at the other side of the
table, next to them, instead of by me. I completely lose my appetite. Seeing
them laughing and joking together as if I do not exist. I become jealous...



  
  

CHAPTER III
LIONS, N' TIGERS, AND BEARS, OH MY!

  
"‘My ex-girlfriend is crazy' Code for:

I played with her emotions,

ruined her mental health, gave her reasons to be jealous,

used gaslighting when she called me out

and now that she's justifiably upset and hurt,

demonize her hoping other men won't want her

and she'll come back to me…"

─ Brandon Evers

Things are strained between Dale, and I. I end up getting a different place,
staying in an extra room at the house Keoni is renting from. He introduces
me to the owner─Leland, who is cool with me renting the last room. This is
closer to Makaha, in an area called Nanakuli, also just a couple of blocks
from the beach.
  
Dale is beginning to show more and more interest in Courtney. We are over.
I am so livid that he's going for what I consider my only close female friend
at work, and the only person I have confided in about Dale and me.
  
Dale and one of his friends throw a party, of which one of my friends
invites me to, but never ends up showing for. So I kind of look dumb going
to Dale's party, since we're no longer together. I decided to kind of ignore
Dale, as I am still really pissed at him. I start getting drunk and acting like a
fool.



  
By this time, Dale calls Courtney and tells her to come over to the party. I'm
not talking to her since the restaurant ordeal, but decide to play it off like I
don't care, giving her and Nicole a hug when they show up. I'm pretty tipsy
by now, and am usually a happy drunk, so it is hard for me to hold a grudge
at this point.
  
Courtney and I end up playing cards, speed actually. And she wins the first
round, as I am half-falling out of my chair. I win the second, and the third
we're arguing as to who won, so I call it a tie. Courtney is genuinely pissed,
her eyes light up, as she puts her hand to my throat and squeezes. Guess she
really doesn't like to lose. As I am drunkenly laughing this off, I see no
laughter in her eyes, as her grip continues to tighten on my throat; holding
her grip there much too long for it to be a joke.
  
I am so drunk; I sit down on the sidewalk a couple houses over, already
having puked behind the house earlier. Dale comes over to flirt with me,
and kind of mumbles "Well if Courtney is going to be like that, then I'll
come over here and talk to Aurora". I am reeling, so hardly respond to
anything Dale even says. Hearing what he says, although it registers, too
drunk to yell at him and tell him off like I really want to. Courtney rushes
over, as if genuinely concerned that I am drunk, and makes a big show of
pretending to take care of me, then leaving me and going off with Dale
somewhere. I start puking more, then bile, and then dry heaving. Finally, I
am carried home, by two of my friends, and put to bed.
  
I heard that, that night Dale had gone off with Courtney somewhere, getting
all cozy with her, trying to get her to make out with him. I don't think they



actually kissed, but they are hugging or getting cozy-like, is what I'd heard.
I am furious, I had alcohol poisoning, practically puking my brains out,
while Dale is trying to make the moves on Courtney.
  
He comes over, with a guilty-looking face, to relieve me from my stand for
a break, and I don't give him a chance to say a word before I storm off.
What a self-centered prick.
  
After all of this, Dale takes Courtney to another "private" party, one I am
not invited to. Later on, I hear that Courtney and Nicole had gotten all
drunk and Dale carried them out himself.
  
Courtney has a boyfriend, one her own age. Dale is six or seven years older
than her, and I two or three years older than him. Not only do I feel jealous,
but I feel betrayed, by the two I trusted and cared about most.
  
I begin not eating. I'm losing weight rapidly from stress, and lack of food
with the constant physical demand from work. I notice I am shedding a lot
more hair than normal.
  
The final straw is when they decide to flaunt their newfound happiness
together in front of me, walking hand in hand right across my station,
making it known to everyone that they are an item. I am enraged. How can
they both sink so low? What is this some Beverly Hills: 9.0.2.1.0. episode,
back in high school times? I want to rip her little head off. I want to throw
her into the pool, and hold her down underwater with my foot, and watch
her face, as she can't breathe.
  



One night, as I am leaving work, Dale and Courtney are walking with the
rest of the guards ahead of me. Frowning, I'm stuck behind them all, and
can't rush past the large group of them, I walk really slowly so they can get
far, far ahead of me. This does not work; they start to walk really slowly…
And to make matters worse, they know I am behind them. Dale grabs
Courtney's body and hugs her tightly to him. Is he truly evil? Why would
they flaunt like this? Why are they trying to hurt me like this, and further
rub salt into my already raw heart?
  
As they get to their cars, they all take their time talking and standing around
the parking lot, very slow loading into their vehicles. I jump into my car
and speed out of the lot as fast as I can, leaving a trail of dust in my wake,
so upset and angry. They are trying to humiliate me in front of the whole
group!
  
As I'm driving still very upset, I'm slowing for the speed bumps, Courtney
tries catching up to me in her mom's little red sporty style sedan. I know
Nicole and Dale are in the car with her, and wonder which one of them is
egging her on. Is she nuts? Do they want me to fight her? As she tries
catching up, about to pull up close to me, I peel out of there gunning the
engine. In the mirror I can see her car speeding up, to catch up to me. I floor
it, leaving them in the dust.
  
The worst part of all of this is that I still have to work with the two of them.
There is no escape. If Dale comes over to check on me at my lifeguard
stand, which Coordinators have to do, I'd curse him out and tell him to get
away from me. If Courtney was working in the same rotation as me, I
would beg and plead to switch sides. Soon enough, I drop all my shifts that



they are on, and request to be scheduled on completely different shifts, and
soon enough on different days.
  
This magical, wondrous place is now a dungeon to me. I do not see the
happy smiling faces anymore. Every time the Chip N' Dale heads come
bobbing out, tears welled up in my eyes, streaming down my face. I hide
my pain behind my sunglasses, but occasionally have to simply look away
and wipe my face.
  
As Courtney walks by my stand and looks over at me, I shoot her the
trigger pull motion, as if to say to her DON'T you dare come over to me,
DON'T try to act like we're friends, and STOP TRYING TO MESS WITH
ME. It works. She stops looking over, stops walking by my station, stops
flaunting her and Dale's little handholding, hugging, and racing escapades.
  
I hate Dale. I despise Courtney. I cry at home, and nothing can please me
anymore. How can they do this? What kind of human being does this to
another? My bubble of lightness and happiness are shattered. I hate going to
work. I am depressed at home. Not eating, not going out, or doing anything
really.
  
My roommates notice my change of mood and try to cheer me up, offering
to take me surfing, which I decline. My friends at work try cheering me up,
but their jokes only make my frown turn into a half smile and then I am
right back into my stupor of grief.
  
The only person who can reach me, and break through this wall of
depression is a girl named Joni. One I befriend after all the other lifeguards,



as she is not really part of this whole cliquish group, and a very sweet,
sunny and fun person.
  
Oddly enough, Dale had slept with her too. I did not know this, but they had
been together (kind of) before I came along. I did not realize that I was that
girl to replace her and feel kind of bad for her. She does not judge me for it.
But now we have something in common. And a common enemy. We click
right away. Just like Courtney and Nicole, we become two peas in a pod,
hanging out after work, becoming very close friends. She helps me to see
that all this grief and anguish isn't worth it. And that Dale and Courtney are
undeserving of this much attention from me. My pain slowly turns from
grief to anger. And then finally to dismissal. Joni and I have a blast together.
We take the same rotations and are next to each other on stand.
  
One day, there's a celebrity on the premises. Someone I recognize from a
couple of major Hollywood films and thought very handsome. He, of
course, is married, and staying there with his pregnant wife, and kids. But I
have the luck of getting him in my line, at the top of the slide, and make
pleasant conversation with him before he goes down the slide.
  
I, of course, immediately tell Joni all about it, as we get all girly crushed
over him. Dale happens by, when we're giggling and laughing about this, all
the while he's looking very jealous. I laugh inside, feeling somehow like I
triumphed over the pain that has been plaguing me for so many months.
  
Courtney has gone out of town, back to the States (or "Mainland", we call it
in Hawai'i), as the holidays near. I begin picking up shifts left, right, and



center getting back up to my speed, trying to do a good job at work and
make up for so many sour days.
  
One day, I am stationed at the end of the tube slide stand, I see Dale
walking by, then kind of duck behind the bushes. I am singing to myself, in
a good mood, and pretend I don't see him. I laugh inside, as one of the other
Coordinators taps him on the shoulder, making him move along. Another
triumph, he's watching me in my good mood, and as I liked to think to
myself, missing me as well.
  
One night Dale ends up calling me sounding distressed and upset, telling
me how right I am. Courtney had played him, just as I said she would. She
decided to get back together with her boyfriend, her high school sweetheart.
I said, “Told ya’ so” and sounded very condescending in my retorts and
replies. He says, “If you’re going to be like that, then I’m not going to tell
you...” I coax him into telling me, as I listen to him, grinding my teeth and
using all my might not to throw out hurtful comments, to stab back at him,
giving him just a small amount of pain, compared to what he had caused
me.
  
We end up reconciling, as I do truly miss him. It's right back to normal as if
nothing has changed. I spend evenings back in the shack with him, and we
certainly get busy.
  
One night we are both drunk, and I tell him, “Dance for me”. He laughs,
saying "I've never done this for anyone before". We start dancing together,
and he begins kissing up my leg, as we make drunken love, laughing, and
joking and just having the best time.



  
I've lost so much weight, that I am very slender now. Dale comments on it,
saying, "I like the way you look." He too has changed, putting on some
weight, and beefing up his arms and chest. I love the way he looks, and tell
him so.
  
It is Christmas Eve, and I am happily at work. Feeling in the spirit of things,
smiling and waving at everyone. They've provided the lifeguards with extra
breaks today, ice cream and sweets in the office. Things are lookin' up!
Courtney is gone, Dale is back with me, and I am happily at work again.
  
As I come upon the ocean side pool stand to relieve another guard, I notice
a black leather wallet lying in the guard's box. I ask her about this, and she
states she found it floating in the pool, and is waiting for the guest to return.
I thought this odd that she doesn't turn it in, so I tell her I am bringing it to
the office.
  
I walk towards the office, and come across one of my supervisors, telling
him what occurred and handing him the wallet. We both walk it over to the
Recreation towel stand, where the resort staff do customer service, as well.
Apparently, this guest has been frantically searching for his wallet for over
an hour, as he had some high valued credit cards in there!
  
I feel very pleased with myself for promptly turning it in, doing my good
deed during this holiday season. As I go to my locker, as my supervisor
grants me a break, two of the Recreation staff rush in, stating the customer
wants to thank me. I leave my locker open and go with them, only to find
no one there. I thought, "Maybe he wants to reward me for my good deed!"



However, this does not end up being the case. Apparently, there is cash
missing from the wallet, even though everything else was turned in.
  
I go over to my superior, who I'd turned it in to, of whom I knew didn't take
it, as we walked it over together and this did not seem fitting to his
personality. I certainly didn't take it, as I hadn't even tried to look inside the
wallet, and had walked only several steps before seeing my boss and
turning this over to him.
  
I feel somewhat distraught at this point as if the Recreation staff had made a
ruse, to get me out of the break room, to check my locker. I tell my boss
where I found the wallet, and that they can check my locker, and my
uniform on my body if needed, just to clear my name from this mess. He
reassures me it's not necessary and says he's not worried about me. This
makes me feel somewhat better, but I did not like the idea of the Recreation
staff, or even the guest thinking that I had anything to do with this missing
cash. I guess no good deed really does go unpunished…
  
And to make matters worse, Courtney's returned. On Christmas day!
Really? Things could not have played out worse. Why of all days, when she
has been gone for so long did she decide she absolutely had to return to
work just then?
  
When I first see her she catches my eye and tries to give me a small wave,
of which I ignore. I thought furiously "Are you kidding me? You think
we're friends?" Is this chick insane, or dense? After her attempt to befriend
me fails, I notice her and Nicole's attitudes shift towards me, becoming
nasty and insidious.



  
I start withdrawing again and begin picking up shifts at the Reef almost full
time, as this is out of the normal rotation, and away from the two of them.
  
On the day Courtney and Dale work the same shift, I see him approaching
her… Liar! Two-timing bastard. I watch from the distance, on the upper
level, as he approaches her, talking and leaning into her really closely.
Ripping my heart out again, without a care.
  
One of my superiors comes up, jolting me out of my rage as I watched
them, wanting to fly over the rocks, jump down and drop kick them both. I
had missed someone getting into the water, as I stood there fixated,
watching their interaction.
  
I reluctantly pull myself away from watching their every move, scowling
with fury. I get into the water and return to my duties. This is the last straw.
I cannot go through what I just went through with them, again.
  
When Dale approaches me, telling me what is going on, he actually has the
nerve to complain to me that they are not allowing the two of them to work
on the same shifts. He says this with a frown and a look of unhappiness in
his face. Who does he think he is! What the heck does he think I am going
to care? How on God's green earth can he think I would support the two of
them happily working together? Is he out of his mind? Does he not see how
he is ripping my heart out? See the pain on my face and anguish in my
heart?
I am so furious I can't even respond with my emotions. He'd told me when
she left, that he wanted nothing more to do with Courtney or Nicole for that



matter. He said that Nicole had been the one instigating, and spurring
Courtney on, to take Dale from me, while still being with her own
boyfriend and just play them both. Why the heck would Dale want to get
back together with the admitted two-timer?
  
I am becoming more and more withdrawn. I tell my boss I am resigning in
the new year, and put in my two-weeks notice. I don't explain to her, that
Dale and I have been an item, and what he's been doing to me, flaunting
Courtney around like a trophy he'd won. I simply say it is time for me to
move on, and I will finish out the two weeks, while I look for a new job.
  
I feel destroyed, resigned to having everything I felt I had accomplished and
established ripped away from me. I am desolate once again, losing my
friends, my job, and my love.
  
One morning, while still working my last two weeks, I had seen Nicole
opening the slides as her first station, part of which entails going down the
slide and testing them out. I am at the bottom of the slides, on the other side
of the rotation, as I want nothing to do with her either. As she comes down
the tube slide, Dale is riding in the back of the double-seater tube. I feel sick
to my stomach like I got sucker-punched in the gut. Rage fills my lungs and
my chest, all the way up; filling my head, as if a screaming tea kettle going
off, and steam about to come pouring out of my ears.
  
Rather than let Nicole see that she's gotten to me too, I text Dale in all caps,
furious words flying out of my fingers. I demand to know what the hell he
thinks he is doing, after all, he has put me through, and he is friends with



them again? Reminding him that he'd told me he is not friends with Nicole
anymore, as she's two-faced as well, let alone an instigator.
  
Dale doesn't answer, and when I confront him, simply seems pleased at my
jealousy. He brings up Courtney's name again, saying that him hanging out
with Nicole had made her jealous too. How the hell could he even put me in
the same category as her? He must have lost his mind, to think that what he
is doing is ok. That, or he is sadistic, and enjoys pitting females against one
another, and watching them fight each other over him.
  
Courtney and I'd had words online before when we were still "friends" on a
particular online site, at which point she infers we "meet up and fight it
out". Apparently, in Hawai'i, this is how they resolve things when there's a
beef between two females, or two males. They duke it out. Confused, and
thinking how childish this is, I basically tell her off and to get lost.
  
After her pathetic attempt to befriend me again failed, she and Nicole
become a "pair" against me. If we happen to be in the cafeteria at the same
time, they'd lean over, huddling and laughing as I walk past. Their silly little
girl high school games were not going to faze me. I sit down right next to
them, on the opposite side booth, as they look shocked at my move. But
they stop huddling and laughing, going silent, making awkward casual
conversation as they can't talk trash in front of me.
  
I confront Nicole as to why she is taking lunch then, as she'd already had
her lunch break. She lies, stating she hasn't taken a break yet (even though
I'd seen her relieved from stand, to go on a break earlier). Her sweet,
innocent, demure persona quickly turns to an ugly vicious scowling face,



while she gives me an ultra snappy bitchy attitude to defend her reasoning
for taking another break. Her abnormally pointed sharp teeth give her the
appearance of a blood-sucking vampire. Her attitude is too nasty for me to
want to deal with. I apologize for not "realizing" that she hadn't eaten yet,
knowing her defensive attitude is indicative of her lying.
  
Recognizing her extremely vicious attitude finally coming out, and
remembering what Dale told me of Nicole being the instigator in prodding
Courtney to take Dale from me, while still having her own boyfriend; I see
now, that Nicole is a major underlying part of the problem.
  
One thing I've learned over the course of betrayal and lies and has always
held true to me is that behind every conflict there is always a "Third Party".
And this person is usually the one standing on the side, appearing innocent
and unprejudiced, and all the while whispering nasty and hateful things
about each side into the other's ear. I immediately spot her as the Third
Party, as I am now no longer friends with either Dale or Courtney. Nicole
being mutual friends with both has been talking trash to both sides.
This is a battle I'm not willing to fight with them. I am quitting, and out of
here soon enough. However, how Dale could allow himself to be
hoodwinked by these two little devils is beyond me. I see behind Nicole's
sweet pretense that she gives off to everyone else, and only see a sharp-
fanged little brat, who would prey on her "friends".
  
After I angrily texted Dale, about him going down the slide with Nicole and
affiliating with the two of them again, I am called into the office, and told I
am being let go. Beyond confused, I tell my boss I have already put in my
two-weeks notice, and she states she is not going to have her staff harassed.



I quickly scan my mind to recall when I "harassed" anyone at work, only
thinking of the words Dale and I had had, other than that I simply gave
Courtney the gun-trigger motion, as she kept trying to force herself into my
life, and I wanted no part. As well, I refused to fight Courtney and told her
off, elsewhere from the workplace. As this was a personal matter, it did not
make sense to me that I would be fired for telling off the guy I'm involved
with for continually playing two sides.
  
I tell her junior, when she steps out of the room to get my paperwork, that I
really don't understand the reasoning behind my being let go. I already
intend on resigning with the New Year, but need to find another job. She
comes back into the room, and I go silent, quickly signing the paperwork,
and getting out of there as fast as I can.
  
Still extremely confused and puzzled, I call Dale, saying thanks very much.
I just lost my job. The line goes silent, as if surprised; he did not seem to
know how to respond. I tell him that this is not okay. He is defensive at
first, but says he understands and we'll talk later, as he is still at work. I
agree and hang up.
I am no longer in the magical "Land of Oz" that I'd felt upon arriving in
Hawai'i. I feel like Alice falling into the rabbit hole, down, down, down...
  
Now without a job, and truly without anyone on my side, I drive away lost
and more confused than ever. How am I in the wrong here? Telling off
someone for doing continual damage, and checking them when they're
playing both sides… This is fundamentally wrong and royally messed up,
AND affecting the workplace. Why would I be the one fired for this?
  



Dale texts me later, trying to sound encouraging, telling me just to get a
new job. He says he's going to be leaving the company as well and is
currently looking for something else.
  
I take heed and immediately get another interview. This is also for a
lifeguard position at a local fitness facility. It has a water park facility, with
a large lap pool, a small recreational pool, two slides, and a shallow water
area with water jets, and fixtures for the kids to play with. I get the job.
  
When I first apply, I randomly run into Courtney's ex. He smiles at me, as if
we're friends already, although we've never met face to face before. I have
only seen his pictures when Courtney and I were "friends" online, and only
knew what she'd told me of him.
  
Since the lifeguarding job won't begin right away, I interview for a sales
position in town, to start as soon as possible.
  
It is now the New Year, and thus my birthday again… I am turning twenty-
eight, and I'm starting over again! I am pretty pissed.
  
Dale's in touch here and there, mainly out of guilt I figured. Assuming he
doesn't really care about me, even though he had told me before Courtney
came back, that I was always his main girl. Stating that Courtney was the
"other zip code", meaning just a sidepiece at the time. Great, how
comforting is that.
  
Before Courtney and I completely stop talking, we have one more text
conversation. Courtney admits to me that Dale has been talking down upon



me, saying I am crazy and that we had only been together one time, etc.
Basically, Dale doesn't tell her the extent that we were actually involved.
What did it matter? It isn't her business, although she continually tried to
make it so. To her, I looked like a stalker lunatic who was randomly jealous,
and obsessed with Dale, and this is how she portrayed me to our boss, thus
getting me fired for "harassment". She shows me his true colors, but she has
also revealed her own, in her actions.
  
Within this conversation she tries reconciling and befriending me once
again, saying we could talk it out on the phone, and that Nicole is there with
her too. I am too hurt. Betrayed by Dale, and Courtney both. I can't even
fathom being friends with either again. I decline her offer to talk on the
phone, keeping things civil. Little does she know how sick to my stomach I
feel, consumed with grief and rage altogether. After our last text, I don't
reach out to her again.
It is my birthday and feeling sad and lonely, I go with a friend to the local
pool bar, to shoot some pool. I invite "friends" from the resort to come BBQ
with me at another friend's house, but they took "sides" against me from
Courtney and Nicole's vicious antics, and no one shows.
  
Dale responds, coming to see me, so we end up just all going to shoot pool
together and drink at the local bar. I'm pretty depressed, but feel a bit better
that at least Dale comes to see me on my birthday. I know this will royally
piss off Courtney, even though I know Dale will keep it from her. It's my
own secret victory over that evil witch. So, I feel only slightly vindicated.
  
My youngest brother, Max comes to visit, as he'd never been to Hawai'i
before. Dale says he will take us surfing, teaching us both how to surf, yet



never does.
  
I show Max around the island, taking him to the Japanese restaurant I used
to work for, where we see the Friday night beach fireworks, both having the
steak and lobster. I take him to the "mermaid show" where we order Mai
Tais, and a finned woman swims around with live fish, and sharks, and
more. We hike up the famous Diamond Head trail, to the top, taking photos,
and enjoying the view. We go to the local Waikiki zoo and aquarium, seeing
exotic animals and sea life.
  
We head off to the North Shore, getting some shaved ice, looking around
the quaint, but pricey northern side of the island. We take a whole day, just
visiting the culture center, learning all about the various islands, and
different customs and culture of the Polynesian islands.
  
Choosing some water sporting activities to do, he takes out the Jet Ski,
while I choose parasailing. The best is the banana boat ride, of which a
bunch of us get onto this big banana floatie, dragging behind the speed boat,
flipping, turning, and flying off, as it speeds off in different directions.
Basically, I finally get to be a tourist, of which I have never truly had a
chance to be yet.
  
The day I am taking him back to the airport, we have breakfast beachside,
at a famous local restaurant, enjoying the nice full buffet they have laid out.
Max goes home, back to Texas that day, loaded down with souvenirs for
himself, my dad, and stepmom.
  



I don't start my new lifeguard job until much later, and so, do my CPR
recertification training at their facility in the meantime.
  
Things start to get into somewhat of a rhythm, with my new job. I am also a
new salesperson, at a chain of local stores, selling Hawaiian jewelry, and
replicas of their ancient weaponry, and the famous Niihau shells. These
shells come from the exclusive Robinson Island, also known as Niihau; the
smallest of the seven Hawaiian Islands, of which they have the tiniest shells
in the world strung into necklaces and leis. These shells are worth
thousands when strung into a necklace, or piece like this.
  
I sell hand-carved Tahitian pearls, and other hand carved items or painted
artwork done by locals. I really enjoy this job, and find my escape in
learning about and sharing the Hawaiian culture, and folklore.
  
Meanwhile, there is some kind of lifeguard bonfire beach party going on,
for which, of course I do not go to. But I find out that my roommate Keoni
has been invited to go by Courtney, which he takes Leland to as well. On
top of this, I find out she is asking about me at the party!
  
Apparently, Courtney (who's not even twenty!) regularly talks to Keoni
(who's in his thirties!) on the phone, whom she was never friends with
before, not until after I moved into the same house as him. I find out he's
had somewhat of a crush on her. I know she is doing this to keep ties and
tabs on what I am doing, or rather what Dale and I might have been doing.
And Leland (who is in his forties!), my other roommate, is now "on-line
friends" with this nineteen-year-old stalker. They tell me that she was
asking about me at the party, and flirting with Dale, and Keoni, etc.



  
She's actually straight up trying to invade my life. I feel like I'm in one of
those movies, like "Poison Ivy", or "The Roommate" or something. In
which the obsessed character befriends the victim, then slowly tries to take
over her life, harming those that get in her way. And with the way she was
staring at me the first time we ate lunch together, I could tell she was
somewhat obsessive, but this was just nuts!
One night I was over at Dale's, and still not trusting him (for obvious
reasons), I go through his phone. Immediately finding very long text
conversations with Courtney, and Nicole both, and Courtney's contact pic
with her in lingerie lying on her bed. This was too much.
  
I text her from his phone, as if it's him, just to see what she will say about
me, kind of inferring that Dale and I are an item. She acts disgusted; asking
then why is he contacting her. I don't get much further, as Dale rips the
phone away from me, as he wakes up. He is livid that I am texting from his
phone. I don't care. He was lying to both of us the whole time! Telling both
of us he isn't talking to the other. He is still playing both sides...
  
I had messaged her boyfriend online, when Courtney was first going behind
his back and flirting, partying with Dale and Nicole. At that point, he broke
up with her, and then she and Dale became an item. But when she left town,
just before the holidays she broke it off with Dale and was reconciling with
her previous boyfriend. So I assumed they were back together.
  
This is just too much betrayal for me to handle. I wonder if her boyfriend
knows what Courtney's been up to behind his back as well? I feel it only



justice that he should know, and since she was lying as well, I was going to
tell him.
  
I don't really know how to contact him, and Courtney blocked his public
profile from me, after I messaged him the first time she was stepping out on
him. I know his name because it had been all over her public profile before
I blocked her; as well she'd told me about him. I simply write him a note
and search his name on my maps phone app, and sure enough, the address
pops up! I feel awkward, not knowing how to approach it, but know
someone needs to start telling the truth.
  
In my note, I tell him about the texts I found on Dale's phone, and about
Courtney's strange obsession with any guy in my life. I beg, no, I plead with
him, to get her under control. She was truly ruining my life.
  
I was beginning to believe what I had a sneaking suspicion of already. The
church must be using her to try and control the guys around me, in my life,
so I would still be under their control and manipulation… This is beyond
stalking. My life was being usurped from underneath my very feet.
  
I also write a letter to the owner and founder of the lifeguarding company
(as it is separate from the resort) explaining what had really occurred. I feel
like I need some kind of truth and exoneration here. I am so sick of this
witch steamrolling right over me.
  
Soon enough, within a couple of hours, I receive more than half a dozen
harassing calls, voicemails, and texts from Courtney, Courtney's mother,
and her sister. Her sister threatening me in her voicemail, and her mother



insulting me in hers is calling me "Aurora Fucker", and Courtney calling me
"dirty, dirty whore" and hanging up. I also get a call from my new boss,
stating the police contacted him to "question" me, and he later tells me that
Courtney's mother had called him to complain about me and to warn him
about me.
I cannot BELIEVE this! Her sister and mom were more nuts than she was! I
spoke to the officer who had called my workplace, and he states that they
wanted to apologize and talk things out. Are you kidding me? They call a
police officer, to contact my workplace, and embarrass me. After leaving
threatening and insulting messages, and texts, to have a Police Officer call
me and say they want to apologize and talk things out! This was more
backwards, than her attempt to get me to fight her.
  
At this point, I call the police myself, showing the responding officer (a
different policeman) the calls and texts, playing him the voicemails. After
explaining how the mother had called my workplace to get me in trouble, or
fired, and hearing the voicemails, he strongly suggests getting a restraining
order.
  
I do exactly this, and they stop trying to contact me. I attempt to get Dale to
appear and state the truth so these people will back down. He refuses to
show, warning me that they are going to make a fool of me. He keeps
telling me to drop the case saying they have it planned out, and are going to
use Nicole as a false witness.
  
I only spoke with the clerks at the filing desks about my case, so do not
know the procedures of the court. They told me if I want to drop the case, to
simply not show up. So, after I can't get Dale to show up for me, I just don't



show, assuming that the case would be dropped. Little do I know that
Courtney will retaliate and drum up some made-up case, to file a restraining
order on me?
  
The day I don't show in court, she files a false restraining order on me,
saying I would follow her around the workplace, and harass her, etc. The
only thing I ever did was tell her to stay away from me! I gave her the gun-
trigger motion, so she would get the point and stop following me around,
and stalking me! She gave zero specifics in her complaint, and basically
stated I was doing everything that she'd been doing. Wow…
  
I go to court to the first hearing to represent myself, and before I can hardly
even open my mouth, the judge rips me a new one, for not showing up to
the first hearing for the restraining order I had filed. I try explaining to her I
was instructed if I want to drop the case that I was told to simply not show
up. She states this is wrong. Again, reiterating that this is what I was told by
the clerk downstairs doing the paperwork and filings.
  
I'm flustered at this point, fumbling my words, and can hardly get two
words out, without the judge jumping down my throat, just to rip it out. I
ask for a continuance, so as to gain representation. I can't deal with this
judge; she thinks she is "Judge Judy" or something! She already has a
prejudice against me for not attending the first hearing, and properly
dropping the case. I'm very frustrated and in over my head.
  
I have to hire a lawyer now, paying over a grand, just to defend myself and
get this case of false accusations dropped. I gather all the evidence I can,
from my emails, requesting schedule changes to be kept separate from



Courtney; screenshot of my blocking her online; the letter I wrote to our
lifeguarding boss (owner and founder) explaining what had in fact
occurred; pictures and texts from Dale and I, in case I need to prove our
relationship; anything I can document, I gather in preparation.
  
When it comes down to it, my lawyer meets with her and her mother, before
the hearing and straight up asks her if she really thinks this necessary, and if
she actually feels I am a threat. She admits she doesn't. He states that we
will reinstate the restraining order against her that I had ignorantly dropped
if she decides to continue. She drops the case before we even have the
hearing.
  
By this time, I move out of Leland's house, telling him I will not be
connected to ANYONE in contact with Courtney, as she is straight up
stalking me, using every person in my life now. She had now taken my
boyfriend, friends from work, my job, my reputation, AND my roommates!
And she wants to file a restraining order on ME?
  
This girl was almost certainly hired by the Church of Scientology to
interfere with, and essentially destroy my relationship and happiness with
Dale, and she wants to put a restraining order on me...?



CHAPTER IV
FAIR GAME

  
"The term ‘Fair Game' is used to describe policies and practices Carried

out by the Church of Scientology towards people and groups it perceives as
its enemies. Founder L. Ron Hubbard established the policy in the 1950s, in

response to criticism both from within and outside his organization."
  

─ Wikipedia
  
FAIR GAME (SCIENTOLOGY):
  
"Individuals or groups who are ‘Fair Game' are judged to be a threat to the
Church and, according to the policy, can be punished and harassed using
any and all means possible.
  
"In 1968, Hubbard officially canceled use of the term ‘Fair Game' because
of negative public relations it caused, although the Church's aggressive
response to criticism continued.
  
"Applying the principles of ‘Fair Game', Hubbard and his followers targeted
many individuals as well as government officials and agencies, including a
program of covert and illegal infiltration of the IRS and other U.S.
government agencies during the 1970s.
  
"They also conducted private investigations, character assassination and
legal action against the Church's critics in the media.
  



"The policy remains in effect and has been defended by the Church of
Scientology as a core religious practice.
  
"Starting in the 1980s, for their major branch in Los Angeles, California,
the Scientology organization largely switched from using church members
in harassment campaigns to hiring private investigators, including former
and current Los Angeles police officers. The reason seemed to be that this
gave the church a layer of protection in case embarrassing tactics were used
and made public."
─ Wikipedia

  
I cannot believe that I basically have to start my life over─AGAIN.
  
For a change of scenery, I move into a nice furnished studio apartment, this
time right on the beach, desperately trying to rid myself of all the negativity.
  
I am on the famous Makaha beach! I can simply walk out onto the lanai
("balcony" in Hawaiian) and drink my morning coffee. The lanai hanging
over the sand, with a perfect view of the ocean (Makai side, which means
"Ocean" side).
  
I'd go out to the front of the building and watch the sunset. Or take a walk
along the sand in the morning, before it got too hot, this being my only
escape.
  
By this time, I start seeing someone else from work on occasion, who is
around my age. We spend some time together, but it's difficult because I
now compare anyone else to Dale. Who, despite hurting me, could always



make me laugh, and laugh, and laugh. He made me laugh harder than
anyone in my life has ever been able to make me laugh. He also certainly
knew how to make me cry, and set off my temper. So, I try to distract
myself with making new friends, with work, and occasionally the new guy.
  
I am now depended upon at my new job, earning a name for myself.
Realizing the lifeguards are much more relaxed at this facility, I have to
learn to relax here a little more.
  
Just like at the other job, I have one serious, truly drowning victim that I
rescue. This time a three-year-old local girl, who jumps into the wrong
pool, thinking she was still over in the shallow area, like the splash pad she
was just at. Just like Max's rescue, I see her go in, so am right onto it. I
jump in just after she goes in to pull her out, returning her to her very
grateful looking mother. Other than that, it is a lot of assists and minor
rescues on duty.
  
There are so many different activities going on at the same time in our
areas, from classes to the lap pool practice, the diving board, and slides, so
am always on high alert on this job. I guess I take it more seriously than
some, seeing as I have already saved numerous drowning children, as well
as almost having drowned myself. I take the job very seriously.
  
They have Sunday Services here, as it's considered a religious facility, as
well as a full gym and recreational facility. I go to one of their services, just
to check it out, as I hear they have a choir and I'd always wanted to be in
one. I am somewhat overwhelmed with how much emotion I feel during



this service. It has been so long since I've been involved in anything
religious, and this subject is the core reason behind my suffering.
  
I go in to inquire another day about joining the choir, listening in on one of
their practices, and am really inspired to join.
  
The choir leader has us come together, holding hands, while he says a
prayer. I am so overcome with pent up emotion that my body starts shaking,
as I try to hold back my tears. It's all I can do from breaking down right
there in front of everyone. I've held in so much pain, and grief, it's all about
to come spilling out like a tidal wave right there in front of these five
strangers I've just met.
  
I don't end up joining the choir, figuring I'll probably end up just breaking
down into tears right there, during a practice. But I do start using the gym
facility, which is a really nice one, and go to one of their dance classes. I
also start coming in early and staying late just to get in my laps.
  
Between my two jobs now, I am pretty busy, working just about every day. I
don't really have any time to myself and am hardly enjoying the beautiful
oceanfront from my apartment. It goes on like this until the end of the year.
  
I as well, applied for a seasonal job, getting hired with a corporate chain
shoe store. Only to find out Courtney works another job in the same dang
shopping center. I end up working a total of two shifts there for that season.
As well, I had apparently applied for a seasonal position, (before the shoe
store,) at the same exact clothing store she was working at, in that very
shopping center. Major disaster averted in my opinion.



  
I end up working almost all the time just to cover my apartment, car
payments, and so on.
  
Don't ask me why or how, but Dale and I end up getting back together. One
might call me crazy just for getting back together with him after all I'd been
through already. What can I say? He's the only one that could turn my
frown upside down. Even if only temporarily.
  
He sleeps over, bringing his short board so he can get up early to go surfing.
Which he never ends up doing? Dale is actually acting paranoid, as if afraid
to go out in the daytime on the lanai, and acting jumpy at different sounds
in my apartment, and so on.
  
I’d already had a suspicious incident occur, where late one night, I see a
young adult local girl walking around on my floor. It's close to midnight,
and she randomly knocks on my door. I have vented window slats, from
which I can easily look out and see who is standing there, without them
seeing in. I ask what is going on, and she proceeds to explain that she needs
to use the bathroom, saying she's locked out of her friend's apartment,
waiting for the bus to get back home. As I begin to unlock the door, to talk
to her, I see her reaching into her purse as if to pull something out. I lock
the door loudly, and tell her where there is a bathroom down over by the
beach that she can use, and apologize, but will not let her in.
  
This kind of behavior's extremely odd, especially for a local girl. They
would never knock on a stranger's door, let alone at midnight, and ask to
use the bathroom. After seeing her quickly reach into her purse, as she hears



the door unlocking, a huge red flag went up. Is this a friend of Courtney's?
Were her and her family trying to send me a message? This was too weird.
  
I know that Courtney's sister has a boyfriend in a local gang, so wouldn't
put this beneath them to use someone to threaten me, or send me a message.
One of my friends had already warned me to beware of him, when she saw
him near us, as we sat, sipping coffee together. I live alone now, on the west
side of the island (local's side), and know no one over here to protect me. I
needed to buy protection.
  
After that, I buy a gun. 20 gauge shotgun, and keep it with me in my
apartment. Not only do they have ties with a local gang, but also, I find out
Courtney's uncle, is a private investigator. They also seem to somehow
know that police officer they'd had call me, or have some kind of sway with
him, in getting him to contact me. I knew of no law enforcement that would
call upon a harassment complaint, to get both parties to "talk it out." As
well, the police officer that had responded to my call, didn't have the same
views as the other officer, stating with a very concerned look that I should
get a restraining order, upon hearing of their harassing voice messages, texts
and incessant behavior.
  
I struggle financially to the end of the year, and finally decide to give up the
studio apartment. As much as I love it, I have no time to really enjoy it. As
well, one of my friend's has offered to let me stay with her on the other side
of the island, which I thought a good idea since I'm still having difficulties
with Courtney and her family, over on Waianae side. This will bring me to
the other side of the island, further away from all the negativity.
  



So, I end up moving into another studio with my friend Nettie. She's
recently divorced her Marine husband and moved off base into her own
place. She has shared custody of her son, for whom I've babysat before, so
she would leave him with me, while she went to work. I help out around the
place, cleaning, cooking, and buying some food, and such.
  
It is my birthday again, and the last day to enjoy my twenties, so we go out
on the town hitting up different spots on the strip. We end up in a country
bar, playing a game of pool. They're having a talent contest, for which most
people are two stepping as a talent, so Nettie and I decide to enter. I'm going
to sing "Before He Cheats" by Carrie Underwood, which I thought pretty
fitting in my life. Nettie did comedy. Although we don't win, we have a
good time that evening.
  
She is extremely active, so I sometimes tag along with her when going to
the gym, or on her long bike rides, hikes, and so on.
  
We go to the Kailua beaches, which are famous for being some of the best
on the island. Bringing her son along, we play along in the sand and tan,
while trash talking the men in our lives, or the problems we'd be going
through.
  
So now, I am living on the east side of the island, traveling all the way to
the other side of the island to do my lifeguarding job, and to town for my
sales job. I end up resigning from the lifeguarding. It's a highly stressful
job, and for basically minimum wage, it isn't worth it to travel the distance.
  



As well, this is just another connection to Courtney that I need to sever. As I
recently found out that one of the lifeguards there worked with her, and
apparently Courtney was asking about me again! I tell the other lifeguard
girl, I want absolutely nothing to do with Courtney. However, this seems to
aggravate the situation even more… Whereas before, the other lifeguard
would be pleasant or at least keep to herself, she now starts throwing
attitude and glares my way.
  
After that point, things start going downhill for me, as she starts spreading
the same stories Courtney was spreading at the resort. This was too much.
Happening all over again? I am done. I leave.
  
I haven't spoken to Dale in a long time. He had done nothing for my
birthday, or the holidays. Essentially, proving to me what a complete waste
of time, and drain in my life he was. It's hard, as I felt so strongly for him.
He was the only one that could make me truly laugh. But also the one who
made me cry over and over again.
  
He reached out to me, as usual sending some meaningful song that hit me
where it hurt, making me cry. I am past the point of pissed at him, I just
don't believe in him anymore. He has lost all my respect. When I tell him
I'd been with someone else, he actually has the nerve to get angry with me.
This shocks me more than anything else he could have said.
  
And once again, we get back together, after talking back and forth for a bit.
We end up spending time with his mom, and her boyfriend, and his family
who lives on this side of the island. They have a house out in Kaneohe,



which is all countryside, and very green. This is considered the plush side
of the island, as compared to the Makaha, or also known as Waianae side.
  
We go out to eat, spending time with his mom, and sisters. I have already
spent Thanksgiving at the Kaneohe house, so am somewhat familiar with
his mom's boyfriend's family. We sit around with them singing, and
drinking at the house, just having fun and relaxing. We go out karaoke'ing
with his mom and her boyfriend, drinking, while they take turns singing, all
having a good time. We hang out at the bar with his mom and sister as well,
spending time at the arcade with them and the kids, and so on. I am
becoming more and more used to popping in and out of their lives. I have
been to many of their family functions, from one of his distant cousin's
graduation parties to another cousin's birthday party, Thanksgiving and so
on. So most everyone knows me at this point, and are all nice to me. And
this is a very large family...
  
One thing I thought very curious is when Dale stays over one night at
Nettie's place, while she's at her fiancé’s; he tells me he is missing a slipper
(meaning "flip flop" sandal in local slang). He then says, "Oh they must've
taken it, I know how they think…" and finds his other slipper in the car,
while mine was switched out for his outside our back door, essentially
indicating that someone has switched his shoes on him. I know immediately
he's referring to the church project. Or what they might call "Project
Aurora" or some non-Scientology name.
  
After a couple of months Nettie and I end up getting on each other's nerves,
and I end up crashing on another friends couch, in town for a bit. He



already has one friend staying with him, so we basically share the living
room, sleeping on different couches.
  
One would think this would be uncomfortable, sharing the living room with
a male. But he is a closet gay, so I have nothing to worry about. I can tell
because he doesn't even stare at my chest as his roommate does, he isn't
even interested. Most of us know he is, just not admitting it yet.
  
Dale and his roommate, Josh end up calling me and telling me I can stay at
their house, having heard of my situation. I had hung out at his place before
and so know Josh already when Dale first moved out of "the shack" and
into his home. They were working on building it up, adding a second floor,
so it's now a five bedroom, four-bath, with two living room areas. This
being a very kind gesture, I reciprocate, helping out and cleaning up around
the house. It is a full-blown bachelor pad with five guys and NO girls, with
the exception of the occasional girlfriend or family member coming over to
visit.
  
I am working on getting another job at this point, starting as a tourist
photographer on the beach. I take photographs of groups going off onto the
booze cruises and sell it to them when they got off their cruise. This is a fun
job and definitely helps on my tan, as I get to run around the beach in a
bathing suit taking scenic photos.
  
By this time, I am back and forth between Josh's place and my friend's
couch in town. Since I am working in town, at the Waikiki beach, this is
much closer for me.
  



While working at the sales job, a photographer approaches me, asking for
me to do a photo shoot for his portfolio. He's a Jamaican looking dude, with
dreads and a camera. He shows me some of his work, which he has done a
lot of, different outdoor shoots and dramatic shoots, all which look really
good. So I agree.
  
We do our first shoot, with a more natural look.
  
Then another shoot, later on, with exotic makeup, dark eyes, using more
theatrical outfits, to create a dramatic effect. The final shoot we do a
modern Marilyn Monroe look, with a more fun and playful vibe.
  
He keeps these photos for his portfolio, and I post some of the pics on my
public profile but don't use them otherwise. It's more of a confidence
booster for me, seeing as my ego is shot to hell after the whole Dale and
Courtney fiasco.
  
I'm not sure how I end up finding out, but Courtney posted some videos on
the net, mocking me. Not only this, she had done a copycat photo shoot,
posting pics of her and her friend Becca, who had also been a lifeguard with
us at the resort, with the same exotic eye makeup look I had done for my
second photo shoot. And she had done another video mimicking one of my
poses; while she sang along to a hip hop song.
She posted a lot of videos. Some were before me, but the mocking ones
coincided with the timeframe that we had had our conflict. The first was
during the same time as the restraining order hearings. She had filmed
herself, Nicole, her sister, and mother in the courtroom, before the hearing.
The next was in the bathroom at the courthouse, where they were standing



in front of a mirror, saying, “Hope you’re hungry…? Cause you’re about to
get served! Served! Served! Bitch…!” And finally, one of Nicole mock
crying, with them saying "We ain’t got time for crybabies…!" and rubbing
their eyes, as if mocking my tears. There is no getting around it this was
intended for me. And since Courtney was all over my previous
roommate─Keoni, he most likely told her that I'd been regularly crying in
my room about Dale, and losing my job and friends. I am furious. How the
hell are these two little punks getting away with this?
There are a lot more videos, some of her and Becca acting out of control,
screaming about rolling on molly at a drive-thru, farting and screaming with
laughter about how high they are, sounding hysterical. Others of Courtney
and Becca getting drunk, or Courtney trying to look cool in a clubbing
outfit, singing or dancing.
  
Another video she posted around the same time as these incidents, she
states, “There was a time I wanted to sing this to you bitch…” Then starts
blasting a song, singing along, “Boom! I got your boyfriend… I got your
man!” Which is ironic, as she had denied any relationship with Dale, in
court. Even though everyone knew they were in one at the time. And here
she is bragging and insulting me, while she proves herself not only selfish
and cruel, but simply a liar… Which I already knew. She was manipulative,
conniving, fake, a user, and a straight-up liar.
  
In one video she's singing about how she's going to see some guy, and
hoped he had a really big dick. She had one video of her dancing around her
room, making screeching sounds and scratching under her arms like she's a
monkey. This girl was gone…
  



What hurt most is that she posted some of these videos, to make me look
like a fool, just as she was looking like a fool. Spreading personal business
all over the web, and making me look like a bad person.
  
In one posting she was threatening, driving through Kailua, (where I had
lived at the time) with Becca, as if they're looking for a fight, and then of
her shaking her butt into the camera, trying to twerk. All this taking place in
Kailua, the opposite side of the island than where she lived.
  
In another video, she's screeching that she is tired of being called "haole"
(meaning "foreigner", but basically in slang, meaning "White person") since
I referred to her as a White girl, instead of Samoan. She called me a bunch
of names, saying I look like a Sasquatch. It was endless… One crazy video,
and posting after the next…
  
And again trying to call me out in another video, shouting, “I’m sick and
tired of being called Haole…! I’m Samoan, K? Fucka come!” Which means
to fight. She was trying to call me out again, by saying this she means to
fight her.
  
First I try calling her out. I text a mutual friend telling her to have Courtney
confront me and we will end it face to face, just as she originally intended
in a physical match. My friend doesn't respond, so I wait outside on
Courtney's street to confront the evil witch. I am already living in the
neighborhood, at Dale's other friends' house, closer to his Aunt's house.
  
When I couldn't confront her and handle it her way, duking it out till it's
actually finished, I handle it the only way I know how. I take it back to



court. I am done. I file a lawsuit on her. I am suing her in civil court for
"Slander", "Libel", "Malicious Prosecution", "Harassment", and "Stalking".
I have more than ample evidence. I as well, file for another restraining
order, as I know she will retaliate, whether physically or otherwise. This
time I do not get a lawyer. I cannot afford one. And my uncle on the
mainland wouldn't help me last time, even though he's a retired lawyer, so it
is me representing myself.
  
I as well, file a lawsuit against the Church of Scientology. I know they have
to be behind this. It's beyond nuts. She is too obsessed. It doesn't make any
sense. I can only assume they had somehow put her up to this and are now
dealing with the mess she made. However, instead of making the church
liable for her actions and the damages caused, she is simply being allowed
to do as she pleases, so as to not have her retaliate against them, or bring it
into public light with media in a court battle involving the church.
  
She had once said there was something she needed to tell me, after the night
of the party when Dale was first trying to kiss her. I was pissed and wasn't
talking to her at the time. I should have listened. She was going to confess
to me what the church had been doing, and what she knew of this. Things
would have gone so much smoother, and she and I possibly would have still
been friends. If I'd only listened.
  
It's too late now. She does not respond when I send her an email stating I
will drop all legal actions against her, if she will only confess and testify
with what she knows of the church's illegal activities.
  



Since she does not respond to this plea, I move forwards. With both
lawsuits. Every time the lawyer for the church shows up, he is shaking in
his boots. As for Courtney, she plays the innocent young girl role very well.
Although she's dressed like a vixen, showing up in court with her bright red
lipstick, and short dresses. It doesn't matter. I have witnesses, testimonies,
and physical evidence, enough to slam this home for good. I can't live in a
stable home anymore due to people fearing to be in the middle. And the
church, manipulative as they are, are most likely the ones behind getting me
kicked out of places constantly so that Courtney couldn't reach me.
Probably to confess, and come clean!
  
As I suspected, she files a retaliatory restraining order. This only makes her
look worse. I already have a case. This is redundant and only adds fuel to
my lawsuit against her, as it's further "Malicious Prosecution" from her,
AGAIN.
  
I thought it quite funny that when I went to the first hearing of her original
restraining order that she'd filed against me, I end up in the same elevator as
her and her mom. When she sees me get in, with the huge file of evidence
I'd gathered, her eyes became enraged. She positions her body as if about to
jump me right then and there, on the way up to the courtroom in that full
elevator. I thought, “Go ahead you crazy lying witch. Prove my point, and
jump me right here.”
  
Her mother grabs her arm and shoves her behind her body as if to stop her
from attacking me. And I think, "Sure call me names and ridicule me old
lady", as you hide your nutty daughter and blame her actions on me. They
rush out of the elevator, at the wrong level, Courtney running to the



bathroom looking like she's going to cry. I keep my composure the whole
time, wishing I had gotten all that on video.
  
Very long story short, they throw out both the restraining orders in court,
and I win the lawsuit by default. Courtney caved, and agrees to my terms if
I "drop the suit". I don't ask for any money, even though the damages have
been great. She and her family have adversely affected my life beyond
repair; cost me court fees and filings, a lawyer, four jobs, and many places
to live. Let alone slandered the living hell out of my name, and threatened
the life out of me, or people who associated with me.
  
Her mother even admitted on the stand, that they had someone stalking my
online profile. Both she and Courtney committed Perjury on the stand, and
her mother, I caught in the lie. I proved her lying right then and there in
front of the judge, as she attempted to change her story mid-testimony. I
knew the church had to be interfering; the judge should have called out the
Perjury right then and there! It's at least three years in jail. This judge had to
be biased and on the take from the church. Either that, or blind and dumb,
which she didn’t appear to be.
  
I KNEW the church didn't want legal action against Courtney, as she could
retaliate against not just me but against them as well, making it a big, big
problem for them. Either that, or she could attempt to join my side, blow the
whistle and this whole case wide open, in becoming a witness in my suit
against them. As I mentioned before, they don't like to attract negative
media or attention.
  



But still, I drew the short end of the stick. With the amount of evidence I
had and witnesses, as well as their blatant Perjury on the stand, this should
have slammed home my restraining order against her. I have to settle with
dropping the lawsuit, with the settlement agreement being an official
restraining order. Since the first judge didn't do her job in granting me one
in District Court, I demanded this in the settlement in Circuit Court.
  
During all of this, Dale hadn't been there for me. Refusing to get in the
middle he'd called it. Although he was the middle. He is the reason we were
here in the first place. He had shown up to the first hearing, but skipped out
on the second when he was to be called to stand. It's alright, I had three
witnesses take the stand on my side, from my previous roommate (the older
one, who had been "online friends" with Courtney, who'd been invited to
the beach bonfire); my previous boss (who had received libelous and
unfounded complaints from Courtney's mother, trying to get me fired at my
new job); and a mutual friend of Courtney's and I (who went through pretty
much the whole thing with me and her); as well as a notarized statement
from another mutual friend.
  
If Dale had shown up, they never would have thrown out my case, when
they threw out Courtney's one against me. It would've stuck. But if Dale
appeared, that would've meant he had to tell the truth, which he clearly
seemed scared to do. I don't know if he was scared for me, or for himself, or
if the church was somehow intimidating him, but I didn't care. My
livelihood was in jeopardy for so long now, and I was just about having to
move every month or so, because of this evil witch and her twisted family. I
am sick of it.



As part of the final legal agreement, I stipulate that Courtney and her family
are to stay away, and no longer contact not only Dale, but also his extended
family, and myself. My reasoning behind this family part is that Dale's
brother had started dating Courtney's cousin (like I said twisted family, non-
stop stalkers). She had gotten herself pregnant with his child in the first
month of them dating. So now if I am to be with Dale, I am stuck with
Courtney's leeching cousin, and ties through her. I feel like there is no
escape from this family, they're just obsessed!
  
I had spent nights sleeping in my car, because of this girl and her family! I
had lost jobs, friends, and Dale too many times, for this chick to bother me
ANYMORE!
  
So, as best I could do, I am rid of Courtney. For now.
  
Now that Courtney's supposedly out of the picture, I think Dale and I might
actually have a chance. However, it seems that if it wasn't Courtney, he just
ends up talking to some other girl...



CHAPTER V
OHANA (MEANS FAMILY)

  
"Part of Hawaiian culture ‘ohana' means family

(in an extended sense of the term, including blood-related,
adoptive or intentional).

The concept emphasizes that families are bound together and members must
cooperate and remember one another."

─ Wikipedia
  
I am now living with Dale (at Josh's house again) for some time, and we are
getting along great. I help take care of their dogs, of which there are two.
One male and female Blue-Nosed Pit. They end up having eight puppies,
which are the cutest little things. There are two toffee-colored ones, two
white and black spotted ones, two grays with white boots, and two grays all
over. I name each one. Even though they were to be sold and re-homed, I
become attached to each one. They are so absolutely adorable.
  
Once all, but one of them are sold and re-homed, Dale gives my favorite,
which I name "Princess", to his best friend so I can still visit her if I want
to.
  
Dale and I laze around the house, when not at work, and just spend time
with each other. He has finally asked me to be his official girlfriend, and we
are happier than ever.
  
Once he’s left the lifeguarding job, he applies to work directly for the resort,
so the pay is much higher; as well he has a supervisor type position and gets



paid more than the usual in their department.
  
Despite Courtney being supposedly out of the picture, I still have
difficulties with Dale. Different girls at work are flirting with him, wanting
to hang out with him outside of work. One of whom is married, and oddly
attached to Dale, and way too interested in being friends with us both. It
gives me the creeps. Way too close to home, reminding me of Courtney's
obsessive behavior. Is the church still interfering? It kind of feels that way.
Why are these girls coming out of the woodwork, latching onto Dale? It's
strange, and really starting to piss me off again! Dale's exes had already
tried interfering before the whole Courtney fiasco, one of them, named
Stephanie, sleeping with him when we first separated and then wanted to
fight me just like Courtney… What is wrong with these females?
  
I just went through hell to be with Dale, facing down the devil woman
herself. I know Dale is happy with me and doesn't want anyone else. So
why are these antics continuing? It gives fuel for constant arguments, and
each time it rounds off with Courtney, and how he wronged me before. We
are still fighting a lot.
  
His family begins to notice the constant arguing, and probably thinks I am
just an insanely jealous person. Which frustrates me even more, as they are
a very opinionated family, and I had never, before all this, been a jealous
type. Before all the church interference, trying to tear up any relationship I
attempt at, I was very secure.
  
Despite our arguments, we still go out and have good times. He loves to
take me to the arcades, and win the stuffed animals out of the machines. At



this point, I have a growing collection of little stuffed animals.
  
We go to the movies to see his pick, some animated movie, of which I am
not interested in AT ALL. There's nobody in the theater, so I jump onto his
lap, bouncing up and down. His face is hilarious, eyes bugged out the whole
time.
  
This is not the only time we have sex publicly. One night he got upset with
a guy eyeballing me in the bar, and the girl with him, was rude to me. He
was getting ready to fight the guy. Although I thought it very manly and
sweet, that he is standing up for me against the rude girl and her boyfriend,
I don't want him fighting.
  
Leaving his mom and sister at the bar, as I drag him out, we get to my car to
chill and unwind, and end up doing it right there. Dale's legs are so long that
his whole body lay across the full length of my tiny car, as I lay across the
console and into the backseat.
  
We have a lot of wild times together. More and more Dale is taking me to
his family functions. We end up going to a private beach where his family is
camping, and unfortunately Courtney's cousin, so I end up hanging out with
all of them. Only putting up with her, as Dale makes me do so. Apparently,
she makes Dale's brother happy, and Dale doesn't want to jeopardize this in
any way.
  
The whole family goes out to eat at a nice restaurant for Dale's mom's
birthday. A lot of Dale's family and his mom's boyfriend’s (Raymond’s)



family are there, so she invites us along to Raymond’s friends or family
functions as well.
  
One night, Dale is working and he suggests I just go along without him.
Feeling awkward, but going anyway, I end up drinking and cracking jokes,
sometimes at my White behind's expense, with Dale's mom, Raymond, and
his friends and family. Raymond jokes a lot saying, I am the only "Haole"
he will let into his house. This becomes a nickname to some of the old-
timers in Dale's family. They'd say "haole girl", but meant it in a fun joking
kind of way, even though it could be misused as a degrading term of a
White person. Most all of Dale's family is very kind to me, at least to my
face they are. EXCEPT, for one of his very biased cousins, who tried
breaking us up during our first New Years together. She almost succeeded
too!
Dale and I end up moving back into "the shack", where it all started…
Auntie, as everyone calls her, being more used to me now, and comfortable
having me in her house, and thus personal life. Whereas the first time I
stayed, I was only allowed to use the shack, I am now allowed to use the
front of the house. It has been over three years now since Dale and I first
got together. And pretty much all of his family has met me, or at least seen
me at a family function, at one point or another.
  
He has one older sister, who's married with five children; and one older
brother who's dating Courtney's cousin–Kainoa, and pregnant with their
first child. And two younger sisters, the youngest of whom has already had
her first child.
  



We spend time with his younger sisters a lot, as they come over to Auntie's
house the most. Auntie being married lives with her two boys, her father,
whom we all call "Grandpa", and her husband, whom we call “Uncle”.
After Dale and I move into the back, it's a pretty full house, especially with
the constant guests and visitors.
One day we buy a Chameleon, and Dale puts together a makeshift netted
cage for it in the back, keeping it outside, so it's more in its element.
Grandpa loves this little creature, and keeps tabs on it; along with his
gardening and yard chores he likes to fill his day with. He always keeps
himself busy with some chore or tasks he assigns himself to do.
  
Auntie being half Filipina makes her very popular dishes like Pinakbet, and
cabbage and beef. I always eat every bite, and as much of the leftovers as I
can get my hands on. Since all this food is new to me, I really take to
certain dishes like this, and especially the local raw fish dishes, like Spicy
Ahi Tuna. We go to Tamura’s (the locals' grocery store) for poke (sushi
dishes) by the pound in the deli section.
  
Sometimes Auntie sends me on errands myself to take Grandpa somewhere,
pick up the kids from football, or go to Tamura’s to get something specific.
It's funny, if I go into the Kapolei Tamura’s without one of the family; I get
looks as if people wonder what I'm doing there. But if I go in with a local, I
don't get a second glance.
  
Even though there are a lot of “haoles" in Kapolei, they don't usually shop
at Tamura’s. They go to regular corporate grocery stores. I end up in the
locals' spots, and people start getting used to seeing me around. We go to
the local surf spots, where Dale usually surfs. I sit in the sun, tanning, while



he goes out on his board. Sometimes I get funny looks until he comes over
and they look away.
  
Dale finally takes me out surfing with his cousins for the first time, showing
me how to get up on my board. I miss the first couple of waves, so Dale
finally yells at me to get up, and not miss this one, giving my board a big
push. I jump up and ride it! I am ecstatic; this is my first real wave ever.
  
I go again, and catch the next one! I ride this one all the way in onto the
sand and jump off the board. I am like a little kid jumping up and down,
having caught it all the way in. I am hooked, wanting to go surfing every
time. The next day I am soooo sore.
  
I start another job in Kailua, for which I had initially applied for when
staying with Nettie, on the east side. Now being in Kapolei, back on the
west side, I have a long commute to get to work. Luckily the route I take,
although far, has little traffic. I can zip right over there in no time, using
little gas.
  
I'm working as a server for a cute little tea and sandwich shop. We have to
wear old-fashioned maid bonnets, and aprons, serving over thirty different
types of teas, and hot beverages, along with our three-tiered sandwich,
scones, and dessert trays. This job is a lot of fun, as we serve dainty dishes
with their tea, in quaint little presentational trays, and teapots.
  
We host a variety of parties from business meetings, to family gatherings,
and little girls dream birthday parties. It's pretty fun because it's such a fast-
paced job.



  
If you're not carrying your weight or you are making mistakes, you get your
head bit off or talked badly about behind your back by crabby, grumpy
girls.
  
We work fast-paced, and barely have time to take a pee break. We are non-
stop from open to close, and straight into clean up and close out mode. At
some point or another, we'll stuff food into our face, when the chef makes
us something, telling us we need to eat.
  
I spend about a little over a year working there, while living at Auntie's
house with Dale. It's nearing the holidays now, and for once I am going to
celebrate it with someone since having left my family and Scientology four
years ago.
  
I go all out. I am so excited I start getting everyone presents. Dale's making
more hourly than I, so has a little more free cash. I have credit, and so I rack
it up.
  
I get Auntie a nice computer stand, as she's always doing her schooling,
hunched over her laptop. We pick out a cleaning care kit for Uncle's car,
which we know he will appreciate something like this. I get a pearl earring
set for his mom and some nice house slippers. For Dale, I pick out his
favorite football team long body pillow, a matching colored comforter, and
some other team paraphernalia decor, like a license plate artwork thing with
his team design on it, etc. and I knit him a beanie in his team colors.
  



Dale had won a Christmas raffle at work, getting one of those expensive
food vacuum sealers, which we gift to his eldest sister. We get all his
siblings something small, like gift cards, and such. And all the kid cousins
some kind of toy, or something they can enjoy.
Christmas Eve, I stay up really late, wrapping and hiding the gifts under the
tree. I am so happy to share Christmas with his family; I just want everyone
to enjoy some kind of gift from us.
  
Auntie gets me a cute t-shirt, saying "Rad to the bone", and Dale gives me a
gold plated Plumeria flower necklace and earring set. It is really sweet how
proud of it he is. I think to him, it's a sign of commitment, knowing how
much he has put me through over the years; this is a huge step for him,
showing change. This is now the third Christmas I've known him, but the
first that he has actually gotten me a gift, despite my giving him gifts the
previous year.
  
We are busy at work; setting up all the decorations takes almost two full
days, with a lot of help. We end up selling a lot of the decorations. As we
decorated the trees, we tagged them with prices and sold them as-is. We sell
jewelry, fancy teapots, freshly packed teas, artwork, and decor.
  
I spend time in the New Year helping Auntie as much as possible. She has
taken on another job, which becomes like a mission for her. She has gotten
involved with some nutritional supplements. This was a three-prong
nutritional system, helping people with varying physical ailments, such as
joint pain, back pain, internal organ issues, and so on. This isn't something
you can just purchase, but can also become a representative for and sell to
others, as well. Once you had your own success with this, it was easy to



share with others, to have them benefit and sign up, while you can benefit
from your sales too.
  
She has been using it herself when she notices her carpal tunnel dissipating,
and her thumb beginning to have movement again. She hadn't had full
motor skills function in her hand for a long time. Soon enough she's able to
hold a knife in the kitchen again, and before she knows it has full use of her
hand, holding a tennis racquet playing with absolutely no pain. She is
ecstatic. Her being the most skeptical person I know, this is tremendous
proof of its success, her faith in the product.
  
She's gotten Grandpa onto it as well, who is on regular dialysis and already
pre-diabetic, and more. Within weeks after he gets onto it, all of his
numbers are normal from blood pressure, sugar levels, cholesterol, and so
on. The doctor's shocked and tells him to keep up whatever he is doing.
  
Auntie really takes this to heart, and has presentations at her house, signing
up family and friends. She is getting anyone and everyone she knows turned
onto it.
  
In the meantime, I quit the job I'm working in Kailua. Since it's not a high
enough hourly for the work I am doing, some of the new staff clashing and
the commute I have to deal with, it just isn't worth it.
  
As I am spending more time at the house, I am helping out with more
chores like daily laundry, dishes, and other duties.
One evening, while Dale's at work, I'm showering and hear really loud
shouting. I turn off the shower, thinking "Maybe everyone's just talking



really loudly and joking around". But, I hear actual shouting continuing,
which is unusual, if it's not followed by laughter or quiet. I frantically throw
on a towel, and rush out of the bathroom, to the living room.
  
Dale's older brother is standing in the doorway, as he and Auntie are yelling
in each other's face, and not all in good fun either. I rush over so he can see
my presence. Whether it's the shock of seeing me in nothing but a towel, or
in seeing his brother's girlfriend rushing angrily towards them, I will never
know. But his eyes bug out and he stops shouting.
  
Apparently, he'd shoved Auntie so hard; she flew across the room, landing
on the couch. Something she'd said offended him, for which he was
apparently "defending his girlfriend" (Courtney's cousin, Kainoa). Auntie
had slapped him and they began shouting at each other. Kainoa, waiting in
the truck, jumps out when I approach. Dale's stepsister is trying to break
him away and get him out of the doorway, as Kainoa's trying to drag him
back towards their truck. My rushing in broke his concentration and
allowed a distraction for them to drag him out of there.
  
As I look back, the kids are peeking out from behind the wall looking
scared, while Grandpa and Uncle are standing in the hallway, eyes and
mouth, gaping. The men are not supposed to interfere with another man
trying to fight, otherwise, fists will fly and real harm done. It's the job of the
women, who come across less threatening, to interfere and break it up.
  
This is not the first family fight I stepped into the middle of. At Dale's
eldest sisters house, once everyone had finished trick or treating and were
relaxing back at her house, her husband and his sister were preparing to



fight. Dale's mom tries putting her body in the way, but he isn't listening.
His wife is yelling at him to stop, but he heard no one.
  
I had never had any issues with him, so did not think he would beef with
me. I put my arm over his chest, holding him across the neck, and over his
shoulder. He tells me to let him go. I say I will not, and that he is not going
to do this here, in front of all the kids. This registers to him and snaps him
back to reality. I let go, and he leaves it alone, walking away.
  
In Hawai'i, things were dealt with differently. A guy can throw punches
with another guy, then ten minutes later, laugh over a beer together. If a
couple would fight, it would tend to be physical a lot of times. The same
went for brother and sister, I guess.
  
I have never been in a physical fight, except with my brothers. But am
quickly learning that had I kicked Courtney's butt and simply dealt with this
using fists, things would have probably resolved a lot sooner. Pretty much
whomever "won the fight", won the argument. And the other had to back
down.
  
I had broken up another fight, where my friend Joni from the resort, almost
got her head handed to her, by at least half a dozen or so, angry Samoan
women. Lucky for her I was a friend with the one she was beefing with, and
able to get in the middle.
  
She was mouthing off drunkenly at my other friend, who we'd both worked
with at the resort, who's birthday it was. We're at the very same pool bar I
had celebrated my birthday at, with Dale. I go over and say, “Hi” to her,



wishing her a happy birthday, and went outside to smoke. I guess Joni
began mouthing off at her, as she was with Joni's Baby Daddy.
  
About seven or eight Samoan girls then come out to "teach her a lesson".
Several guys got in the middle pushing back against this girl mob, to protect
Joni, but we were all getting further and further shoved up against my car. I
ripped out at the top of my lungs for everyone to back the fuck up off my
car. Everyone stopped mid-motion. You could have heard a pin drop.
  
One girl angrily says to get her out of here then. I quickly run around to
where she stood and shove her into my car. She was drunkenly kissing one
of the guys who had been helping protect her. I shove her into the passenger
seat, throwing out a thank you to whoever had said to go, and jumped into
the driver's seat.
  
I can't even back my car up, having to move inches at a time, as three or
four of the girls are surrounding the car, and I'm honestly trying not to hit
them. I inch my way back and forward, then finally out of the parking lot.
She is about to get skinned alive, and I barely even get her out of there.
  
Later on, I see my friend again, whose birthday it had been. She was very
embarrassed and tried acting friendly with me, so as to show that she and I
were not at odds. We dance together, I meet her family, and we just hang
out at her family birthday party. We are still friends, despite her beef with
Joni.
  
This isn't the first time I'd ever had to come to the needs of a friend.
  



While I was still working for the Sea Organization, my coworker and I were
walking the two blocks from our apartment, back to the church. It was still
daylight, and a nice quiet street, with cute old fashioned styled street lamps,
and quaint looking nice storefronts, an expensive area.
  
We were completely unaware of any possibility of danger. She was walking
on the outside, closest to the street, and I was on the inside. There was a
white van driving extremely fast down this one-way street, so it caught my
attention. It stopped just past us, coming to a screeching halt, and I could
see out of my peripheral vision three Black guys jump out, another still in
the driver's seat. I immediately sensed the dangerous situation and said to
my friend "Run".
  
I bolted down the sidewalk at top speed, thinking that she had heard me and
responded; so assuming she was right behind me. Getting a far enough
head start, I thought we would have a chance to get away just enough to
make it to the busy street up ahead, and less in harm's way. As well just a
quick turn and we were inside the church. I looked back, slowing to make
sure she was right behind me. I stopped. She was not.
  
I look all the way back and she is standing right where I had bolted from,
swinging her elbows, to fend off three guys, as they attempt to grab her
purse. She had not fully realized what was going on, and her purse was still
tucked under her arm, as she swung her elbows. They could not grab it, so
tried pushing her, making her fall to the concrete.
  
I had begun running at full speed back towards her, quickly thinking of what
I could use as a weapon. Realizing all I had was a lit cigarette in hand,



which I could burn them, one at a time to fend them off. As I saw her pushed
to the ground, I yelled so loud they started to get jumpy. I screamed, "Leave
her the FUCK ALONE!" and arrived on the scene.
  
As I swung my arm to burn the closest one, her purse had rolled away into
the street, and one ran after it. I saw another one to my left getting really
jumpy and saying to the others, "Come on let's go", since they had the purse
now. As I saw his nervousness, I aimed to burn the other, and then had a
flashing gut instinct not to hurt, just scare, and change direction so I miss.
This guy was getting too jumpy, and since he was saying let's go, I didn't
want to further aggravate them.
  
Another had leapt into the street to get the purse. So, I stood my ground
over my friend to keep them at bay, as they jumped back into the van, I
screamed at the top of my lungs, so loud the whole block over could hear.
"YOU FUCKING MOTHER FUCKERS……!!!!" I felt like the She-Hulk as
if my chest was about to rip open I was yelling so loud. This had brought
people out to the street.
  
My friend jumped off the ground completely and thoroughly out of her wits,
and disoriented she sprinted away from the already disappearing van,
towards the church. I quickly ran after her, seeing a valet guy on the phone,
and frantically told him to call the police. We gave them a quick description
on the phone of the vehicle and the direction they were going. The police
immediately found the vehicle on that route and were already in pursuit
before we could even make it back to the church.
  



We went back to work and waited. Apparently, they didn't catch the vehicle,
but during the chase, the thieves had begun throwing any evidence out of
their vehicle, including her purse and its belongings. That isn't all they had
thrown out, as they also had thrown out a gun.
  
I knew I had sensed a looming danger in this situation other than the three
visible men, and so, in the end, was relieved I had followed my gut instinct.
  
I guess I have always felt very protective of my friends and loved ones.
  
Once, when standing outside of the church, another person, walking by had
tried making sexual comments about my other coworker's bottom, and I
ripped his head off and told him to keep walking.
  
I have always protected people around me that I feel need help. I can't just
stand by and watch. I just can't do it.
  
I remember once when my best friend and I had gone out to our usual
dance club (we were about seventeen or eighteen), this club had various
levels, and we would usually go to the Techno room or the Hip Hop room.
When we would go into the Hip Hop room, we would be the only White
people in there, let alone White girls. We would dance with each other and
just have a good time. If guys weren't too shy or embarrassed, they would
approach us and dance with us. Once a guy tried to cop a feel on my
friend’s bottom, and I elbowed him hard, feeling that I had to protect her.
  
I had grown up in LA and lived in crazy San Francisco. So although I had
never had to fight anyone personally, I had broken up fights and gotten out



of dangerous situations before. So facing down some angry girls, or
breaking up family fights hadn't fazed me too much.
  
However, due to the fact that the upset between Auntie and Dale's brother
had become physical and revolved around Courtney's cousin, I felt the
correct thing to do is bring this back to court as a violation of the restraining
order, seeing as it was ultimately revolving around Courtney's cousin.
Apparently, this is not how Dale's family views it. They see it as an attack
against Dale's brother, and so I am told I cannot stay in the house anymore.
Dale does not give me much choice in the matter.
  
Somehow I feel like this is more of a case of Courtney and her family
having an issue with my trying to cut her cousin out of the picture, rather
than Dale's family having an issue. But Dale won't tell me the truth. He says
I should simply go back to Texas, as it will be best.
  
It is time to go. Dale's family and he himself have been trying to "protect"
me from Courtney and her family, by simply blaming everything on me.
Calling me "crazy" and making me out to be some pariah they all shunned,
so that Courtney will finally let go of stalking and harassing me. However,
even though this keeps her at bay, this does not stop her obsession. And
now all I have are people criticizing me non-stop behind my back for "my
protection".
  
I am pretty upset, but my youngest brother–Max, has tried to convince me
to go back to Texas before, so I know he will let me stay at his house. Dale
and I make a plan that if I get a job, and a place, then he will come to join
me and move to Texas to be with me.



  
We spend the last few days together, go to the beach, and so on. Auntie
brings the kids and her best friend, and we all go together to a secret spot.
It's like a nice tide pool, that has a strong current pull, where we can kind of
ride the waves across the smooth rocks, almost like a slip n' slide. It's a lot
of fun, and a good way to end my stay.
  
I'm preparing to go to the airport, saying my goodbyes to everyone, making
my rounds. When I get to Grandpa, I start bawling. Probably because my
grandmother was my favorite person in the world, and being with them
fulfilled such a void of a family missing in my life for so long. I hug
everyone with a tear-streaked red face, and Dale takes me to the airport.
  
I say my goodbyes to Dale. We both hold back tears, as I make him promise
to me to actually make it to Texas. I have gone through hell to be with him,
and now am not sure if he will, in fact, make it out to be with me.
  
Unfortunately, due to my having to up and leave abruptly, I cannot continue
with my lawsuit against the church. I'd shown up in court many times ready
to go to trial, only to have them come up with just another reason for a
"continuance request". Due to this, we never take the case to an actual trial
hearing. Just another way the church is manipulating things to cover their
own end.
  
  
  
  
  



  
  
  



CHAPTER VI
HOMEBOUND

  
"For every setback, disappointment, and heartbreak,

ask yourself 'What does this create an opportunity for?'
And therein you will find its gift. Everything has a reason."

─ Mike Dooley
  
As I walk towards security, to check in at my gate, there's a group of singers
donning their leis, singing away in Hawaiian, and I start to cry again. Tears
welling up in my eyes, as I walk towards the airport security. I feel like I
have failed.
  
Once again, everything is taken from me, and the carpet ripped out from
beneath me. Because of the church's constant meddling, I am targeted and
attacked unnecessarily, now by Courtney's family.
  
Sighing heavily, I put my things on security's conveyor belt, preparing to
head to my gate. I am heading back to the city I was born, Austin, Texas.
Although I wasn't raised there, I had a lot of good memories visiting my
grandmother, aunts, uncles, and cousins.
  
I feel terrible the whole flight. Nothing can cheer me up, except the thought
that Dale will come to join me soon, and that I will be seeing my family
again. I focus my attention and determination on this fact and decide I need
to make this work.
  



Max comes to pick me up from the airport, driving me up to the northern
outskirts of the city, where he lives in Pflugerville.
  
As I enter his house, Max’s girlfriend shows up with her best friend. She
comes in, and gives me a kind of grunting hello and a quick hug, with
somewhat of a scowl on her face. We have never met, or even spoken, so
shouldn't have any reason not to get along. I decide just to be friendly and
brush it off as bad mood.
  
Soon enough she warms up to me, realizing I am not a threat, or at odds
with her. She becomes very talkative, as she and her best friend tell me
various things about themselves, about Max and their friends, catching me
up on so much I've missed out on.
  
I quickly get myself established, Max helping out in any way he can. He is
already buying and flipping cars, and allows me to rent one of the vehicles,
so as to be able to get around town. I have already found a job, and am
staying with him and his girlfriend. So, now I just need to find a place for
Dale and I, and he would agree to fly over.
  
My birthday passed while I was in Hawai'i, and it is now nearing
Valentine's Day. I wake on this day, to a huge beautiful bouquet of a dozen
red roses in the kitchen, and a sweet note from Dale. I am so stoked. He has
never gotten me flowers before.
  
I send pictures of Texas, and the places I've been looking at. Finding a
place, north of Max’s house in Round Rock, for eight hundred a month! It's



only been three weeks since I've been in Texas, and I've found a nice place,
gotten a job and am renting the car from Max.
  
I talk to Dale every day, and he's already put in his two weeks notice. I
know once he's done that, that he is in fact coming. I get the place secured,
using mainly his tax returns from that year that he'd gotten back from the
resort. He's also trying to sell his car, but having problems getting it fixed,
so is giving up on that one.
  
I move into the new place, getting a futon for sale that turns up into a sofa,
on a wooden frame. I find furniture for sale; getting all kinds of things we
need for the house from kitchenware, decorative items, and cleaning
supplies. Max and his girlfriend are helping as much as they can, picking up
furniture, and helping me find any items I need.
  
By the time Dale will finally be arriving, I have everything we need, except
the items he's shipping out, which I'd left in Hawai'i. He's keeping the
football body pillow I'd gotten him, and is shipping it out along with our
nice foam topper I'd purchased in Hawai'i.
  
He isn't able to ship all the things I had to leave behind, so we end up giving
most of my shoes, purses, some clothes and bedding away to his sisters and
mom. I had also just purchased Dale a bench press and weight set for his
birthday, and myself an elliptical trainer, so we donate these to his brother
(yep, the very same one I am having to leave Hawai'i because of), and
Auntie's family.
  



I set up a job for Dale with my brother's home remodeling company, so he
is able to work as soon as he wants. He'll be working with Max’s roommate,
who is going to personally train him, so they'll team up on jobs together.
Essentially, I have Dale all set up, once he arrives.
  
I am working only part-time at my new job, which is an educational pre-
kindergarten daycare. It's a bit of a drive from our new apartment, so is
difficult to commute quickly.
  
It's been about a month and a half now, going on two months, and Dale will
be arriving soon. I know he's going to love the place, as it is luxury living
apartments. It has a party room with pool tables, a swimming pool, bbq pit,
on-site gym, a basketball and volleyball court on property. We have a
dishwasher, and tons of closet space, which are two very basic things you
aren't privileged to have very often in Hawai'i living.
  
The day Dale arrives; I pick him up from the airport, having rushed so
much I don't stop to put gas in the car. On the way back from the airport, I
stall out, running out of gas on the side of the road. The gauge doesn't work
on the car, so, unfortunately, I've done this before. Embarrassed, I get out to
go to the station at the last stop light.
  
Walking in my heels, a block or so back in the blazing sun, as fast as I can,
afraid that Dale is furious with me. I luck out, getting a passerbyer to drive
me a block back to the car, so I don't have to walk back in my heels.
  
Once I get there, the guy gets out to assist me in putting the gas into the car.
But once he sees Dale start to get out of the car, with his height and build, it



scares the guy off real fast. He jumps into his truck and drives off at full
speed. I feel bad, as he barely speaks English and had already assisted me. I
can't explain to him that Dale was just waiting for me to get back, not to
harm him.
  
I call out "Thank you" in Spanish, as he quickly rushes off, so he can
understand I earnestly appreciated his help.
  
Once Dale puts in the gas, we have to drive to the closest station to put in
more gas before we are back on the road. He is moody, but not complaining
about it anymore.
  
It's quite a drive from the airport to Round Rock, having to go straight
through all of Austin, past Pflugerville where Max lives, and to the top of
Round Rock. Once we get there, he's immediately in a better mood.
Looking around at the nice property, seeing the facilities, as I drive to the
back where our apartment is located.
Once we go inside his face lights up. He looks around at the nice new clean
apartment, and everything I have gotten for the place, and immediately
settles in comfortably.
He tells me to bring out my wallet, criticizing and saying how torn up it is. I
get defensive, saying something like "Sorry my wallet's not up to your
standards!" He then pulls out a brand-name beautiful genuine leather zebra-
striped wallet. I am speechless, thanking him, still in shock. He's never
spent this kind of money on me before…
  
Once he'd gotten some sleep, we meet up with Max and his girlfriend so he
can get to know them a little bit. He never met Max when he came to visit



Hawai'i, so has only spoken to him on the phone, before coming out to
Texas, coordinating work, etc.
  
We go out to a very popular local Tex-Mex restaurant, eating at the nachos
buffet, while we wait for a table. It's awesome! I have Dale with me and
we're making a happy fresh start, drama free.
  
Dale seems really happy, and excited about starting fresh as well. I thought,
"We are both over all the family drama and interference". I want to make
this as happy and pleasant an environment for him as possible.
  
I begin cooking, more southern style than he's used to; but making dishes he
is familiar with as well like fried chicken, or eggs, with rice and sausage for
breakfast. Because we are limited on spending funds, I prepare his lunches
as well, making nice fat sandwiches, and stuff his lunch box full with
snacks and drinks.
  
Max starts him out at higher hourly than he normally would, as Dale has
some experience already. But more as a gesture of kindness, and favor to
help me out, getting us going in the right direction. He's paired up with
another guy, Max’s high school buddy, and current roommate. He is also
part Samoan, although looks incredibly White, more Scottish looking than
islander look. They immediately get along, having an extremely similar
sense of humor. They become like the two peas in a pod that Courtney and
Nicole were, laughing at their own inside jokes, and making fun of people,
and such. Not very southern hospitality style, as I feel it more immature and
disrespectful to constantly down others, but I don't want to ruin his fun.
  



They work hard and get a lot done, so Max is happy with them. And I'm
honestly relieved that Dale has a friend, besides just knowing Max, so he
doesn't feel so alone out here, without his life-long friends and family.
  
I am working my job with the kids, who are absolutely hilarious. Almost
every day, I have a funny story to tell Dale that we both crack up over. I
make dinner most of the time unless it is steak, (which Dale likes to cook a
certain way,) using some new recipes, to keep it interesting.
  
He occasionally surprises me, waking me up, to his Hawaiian style
breakfast with eggs, rice and sausage. I love breakfast food, so this is one of
my favorites. I am usually so tired, that I'd roll over and go back to sleep,
having to re-warm the food later upon waking. I think this slightly offends
him. However, he knows very well I am not a morning person, but that I
love his breakfasts.
  
For a while, everything is going pretty smoothly, until... Dale crashes the
car. Luckily, it's on our apartment property, in the parking lot. The car slid
in the rain, smashing into a parked truck, so no one is hurt. But at this point,
we need to get another vehicle, until the car is fixed.
  
Max fronts Dale some money so we can put a down payment on a vehicle.
Unfortunately, we go for a lease, instead of purchasing a car with a loan,
which ends up costing us a lot more monthly.
  
I've already gotten a second job so we can afford the monthly increase in
bills, but it isn't worth the short hours and long drive to the daycare, so have
to let this first job go.



  
I quickly get another job at a nearby restaurant, where I can pick up more
hours, and start earning tips. I'm doing pretty well at my new job, although
it is demanding, and takes some getting used to. I prefer the day shift rather
than nighttime, which is way more chaotic.
  
Dale and I get into a rhythm with our schedules and make some time to
enjoy going out. He loves to eat out, or catch a movie, so we end up doing
this most of the time. He is very content with this being our only outings,
but I want to do more, explore and enjoy the outdoors, or find new
activities.
  
One day I get us a hamster. Dale and I were arguing, and so I leave, simply
buying a hamster on a whim. It's a Long Haired Syrian grey female, which I
name "Shyla". She's only about three months, so not quite full-grown.
  
When I come home with her, he immediately softens and takes interest in
the little creature. He's great with animals, so I know he'd like her. Once we
get her used to our smells, she feeds from our hand, lets us pick her up, and
likes running up and down our shoulders. Sometimes I let her run around,
and eventually, she's used to my calling her name and responds, coming out
from wherever today's hiding spot is, as she knows very well I have some
kind of treat for her.
  
One day we go to the local animal shelter, out of sheer curiosity. We
immediately fall in love with an adorable spunky green-eyed black kitten,
which looks to be about two months already, by the length of him. He's so
playful and sweet we take to him immediately. He is simply climbing the



walls of the cage, while the rest of his litter kind of lie there meowing and
cuddling amongst themselves.
  
Since I named Shyla, I let Dale name the kitten, of which he names Vader.
Max’s girlfriend certainly has an opinion on this, saying that this is racist. I
thought, "That's an ignorant opinion", and that she's just projecting. Just
because the character in Star Wars wears a black costume, and we name our
cat after this character, because of his black coat, has nothing to do with
slighting the African American race. Since she's half Black, although very
pale, she thinks she needs to take defense to this. However, it was never an
offense to take as such.
  
Max and his girlfriend already have several cats, and a dog, and are
regularly adding to their family zoo. Soon enough they get a Husky puppy,
and their roommate's gotten another cat as well.
  
Max’s girlfriend's aunt had an older dog that passed, so we all pitch in,
going to the shelter to pick out a brand-new kitten for her. She told me
when she brought it over; it made her so happy her aunt cried. Dale and I
felt good about contributing to this gesture, even though we never met her
aunt.
  
We play with Vader and Shyla, putting Shyla in her running ball so they can
both run around at the same time. Vader likes to chase after the ball, but
mainly watches, lightly pawing the ball, as Shyla rolls by. Both are very
playful, keeping Dale and I in better moods and thoroughly entertained
when we can't get out of the house.
  



After a couple months, I take Vader to the vet, where they have a whole
litter of cute little orange-striped kittens, birthed from a stray. They are
absolutely so adorable, I can't pass them up. I get Dale to agree to get
another kitten. He tells me to pick out which one I want, so I pick the runt, a
female. She's lying there as the other boisterous kittens bounce all over and
tumble across her. She seems content just lying there, as they play.
  
We bring her home, and Vader is immediately curious about her. Just as he
is Curious George about everything in the house and whatever Dale and I
are doing, he is very curious about the new kitten. Dale names her "Iggy",
as the rap artist.
  
Now, I have three little fur children running around the house. We have a lot
of fun entertaining the kittens, building them little playhouses that they can
tear apart. Iggy is becoming more demanding as time passes, and meows
when she wants to be picked up and coddled.
  
Many evenings, as I'm cooking dinner, Iggy would mew continually until
I’d pick her up and put her on my shoulder, while still trying to cook. Of
course, Vader wanting to copy whatever else was going on wants the same
attention. So at times, I'd have two cats on my shoulders, as I bustle about
the kitchen still trying to cook food. It is quite a funny sight.
  
Vader is such a curious cat, that whenever I take a bath, he himself has to
look and see what is going on. Once or twice falling in, but never running
away, just jumping right back out. He was so curious, that I make him his
own bath, with a couple inches of water. Putting him in gently, he just
stands there, interestedly looking around the bath. Finally, he's able to



experience his own. I think he satisfied his curiosity pretty quickly, as he
stood there just looking at the water.
  
We had the cats for some time, but my allergies are absolutely killing me
with their dander and hair, and I can't really coddle them the way they want
to be. The vet techs and assistants have fallen in love with Iggy. And due to
the fact that she needs a lot more medical attention than usual, with some
kind of allergies or consistent cold, one of the assistants takes her in. She's
able to give her better medical care and more one-on-one attention. I feel so
guilty about giving her up, as I truly adore her, but I just can't keep the cats,
I am having a really hard time breathing.
  
I get another job cleaning homes, which is a higher hourly, and making
more, I can now assist in paying for more things. Dale and I finally go
shopping at the nearby outlet mall. Dale treats me to a nice beautiful dress,
as I buy him a genuine leather jacket he's been eyeing.
  
We are feeling pretty good about our situation, even though it's still a week-
to-week challenge. I am finally able to start catching up on some of my bills
from Hawai'i, and we can actually budget things out.
  
Although we are making more, Dale still does not like to go out often,
except for dinner and a movie. Getting tired of this routine, and frustrated, I
decide to just focus more on work and put in more hours.
  
Dale gets a video game console for him, to relax after work or on the
weekends, as his job is very physically demanding. Even though Max has
promoted Dale to different jobs, he still does demolitions. He's learning



how to complete the jobs and projects, being the odds and ends guy;
finishing floors, or bathroom tiling, installs, or moving furniture as needed,
as well as demolitions. Dale is pretty exhausted from work during the week.
  
I am already cleaning homes so also do the final cleanings of the remodels
they complete, before turning it back over to the customer. This brings in
additional income for us, and I'm finally matching Dale's income, so we are
doing all right for ourselves at this point. Still week-to-week, but now we’re
able to cover all bills without stress.
  
We occasionally hang out at Max’s house, Friday night Fight Night, or a
party or some kind of gathering. Other than that, and grocery shopping we
don't mix it up too much. Except for Halloween, when we drive down to
San Antonio for a fright fest at the amusement park.
  
We bring along my friend Asia, from Hawai'i, who has flown out and is
staying with us, while working with me. It's a blast going on all the rides
over and over again, as there are practically no lines, being that it was just
after Halloween. Most everyone had gone to the fright fest before
Halloween.
  
When Asia's Baby Daddy comes down from Vegas to stay with us and join
her, all hell breaks loose. We end up having to make both of them leave the
apartment. I feel really guilty about this, but Asia has tried to make the
moves on Dale, while her boyfriend tried doing the same to me. Also,
apparently Asia says something which I felt unforgivable, telling Dale
behind my back that she is "Trying not to strangle me", in my very own
home. After what she knew I had just been through with Courtney, I had



absolutely ZERO tolerance for any threat, ESPECIALLY IN MY OWN
HOME.
  
As well she left my cat out on the balcony, twice, when she went out to
smoke, closing the patio door on him so he was stuck outside. I can't find
my cat anywhere, as he's locked out! He could have easily run off and
gotten hit by a car or lost. This made me absolutely livid, and she's done
this twice now!
  
I am bending over backward to help Asia, letting her stay with us, while she
pays for groceries with her food stamps. I am allowing her to work with me
cleaning houses. Not only am I training her, driving her, letting her use all
my supplies and equipment that I had spent a lot of money on; but I am
splitting my income in half, taking a huge pay cut, as she is now getting half
the work. I normally handle all of it myself and reap the full income.
  
The final straw is when they both get drunk, and her boyfriend starts
fighting with her, pinning her down on the floor, breaking our towel rack,
and then attempts to jump off our balcony. He is out of control. We find him
hours later, as he'd run off that night. When we finally found him, the cops
were about to arrest him, as he's been found trespassing in an empty
unlocked apartment. I plead with them to turn him over to us, saying we
will bring him back to our apartment for the night to sleep it off.
  
This is out of hand; he needs to leave the following day. Asia has decided
she will not abandon him and goes with him. Dale and I cannot comfortably
go to work, leaving them in our apartment, when they allow themselves to
embarrass us to our neighbors, break things, or fight in our apartment that



we worked so hard to make our happy home. I felt guilty for a long time
about this, but simply could not justify someone we are helping and
hosting, tearing up our apartment, and terrorizing the apartment complex,
and all the while trying to come between Dale and I.
  
This has caused strife between Dale and I, as I felt responsible until they'd
found a steady job and place to live, I can't rest easy. We keep in touch with
them, to assist them in some ways, but Asia and I are not speaking directly.
  
They end up going back to Hawai'i so they can stay with their family, which
is the best solution at this point in time.
  
We move into a new apartment complex on Thanksgiving Day, after
finishing out our first lease. It's an upgrade from what we had, with new
stainless steel appliances, granite kitchen counters, and overall just a bigger
apartment. As we had been moving all day, we make our Thanksgiving
meal out of leftovers from the fridge, just simply thankful for our happy
home.
  
We settle into our new place very nicely, with Shyla and Vader, and are
gearing up for the holidays, our first holiday season together on our own.
  
As Dale makes a fuss about going to Max’s house for their Christmas party,
I definitely make this a problem for him. He makes up different excuses
about not going and so on.
  
It is the same argument we constantly have. I knew he still had some kind
of ties, whether through his family or whatever, to Courtney, and this has



made it a huge problem to be out and about together. I knew this was the
problem; he is still hiding the fact that we are together from nutty Courtney.
He never admits it, but this was the underlying situation and still causing
problems for us.
  
We have been together for years now, already verbally committed to marry
and have kids. We know we want to be together, even though we haven't
made it official with a ring yet. So why is he being so lame? He could be so
tender, loving, and funny when it was just us, but once we get in public, or
around people we know, he'd put up a distance that I could NOT STAND.
  
We end up having another huge argument after the holidays, as he’s planned
nothing for my birthday, which follows right after the New Year. I am really
hurt. I expect him to plan something, besides just the same-old, same-old
dinner and a movie, or simply winging it at the last minute.
  
I convince him to go horseback riding for our birthdays. Since our birthdays
are only a week apart, we can celebrate them together. I find a great deal
online, for us to do an introductory class for horseback riding.
  
We end up having so much fun, taking pictures, and videos. We simply rode
around an open grassy area, making our way through the trees, and a well-
lit gazebo area. As it begins to get dark, it’s all lit up with romantic little
white lights, so we finish our ride. Dale is all smiles. We'd had an awesome
birthday outing.
  
We had just purchased new furniture on a credit line, for our Christmas
presents to ourselves, and had the car lease, apartment lease, and so on. By



this time I am doing passenger driving, food deliveries, and so forth. I am
doing a lot, but only bringing in enough for half the bills. I have fallen
behind a little on some of my personal payments to my credit lines, and
Dale and I are still stressing about bills.
  
We've kept Vader for some time after, but because we had already re-homed
Iggy, we feel we should eventually re-home Vader as well. He's lonely
without Iggy, and again I cannot coddle him as much, due to my allergies.
We'd gotten a TON of toys and cat supplies for the both of them, so all of
these eventually went with Vader and the new owner. I feel so guilty giving
both of the kittens up, but I thought "The new owners will be able to pet,
cuddle and coddle them more than I can", and hope this is the case.
  
Dale and I make it down to San Antonio just once more after the fright fest
trip; despite my getting us all seasonal passes to the theme park. And this
time was actually to adopt a puppy I found in one of the shelters. I have to
make sure this time that I’m not actually allergic, as I had been with the
cats. Since I’m not sneezing from her fur, we decide to take her home.
There are also some really adorable Dalmatian Chihuahuas, but when I go
to pick them up or pet them, I immediately started becoming itchy. Because
the puppy we initially chose is some kind of hypoallergenic toy terrier mix,
she is perfect for us.
  
We are absolutely in love with her. She is the only one of her kind, a rescue,
who's been separated from her litter. She's about six months when we get
her, but so incredibly small and tiny (just barely over two lbs.), we name her
"Tini", short for Dale's favorite drink Martinis. I call her Tini Bini, as she
seriously looks like a little bean, she is so small. And as we bring her home,



Dale puts her in his beanie hat, where she barely even takes up half the hat.
So "Tini Bini" is the perfect nickname.
  
I tried convincing Dale to name her all these cutesy names, like Bitsy, Lil'
Bit, Precious, or Muffin, you name it. But Dale just wants to keep it "Tini".
  
We introduce her to Shyla, as she absolutely adores the hamster, thinking of
her as an even littler friend. She follows her around slowly, watching her
intently whichever way she goes, making cute little squeaking noises, to
talk to her.
  
Having Tini helps get Dale out of the house a little bit more. We take her on
a couple of hikes and go to some of the nice outdoor spots. However, we are
not flush with extra cash, so outings are limited to what funds we have in
general.
  
Soon, I start another job at a nearby restaurant, doing my passenger driving
and drop-offs in between. My feet are always killing me when I work at the
restaurant, as I'd run around for hours in these uncomfortable shoes,
straining my feet.
  
Dale was always working hard, seeing as his job's so physically demanding.
So one evening I give him an hour's back massage, deep tissue, with oil and
everything. This is my way of expressing one of the five love languages
(Acts of Service). I liked to do things for him, like cook, take care of the
house, so he never had to clean, and so on. So, I guess you could say "Acts
of Service" was my way of expressing my love and affection.
  



The five love languages are actually from a book.
  
"The Five Love Languages: How to Express Heartfelt Commitment to Your Mate is a 1995 book by

Gary Chapman. It outlines five ways to express and experience love that Chapman calls ‘love

languages': receiving gifts, quality time, words of affirmation, acts of service (devotion), and physical

touch.”

─ Wikipedia

  
The next day, I ask him for a foot massage, as my feet are in excruciating
pain. I thought, "If I can give him an hour's massage, he can give me a
simple foot massage." He rubs my feet and goes back to his video games. I
beg him not to stop, and so he rubs them for another minute or so and stops.
No matter how much I explain to him just how bad they hurt; he goes only
for a minute or so, then stops again.
  
This is it, the breaking point. If I have to beg and plead for everything from
a birthday outing, holiday party with my family (which is for his boss), or a
frickin' foot massage, then I am done!
  
I am so tired of being underappreciated. We've already talked about therapy
and started a course, which I'd asked for as part of my birthday present (I
had bought a therapy course online). But he can't even complete this with
me. We’ve started it, but he never has the interest or follow-through to
finish. (I bought this course in January. It is now May.) We have spoken
many times about doing therapy, but he argues that we do not have the
money. So, as a solution, I buy this course, for thirty-five dollars online, to
do as part of my birthday present.



We still have not completed it. I am tired of having to drag him out of the
house, drag him to a family function, or to simply do something for my
darn birthday! I went through hell to be with him, and he wasn't there for
me when I needed him in court. He didn't stand up for me to his family
when they downed me. He didn't stand up for me at our lifeguarding job, or
to Courtney and Nicole.
  
Was this our peak? We had agreed to marry over a year ago, and he had not
even tried to go get a ring or make it an official engagement. This
relationship wasn't moving forward, and I feel like it's under the choice or
discretion of Courtney's whim, attention, or lack thereof. This is too much
battle, to have so little in return, or be taken for granted so easily.
  
He had broken up with me before, especially in the beginning, when he’d
continually break my heart. He would mess around with other girls, during
our "break-up", then get back together with me. But this time, I am the one
breaking up with him. And it's for good. No going back.
  
Tired of living by Courtney's leave, I am done with this.
  
I feel like I am living some twisted version of the film with Matt Damon
and Emily Blunt, The Adjustment Bureau. Every time I got into a
relationship, the church manipulated it, pieces moved about like pawns in a
game of Chess. Yet I could never win...
  



CHAPTER VII
STRIP OR STARVE

  
"The one who follows the crowd will usually get no further than the crowd.

The one who walks alone,

is likely to find himself in places no one has ever been."

─ Albert Einstein

  
After breaking it off with Dale, once he fully realized I was serious, he
wanted to leave immediately. He doesn't want to sleep in the living room,
he doesn't want to continue working for Max; he just wants to leave. He
books a flight for the next day. I am not budging, and he realizes I'm one
hundred percent serious. I say, “You can stay in the apartment, but not sleep
in the bed with me”. I tell him that he needs to work things out with Max,
not leave him hanging after all he's helped us with.
  
I end up driving him to the airport the next day, as he's already booked the
flight, and wants to leave immediately. He is very upset, as am I. I feel so
many emotions, trying hard not to cry. I have such a mix of feelings that I
can't express them. Dale already knows my grievances, and this is why he
doesn't question my decision, knowing I am one hundred percent serious.
He's showing disbelief at first, thinking I am just throwing a fit. But he can
see in my tearless eyes, that this is not an emotional fit. It is a very
determined decision, based on many years of varying factors. I am done
being put down by him, his family, or Courtney's family, and done being
taken for granted.
  



Once Dale has gotten on his flight, his Mom and I speak on the phone, as
she's made fully aware of the situation. She says she'll help get him
resituated and cheer him up. She knows this was really hard for both of us,
but I know she's relieved that he's going home after more than a year now,
of her and the whole family missing him.
  
It's very quiet, and empty feeling with Dale gone. I almost don't know what
to do with myself. I am so used to being somewhat subservient, trying to
take care of him, the pets, and the house, cleaning, doing the shopping and
cooking when he came home from work. I don't eat nearly as much food as
he does; so don't need to go shopping. I don't care about cooking just for
myself, as it feels pointless. And I keep the house pretty clean by myself, so
don't really have anything to do there. I don't know what to do besides work
and take Tini out.
So that's what I do to preoccupy my mind and my time. I don't have any
plan now that Dale's gone. I hadn't thought it through, all I know is I am
done feeling used, inadequate, and underappreciated.
  
I check out some parks and hiking trails, taking Tini out to a local spring
that Dale and I'd never gone to. Tini is getting a lot more outdoor time than
ever. So although she is run ragged and sleeps better, my nights are lonely
and empty.
  
Trying as much as possible to preoccupy my time and attention. I miss
Dale, but I am resolute. I will not play second fiddle to Dale's estranged
prior agreements with Courtney or his family that he's failing to keep, and
hiding from me.
  



Dale and I do not speak for a very long time. I want him to know I'm
serious, and I am not planning on taking him back. As much as I miss him,
and want to talk to him, I keep reminding myself that no matter what I will
be tied to Courtney and her family. Her cousin had Dale's brother's baby.
There is no getting around it, ignoring it, or changing the fact, though how I
wished I could.
  
I go to work as usual thinking, "Now that my schedule's empty, I will just
spend more time at work", and so on.
  
Things begin to slowly change and become worse without Dale there to
protect me. It starts to change drastically in the way I am being treated, or
mistreated, you could now say. As people know that I am no longer with
Dale, the attitudes start coming out, and with that, claws.
  
I am being treated differently by the females at work, they become vicious
instead of friendly, or at least drop their pretenses of friendliness they had
put up before.
  
Slowly, I am beginning to receive different treatment at the apartment
complex, at the grocery store, the corner store, and anyplace I go. People
think they can mess with me now, as I don't have a six foot plus Hawaiian-
Samoan beast hulking around me to scare them away.
  
I am not making enough at work, and frankly getting sick of the attitudes at
the restaurant, so I have to figure out how to make more money. I have all
the bills now to pay by myself. Whereas I was only bringing in half the
income before, I am now responsible for all of it.



  
I apply to two breastaurants nearby, thinking I will be able to make more
tips there. I don't hear back. Things are getting hairier at work, as I was
crushing on my boss. His girlfriend, now newly his fiancé, is getting
hardcore jealous. Not because of my crush, but because he's checking me
out as well.
  
I don't hear back on the breastaurants, it's almost a week to the first of the
month, and I don't have all the rent and utility bills money. A couple people
have mentioned to me in the past that they worked at a strip club, as a
waitress or door girl, and that people made good money there. I decided I
should at least go check it out.
  
I go in on a Friday night, as Max’s birthday is the next evening. I am
unaware of this, but I had gone to one of, if not, the best club in Austin. I
meet with the GM and he's nice enough to buy me a drink, and have a guy
show me around, so I am escorted about the club. I dress in a sexy, but
somewhat conservative dress. But I'd done my makeup really well, and my
cleavage kind of sold it. The GM is fine with me auditioning on the day
shift, seeing as I am brand spanking new as a dancer.
  
The next day, I go with the limited funds I have, and buy Max a fishing pole
at the sporting goods store, as I don't know what else to get him. He has just
about everything he needs, as he makes plenty of money.
  
I go over to his house for the party and am looking at a dark, empty house.
Confused, as it's supposed to be a big party bash for him that his girlfriend's
been planning for some time. I text them asking where everyone is,



confused as to why the house is dark. I am just about to call when they pull
up.
  
His girlfriend walks quickly away from me, saying curtly "You can come in
for a little bit", and Max says nothing, walking into the house. Now
extremely confused as to what's going on, and why they are so upset, I give
Max his present and ask what happened to the party. Max thanks me, and
tells me it was yesterday. I am shocked. I've completely missed the party. I
feel sooo terrible. I'd gotten the days mixed up.
His girlfriend has put a lot of time and attention, to make this a good party
for Max, and in their perspective, I'd blown it off. After Dale and I split up,
and he just bounced on Max without working things out, just a few weeks
earlier, I can see how he might feel like this is a slap in the face. I explain
how bad I felt and that I genuinely didn't mean to miss the party, feeling
terrible about this. I actually really wanted to go to the party. It takes some
time to convince his girlfriend of this, and I still feel they are skeptical. I
don't know how else to apologize, I feel pretty horrible about it. I can't very
well explain to them that I was at the strip club last night, to get a job, so I
can pay my rent and bills.
  
I spend some time with them, to smooth things over, talking and relaxing
with them. Max is playing his video games, and his girlfriend's telling me
about the party and catching me up on other things. After a while, it's
getting late, and I have to go home. Giving hugs, and wishing each other a
good night, I go home to prepare for my audition tomorrow.
  
I go in the next day, meeting with the daytime manager, explaining to him
that I already met with the GM the night before, who had said I could come



in and audition. The manager explains to me what kind of outfit I need, and
legal underwear, which is double-lined so as to not show through.
  
So now, I need to buy an outfit, panties, and shoes. I have enough to get
these things but am spending frugally, worried about the rent and bills.
  
I come back the next day with these items, and meet with the managers.
They said I can audition and we'd see, taking it from there. I get ready, not
as nervous as I thought I would be. I dance to the first set of songs, dancing
kind of quickly, rather than slow and sensual. The manager mentions to me
to slow it down a little bit, as a helpful hint. They let me work that day, to
see how I'd do.
  
I do my first lap dance for a nice guy, who is patient with my uncertainties
and fumblings. He gets two dances, and then we part. I go back to the
dressing room to sit down and have a cigarette, hands shaking and nervous,
but not as scared as I thought I'd be. I am always nervous approaching guys
and flirting, so I need at least a drink or two to loosen me up.
  
Throughout the day I am called to stage in rotation with the other girls.
Nervous about taking my top off on stage, I have numerous shots to get me
through the stage dances.
  
By the end of the day, I am getting the hang of it, and feeling pretty good,
as I made several hundred dollars! I had made back what I spent and had
almost enough to at least cover the rent.
  



I go back to work the next day, having already made a friend the first day,
and somewhat of a mentor to me. She has begun showing me tricks on the
pole, how to mount it and do a backbend on the pole. I come in early to
practice moves. I'd gotten it down pretty fast, and am feeling a little more
confident.
  
By the next day I am doing well, but want to make sure I have enough for
the bills this week, so ask to stay late and do a double. I am only allowed to
work Saturday and Sunday on the day shift to start, so make the most of this
I can, working those days and doing a double on Sunday, if not too tired.
  
I end up making enough for rent, and so I go back to the exotic clothing
store to get another outfit. I had no proper outfits or dance shoes, so have to
buy everything from scratch.
  
Soon enough I am able to pay for the bills, and get some more outfits, as
well as buy a stationary pole for the apartment, to practice at home.
  
Before Dale left, we'd fallen behind on the car payments, so I am starting to
catch up on them; as well have to pay the mandatory two hundred dollar
bimonthly payments. Since Dale and I'd just gotten furniture financed this
past Christmas, I have these payments to cover as well, which is two
hundred plus dollars. I also have the cell phone bill, so am paying off the
phones we'd bought. Although we canceled Dale's line, I am still paying the
bill for the purchase of the physical phone.
  
After everything I have to pay, I have more than three thousand in monthly
expenses. Not quite making enough to catch up on my past bills from



Hawai'i. I did spend a lot on appearances for the job, from the dance gear I
need, the at-home pole to practice, makeup and nails; this becomes a large
cost in the expenses.
  
I am still working the restaurant job, and use this as my cover to explain to
Max what I am doing for work, as well play it off like I'm still driving. I
desperately do not want my family to know I am dancing.
  
After work is over, I can barely walk down the flight of steps, my body is so
sore. My legs are shaking and wobbly; while I cling to the railing, as I walk
down to take Tini to go potty. I lie around all day not able to even stand to
make food; I am so incredibly sore after the weekend.
  
I am so tired after dancing, that I can hardly bend or do my routine physical
functions at the restaurant. After some time this begins wearing on me, so I
quit that job, to go full-time dancing.
As I am doing well at the club, they eventually allow me to expand the days
I work to weekdays as well. I find that I make just as much working my
original schedule, and pulling a double on Sunday night. But I want to
expand my day shifts.
  
Most of the girls are nice, only getting attitude from certain ones, whom I
avoid. I keep to myself mostly but make friends with some of the girls, and
support staff, i.e. bartenders, DJs, etc.
At one point I begin talking to one of the DJs named Austin, who I am
vibing with. We agree to go for drinks after work one night, but end up
talking the manager into letting me stay for a double, so tell Austin it'll have
to be another time.



  
In my mind I’m just nervous and embarrassed to even "go get drinks"
which is why when he suggests it I keep putting it off. Instead, I spend time
with him at work getting to know him better. Just like I am nervous
approaching the customers, I am even more nervous when I like a guy.
  
After some time of dancing, I fracture my pinky toe. For immediate work, I
arrange to deal cards at the poker table and do clothing sales in the club
boutique. The same family owns them both. I only dance here and there, as
my toe swells up, and it hurts to walk, let alone dance on it.
  
They have a dance contest coming up, for which the final prize is ten
thousand dollars. I am not the best dancer, being so new and all, even
though I've learned a lot of moves. So I decide to fall back on my theatrical
experience and put together a song and dance. I decided to do the "Jessica
Rabbit" routine, from the movie Who Framed Roger Rabbit? and come in
early to practice and have gotten the whole outfit and everything.
  
One day I ask Austin to give me a ride home, as I'd lost the leased car when
they took it back for payments still being behind. He gives me a ride home,
so I invite him up. I wasn't able to put the dance pole up myself and it'd
been sitting unused, in its original box. He helps me put this up.
  
I want to show him the dance routine I've been practicing, as he sits there
on the couch. I sing the song and show him the dance I put together. He's
getting very turned on, so I decide to make a move. As he sits there, I finish
the dance on his lap and kiss him. We end up going to the bedroom and



begin to have sex. As we have no protection and it's starting to get heated,
he says we should stop.
  
As he's leaving, he mentions something about not wanting to lose his job,
which throws me off, as I did not think this a problem. He says we need to
keep this quiet.
  
We do not hook up again. But he's getting jealous as I am practicing my
routine for the contest, which he isn't going to be able to make. They cancel
the contest the week before I am to do my performance. I know it's because
of Austin. He is getting really jealous, and it's affecting my work now.
  
He is acting weird. Like he's still intensely interested in me, but is now
starting to flirt with other girls, i.e. the door girl, and then soon enough one
of my dancer friends, named Enchantra (which is her dancer name, her real
name being La’Tarsha).
  
I cannot believe I am going through what feels to be the same situation, as
back in Hawai'i all over again. He ends up hooking up with my friend. It
seems like they are trying to keep it from me. But to me, it is blazingly
obvious. Even when they were just beginning to flirt, it was clear as day to
me. I am standing there asking him when are we going to go out as planned
before. As I stand there he's very obviously making eyes at my friend,
announcing her as "Mary Jane" on the back stage, as she wore her hair in a
'fro that day, instead of her normal fake hair extensions. She's watching him
as she dances looking back at him shyly, instead of focusing on customers.
To me, it's glaringly obvious that they are already flirting with each other,
and interested in one another. As he does this, he's telling me he doesn't



know when we're going out for drinks while checking her out. Once I see
that I thought "Fine, forget it then." I tell him deuces then.
  
Why am I going to put myself in the same situation as I just went through in
Hawai'i, having to go to court just to fend off a crazy stalker leech? So
obviously I want to have nothing to do with Austin anymore, nor the chick
that's supposedly my friend. She knows that Austin and I either had a thing
going or that I was already interested in him and clearly talking to him first.
She blatantly stabs me in the back, which you don't do to a friend. Is she
working for the church as well? She might as well have been for all I knew,
acting the way she was.
  
I had caught her talking trash about me for no reason whatsoever at the
club, so already don't trust her. As well she has already gotten into it with
several girls (all White), who all end up getting fired. When she finds out
one of them got fired, she actually begins dancing in celebration... She
starts to twerk in the dressing room, shouting out how happy she is that this
girl got fired. As if we're going to support that? She is certainly into
creating trouble.
  
Ironically enough out of all the people in the club, she is the one, and the
only one, who even vaguely knows about what I went through in Hawai'i
and whom I'd told about what had happened to me there. And she was
doing exactly the same thing.
  
Soon after I had told the DJ “Deuces”, as I walked by his booth to go the to
boutique, I see Enchantra quickly duck behind him, in the DJ booth. Just as



I’d suspected, she was trying to make the moves on him, and thought that
she was doing a good job hiding this from me.
  
This being the case, I obviously want to have nothing to do with either of
them. I am already working in the boutique so somewhat withdrawn from
the stripper scene and dressing room drama. So to me, it was not a big deal
just to ignore her, or ignore him.
  
But for whatever reason in her mind, she takes this to an extreme level of
offense that I simply stopped talking to her. She starts to spread a rumor that
I am a racist.
  
She pairs up against me with another dancer, who was supposedly my
friend as well, named Cairo (I don’t know her real name). She might as well
have been another Nicole as she's acting as a Third Party instigating
Enchantra to "confront me" about my "racist actions against her". Just
because I am ignoring her?
  
It's difficult because I was still attracted to Austin, however, I am royally
pissed off and disgusted at how he treated me. I am simply not going to go
through the same hell and psychosis, as I had just gone through in Hawai'i,
and the very REASON I broke up with my potential future husband, another
female interfering.
  
Enchantra became psychotically jealous when she saw Austin making eyes
at me, just the way he was first making eyes at her while still talking to me.
So basically here we had another Dale on our hands, putting himself in the
middle, pitting two girls against one another.



  
I absolutely refused to follow the same footsteps as the last time. So I begin
talking to someone else, flirting with the cute bartender that has been
checking me out and showing interest. This makes Austin extremely
jealous. When he sees us talking, he comes out of his DJ booth, arms
swinging, fists clenched, with a scowl on his face. Stomping over in the
direction of the bar where I am flirting with the bartender, as if to mark his
territory all over the place like I'm his or something.
  
The scene starts to become extremely messed up because anytime I talked
to the bartender, five girls lined up to flirt with him, just like was now
starting to happen with Austin. So essentially I don't even get a real chance
with either of them.
  
I am obviously pissed off with Austin because we had already started to
mess around, and he left me hanging. I am also pissed off that when I do
move on, I don't even have a chance with the bartender. And these girls act
like they have some sort of claim on anyone I start to talk to. It is clear to
me that someone is, in fact, putting them up to this. As these very same
girls used to concentrate on work, and competing to make money, now it's
some twisted competition with any guy I show interest in.
  
So what used to be a normal working environment (well, as "normal" as can
be in a strip club) for me started to become catty as all hell. The girls that
used to be friendly towards me, or simply ignored me, start to have weird
competitive attitudes, with a mean streak directed at me.
  



Girls that I don't even know, start becoming rude to me, trying to compete
for these two guys, with Enchantra taking on Austin. He is also flirting with
other girls, but I know she is the one he is messing around with, as it's very
obvious. This other girl, Cairo, acting like another Nicole, trying to take on
the bartender, as are another half-dozen girls or more. The workplace starts
becoming more than just the normal competitive workplace; it starts to
become a very vicious catfight that I do not want to be in the middle of.
  
Austin becomes jealous of any other guy I pay heed to, and Enchantra
becoming jealous if I show Austin attention, or he shows any to me. It is
actually becoming psychotic between the two, with me in the middle.
  
Apparently, Cairo tells Enchantra to have a conversation, confronting me
about this matter of my "no longer talking to her". Enchantra, becoming
very vocal and opinionated, starts to raise her voice at me in front of
customers and staff at the bar next to main stage. She is taking this personal
matter, and splashing it all over in front of customers and other dancers,
making us both look really stupid. I do not explain to her that I was already
involved with Austin. I felt no reason to tell her, it isn't any of her damn
business. I simply decide I am not going to have anything more to do with
this drama. However, because the end of the conversation does not conclude
with us being "friends" (the fake friend that she was being before, who talks
behind my back), she decides to take this to a whole new level.
  
One day she hides outside the boutique behind the wall, with a lit cigarette,
so that when I come out she can jump me. A waitress sees her, asking her
loudly "Enchantra what are you doing hiding in the dark?" She quickly runs
off, not even responding to her question.



  
She had once told me she has seven brothers. And not long after these other
incidents started with her, seven or eight Black dudes are lined up at the bar
outside of my boutique. This is highly unusual, as the Black guys we get in
there are usually in a mixed group with White or Hispanic guys, or as one
or two individuals. Not usually seven or eight, and certainly not lined up at
the bar RIGHT OUTSIDE THE BOUTIQUE the way they are.
  
When I come out of the boutique, they are frowning and staring, or looking
away angrily, as if my sight is infuriating or disgusts them. Watching me
like a hawk, ready to take action against me should I show any kind of
slight, or disrespect towards them.
  
One Black guy, who was somewhat of a regular, rushes towards me to flirt
with me, as if to show all of them I was okay. This whole scene puts me in
an extremely awkward position. I am a salesperson in the boutique, not on
duty as a dancer right then. I’m fully clothed, while this guy is putting his
arm around me to show these other guys, whom I can only assume are
Enchantra's brothers, and possibly their friends, that I, in fact, am not a
racist. Because the guy that puts his arm around me is someone I'm already
familiar with, and I sense the danger in the situation, I go along with his
little charade. But I am simply not on duty as a dancer, and am not
supposed to be getting physical with customers, very simple plain as day.
So I have to tell him I am getting back to work in the boutique.
  
The guys at the bar decide to construe whatever they do from the situation.
Although that day I do not get attacked, which I feel semi-relieved about,
this is only the beginning...



  
Cairo decides to take it upon herself to have a "chat" with me, getting in my
face saying something about girls getting fired for various reasons, and
confronting me to see if I have anything to do with this. I am so bewildered;
I don't even know what to say. I tell her I have no clue what she's talking
about. I show her my text message conversations with one of the girls who
had recently been fired, expressing my condolences to her, upon finding
out. But because it was an African American girl who got fired somehow it
is "magically tied to me"?
  
This is another girl, that I was friendly with, had no qualms with, and had
absolutely nothing to do with her job, OR ANY OF THE DANCERS' JOBS.
She'd told me the day she was being let go and was waiting up front to hear
from the manager. I tell her just talk to him and that it'll sort out, thinking
only positive and how to be supportive. I didn't even know she was in fact
fired and when I found out, I immediately text, asking what happened and
try to give my support.
  
So a White girl gets fired, and Enchantra is dancing and shouting for joy in
the dressing room, but a Black girl gets fired, I’m then accused by a
Jamaican girl (Enchantra), and a Puerto Rican-Mexican girl (Cairo) of
having something to do with this? That is racial profiling against "Whites".
  
Enchantra and Cairo decide to tie me to any troubles that they decide to tie
me to, things that occur in the club with different girls or with themselves.
Both of them are ex-military and have instances of severe PTSD, and in
they're delusional mindset I somehow become their target.
  



Twice when I walk into the club, Enchantra almost leaps out of her chair, or
off the stage to jump me, watching me like a hawk to see if I even look in
the direction of Austin. Had I done so, she probably would have attacked
right then and there. She gets into pouncing position in both instances, as I
walked through the door. This girl was PSYCHO.
  
This is really starting to get to me. I feel the whole situation beyond unjust.
I grew up in LA and my first best friend was half Mexican and half
Spaniard. My second best friend was half Black and half White. My third
best friend was White. I did not see color; all I saw were my best friends.
  
Apparently different people, in different upbringings, did not experience the
simplicity of this. Enchantra, being from Louisiana, is trying to peg me as a
racist, when she's the one being racist against me. Assuming that all White
people that have a falling out with you, are wearing white hoods, are a
supremacist, and are "out to get Black people", is racist.
  
Cairo, half Puerto Rican, and half Mexican is apparently stuck in the
middle. She'd told me before, the Mexicans do not like the Puerto Ricans
and vice versa. This has nothing to do with me! Almost all my neighbors at
one point were Hispanic. I began to speak Spanish at a young age,
beginning to learn certain words that I could remember at the age of four.
Learning from my best friend, and her parents.
  
I got along with all of my other best friend's siblings, who were half Black
(their father Black and mother full White). Her older sisters adored me, and
Alvie was best friends with their brother. We used to all hang out, following
around the older sisters, like little groupies.



  
My first boyfriend was half Black and half Cuban, and his brother, I
considered one of my good friends. My last boyfriend was eight different
mixes of all kinds of things. I dated men from all shapes, sizes and colors
and had friends of every kind of origin.
  
I never, in my life, experienced, or even witnessed, the racism that these
girls from the club were talking about. So, the fact that they are calling me
out because the color of my skin, is in fact racist against me. Had I been
part Black myself, or mixed Latina, they wouldn't have given this all a
second glance.
  
The actions they were taking against me were cruel, unjust and soon
becoming full-blown destructive. Somewhere in the delusions of their
minds, are justified actions.
  
I didn't even understand the concept of racism, until now…
  



CHAPTER VIII
THE MIDDLE FINGER & RUMORMONGERS

  
"Rumors Are Carried By Haters, Spread By Fools,

And Accepted By Idiots."

  

"Rumors are very dangerous and they travel extremely fast...

"...You could have entertained a rumor and not even knew.

"Have you ever started a sentence by saying I heard he or I heard she? If by chance we do hear a

rumor we are not to entertain it.

"It should stop at our ears. A lot of times rumors being spread are not even true and are brought on

by an envious slandering fool.

"Some people spread rumors to start a conversation because they have nothing to say.

"These days people want to hear about the juiciest gossip stories and this should not be. It doesn't

have to be in person or on the phone anymore.

"People spread gossip through TV, websites, social media, and magazines now.

"It might seem harmless, but it's not. Flee from it and don't engage in it.

"Words are very powerful.”

─ Biblereasons.com

  
  
  



The self-righteous attitude of these two girls was downright laughable. If it
hadn't been affecting all aspects of my life, from my job, romantic or
friendly relations, I could have simply laughed at them.
  
Both being ex-military, which I'd had problems with in Hawai'i before, with
individuals who were military or ex-military, it seemed to be a common
denominator now. To me, it became clear that the church used current, or
ex-military to do their bidding first and foremost.
  
One incident made it very clear to me that this was the case.
  
After the split with Steven in Hawai'i, his superiors began barking down his
throat because I had the vehicle that he purchased for both of us, and was
using this to drive to work, etc. One day Steven calls me saying that they
were making him do burpees and yelling at him to get me to return the
vehicle to him. This made no sense! My using the car had nothing to do
with them. Steven was fine with it and had told me I could do so. He felt bad
after we split up and he wanted to make sure I could take care of myself and
make money, no longer being supported by him.
  
It became obvious to me, plain as day that the church was manipulating
certain staff in the military, or prior military, to do their bidding. I could not
understand how these individuals thought that their actions were okay.
  
Back in Hawai'i, there was a girl named Vickie, who was a local girl, but
also ex-military. She got a job at the fitness center as well, of course, after I
had been working there for some time already. I should have seen red flags
right away when she was hired not long after me and started causing



trouble for me. I notice she kept kind of popping up in whatever I was
involved with, or copying me and trying to compete with me at work. Like if
I stayed late for a dance class, she was right there, trying to do the dance
class with me. She tried befriending me soon after, and getting into my
personal life. None of the other lifeguards did this. They had their own
lives, and did not interfere with mine.
  
The day I rescued the drowning girl, I jumped in, my swimsuit and uniform
drenched, and had to go change. I stood in line at the bathroom, waiting to
go and change into a dry uniform. As I waited, wringing out my shorts, she
called out to me all the way from the opposite side of the deck and lap pool,
asking what am I doing. Instead of praise, or recognition, (or simply just
giving me a BREAK from constant negativity), for just having saved a little
girl's life, she starts telling people, I am standing there touching myself?
Vickie begins a rumor that I am a goddamn pedophile! I am simply standing
there wringing out my drenched shorts! Instead of doing her job, and
watching the waters, she is watching me, and giving some twisted version of
what she thinks she sees. Does she not see the long stream of water coming
from my drenched clothes, as I try to wring out the water? Is she stupid?
  
This is something that can truly ruin a person's life. For good.
  
Back at the club, I began talking to Austin (after I'd begun flirting with the
cute bartender,) and when I came over to get a drink from the bartender, he
angrily started pounding the screen, ringing up an order, using his middle
finger as if to flip me off indirectly. This was the start of “the middle finger"
at the club.
  



This starts becoming more common at the club, and more and more
bartenders are using their middle fingers now, as I would work with them
on their shifts. Whether to make this seem "the norm", or make me want to
leave because of the whole "Enchantra situation", I did not know. I even
saw one of the managers’ walk up to a bartender who was using his middle
finger and tell him that they weren't doing that right now. He looks at the
manager smiles, laughs and stops, switching to his index finger right then
and there. So this seems to be indicative of whatever is going on in the
surrounding area and based on whatever the managers would say.
  
The rumors at the club are now becoming rampant... I had gone back to
dancing because the boutique had been sold. Someone starts a rumor I am
pregnant. However, the rumors seemed to change almost by the week,
sometimes even by the day. I was now being called a lesbian, pregnant,
diseased, or a transgender. All of which were based on nothing. I've never
been interested in females, although I think they are pretty creatures. I had
gained a little weight, after taking a break from dancing, while my toe
healed, but I certainly wasn't pregnant. I had razor burn, from shaving my
bikini line every day, for dancing, so someone is vindictive at the club and
says I am diseased. And I have always been female. Yes, I grew up with my
brothers, climbing trees, and scraping my knees. But since when does that
make one a boy?
  
This was absolutely insane. These girls from the club were so manipulative
and vindictive, that this huge vendetta against me continues to grow, all
because I want to have nothing more to do with them? I avoid them at all
costs, making sure I am not working on the same shifts as much as possible.
And it is certainly obvious, with good reason.



  
  
One day Enchantra decides to come in on her off day, simply because I'm
working that day. I use my middle finger as I am fixing my makeup right as
she walks by... and it's as if I had killed her firstborn child. It is all over after
that, I am truly the devil's spawn in her eyes and what she paints me out to
be to everyone else. Through her loudmouth, speakerphone, these rumors
spread, and fast...
  
This evil witch is now ruining my life spreading nasty, vicious, slanderous
lies about me that were affecting my whole life. I do the middle finger once
and it's all over after that. It becomes so bad at the club that I have to leave
and switch clubs.
  
Enchantra has ties through her family, as well as a regular customer at the
club and his connections, (an ex-cop named Paul, who she calls her Uncle,
yet I had seen had her arm around him in the VIP, as if he were her
customer) for which she can now further, stalk me once I leave the club. So
now Austin and Enchantra have their ties in the Black community, the
military community, and as many connections as possible from the club
(drug dealers and their ties), to harass not only me but now any other guy I
am dating.
  
The last guy I had been involved with, who was part Mexican and White,
although having been involved with him before Austin, was practically
chased out of town. With all their connections, whether through people
from the clubs, or the voice of the Black community, he felt unsafe and
moved away. Before moving, he'd told me on the phone that he was in a



Black neighborhood, staying with a friend, saying they were driving by the
house glaring him down, as he sat out front. He says one guy was walking
down the street with a gun, so he was now keeping a gun with him
wherever he went.
  
He could not live in Austin County anymore, having to move an hour out,
to his friends, and finally then moving to Dallas. That's how much of a
threat they were now posing on people in my life, because of Enchantra’s
and Austin's jealousies and obsession.
  
Finally, after I'd been alone for many months, I became extremely
depressed and lonely, so Max suggested online dating. I stupidly told Max’s
girlfriend (who is part Black) about my newfound happiness with a guy I
had met online, and her big loudmouth went and blabbed.
  
Next thing I know a "friend" on my online profile, who's also a bartender at
the club, is trying to hit him up, “friending” him on his profile for no
apparent reason. So now it's beginning all over again, some girl is now
trying to jump on my new guy, even though he has nothing to do with the
club!
  
Attempting to work at the same club as these girls was impossible. If I got
on stage, Enchantra rushed over to the tables by stage, cutting off any guys
from watching or tipping me.
  
Once she sits at the backstage with a Hispanic guy (this might have been
the military guy she ends up with later on, not totally sure) eating food and
staring at me, making a very clear point that they are not going to be tipping



me. She sits there gleefully smiling at me, and the guy waves at me while I
dance, with a deadpan look on his face, no smile.
  
Another time, I sit with a customer, who is right next to Enchantra. She sees
me pass her, and knows I am sitting right next to her. Smoking her cigarette,
she moves her arm in my direction, flicking the ashes at me. She
immediately throws out a fake "Oh, I'm sooo sorry…" in my direction, not
even turning to look at me. She knows I've been there, and "apologizes"
without even glancing at me, as she knows exactly where I am sitting,
intentionally ashing at me.
  
I finally move clubs, going almost an hour across town to get away from
Austin and her, like avoiding the plague.
  
However, now almost everywhere I go I am glared at, called names and just
about given the middle finger constantly! I simply cannot do any right
anymore, anywhere I went!
  
At the new club, I am called a racist and everything else in between. I am
shoulder checked by a big Mexican guy who works there, as he clearly
walks around the next girl, going out of his way to give her room. I am
glared at by the Asian, and Hispanic managers, and treated like I am an
enemy half the time. I am talked down upon by them, and the bartenders,
and bullied continually.
  
And again, at the new club, a Black waitress throws her lock at me, saying
"Oh… Did I hit you?" in a facetious manner. I pick it up, handing it to her,
saying "NO, you missed". Then a Hispanic dancer throws her nasty dirty



socks in my face, saying "Oh… sorry…!" This is right after the Black chick
threw her lock at me!
  
This kind of stuff never happened until the rumors had started, making me
out to be some kind of evil no-gooder and an enemy to "people of another
race".
  
At this point, I just stop making money.
  
I have been slandered, physically threatened, shoulder checked by large
men of all types, numerous times, and almost assaulted by females from the
clubs.
  
The racist label is becoming so bad that I can't even take my dog out for a
walk anymore, without some of my Black neighbors shying away from my
dog, as she jumped up excitedly to say "Hi", as she usually does to anybody
approaching. Or if she excitedly barked at them, which she usually did
when I’d take her out. She is extremely talkative, and her making noises
whether squeaks or barks were her way of communicating her excitement.
They would walk around my dog, looking fearful as if my little five lb. dog
was going to attack them, or is personally insulting them. I'd lived in this
building for over a year! And now all of a sudden, not only am I "a racist",
but my dog is racist? This was beyond the point of nuts. There are no
words.
  
Places that I've been going to for over a year now are treating me
differently, the staff at the apartment are treating me differently, and it is
escalating… all because of the rumormongers.



  
  



CHAPTER IX
THE GREAT DIVIDE

  
"Gossips are worse than thieves

because they steal another person's dignity, honest reputation and
credibility… which are challenging to restore."

  
─ Karen Salmansohn

  
  
I am now being stalked, harassed, and suppressed by the Black Community,
Austin and Enchantra both seemingly making them their force to reckon
with.
  
I noticed that the cute bartender at the first club had been using the Hispanic
Community trying to be competition to Austin, and is doing what Austin
has been doing, but with the Hispanics. This had become weirder and
weirder. The bartender has a couple of dancers that he favors, and flirts
with, along with myself, just like Austin was doing with the dancers.
  
One of the managers at the first club is Hispanic and another, Indian. I had
gotten along with all of the above, before this pitting race against race
insanity. Austin and Enchantra beginning all of this drama.
  
I'd had regular customers at my first club from every area of the globe; I
had danced for African American, Indian, Hispanic, Asian, and yes, White.
All of them were my regulars. I treated each one the same. I never treated
any of them above any others. They were my regulars, and they were my



customers, and I appreciated their business. There were never any
problems, until the rumors and segregating began.
  
How on God's green earth was the church allowing this?
  
The same weird kind of segregation seems to be following me now to the
second club. It seemed like one day I am favored and treated well by the
Hispanics, and the next treated poorly, and favored by the Blacks. It seems
like they react based on what color t-shirt I would wear! My nails, or
sandals, or whatever "their colors", they deemed theirs. It is so backward
that if I don't wear black or some color of theirs, I am glared at and treated
like an enemy. The same goes for the Hispanics. If I don't wear red or
green, it's like I was personally insulting them, and even my managers
would glare at me!
  
It becomes so bad every day that I finally have to leave Austin, Texas and
move, to get away from the insanity of it all.
  
First I drive north, to Fort Worth-Dallas, to see my cousins, spending the
4th of July weekend with them. Then start checking out some of the clubs
in the area. I travel down to Houston as well, to get away from the
insidiousness that seems to follow me in the clubs.
  
Over and over and over again, I am treated like I am an enemy once they
found out "who I was". Such a heavy smear campaign has been put out on
me that I am now being treated like I am a racist, transgender, whore, every
time I go to a new club!
  



The Church of Scientology supposedly promotes unity, equality, and is
supposed to be a non-denominational religion. However, now different
people are being used by race and segregated by groups because of their
color and heritage? One race used one day, and another the next, to monitor
me, and interfere in my life.
  
I am physically under threat now pretty much on the daily, because
someone decides it is "smart" to divide and segregate people? This is
disgusting. The very people being hired to "protect me" are threatening,
assaulting and mentally destroying me. I never asked anyone to "protect
me" and I certainly don't need this kind of disgusting, degrading, and
oppressive "protection".
  
There is one Hispanic dancer that I befriend in a Dallas club. I meet her
family, go to her son's football game and school performance with her; go
shopping and out to eat with her and her daughter; work at different clubs
with her, and so on. Even she misunderstands, and tries to "read into" my
actions accordingly. Her daughter, who's dating a Black guy, throws a damn
beer bottle at me hitting my car and bouncing back at me, off my foot! All
because of something she or her daughter "read into" that was not even an
insult to them, or even an insinuation of one!
  
Everywhere I go now, I am scrutinized for these apparent insults, when I am
simply minding my own business, taking refuge in some new city and
hiding in my hotel room!
  
Well... If someone keeps calling you crazy over and over again and keeps
treating you accordingly, sometimes you start to believe it. Or you just



begin to act that way because you are tired of caring. I am so tired of
fighting this now widespread "label" that everyone else has deemed for me.
I feel I’ve been labeled and mistreated for so long, I am now actually
becoming a racist and just anti-people in general.
On the run from this terrible label, and the treatment that follows, I travel
for over a year to outrun this, but cannot. Someone hears where I am, finds
out who I am, and it starts up all over!
  
It becomes so bad that I start getting kicked out of places, or turned away
from businesses, or flipped off as they would ring me up─every time.
People will stand outside and seeing me walk by, spit in my direction, holler
at me to harass me with some nasty comment, and more.
  
Once, I check into an inn, in Richardson (Dallas County), and seeing that it
was not a "pet-friendly" facility, I call ahead to make sure it's okay that I
have my "Emotional Support Dog". I am reassured it is fine by the White
woman at the front and her boss, who is White. Upon checking in, I ask if
they need the paperwork, of which I am told no, it is fine.
  
The next day upon waking, I receive a very rude call from the front desk
(an Indian woman), stating I am not allowed to have pets there. She hardly
gives me a chance to speak, stating I need to come down to the front with
my paperwork, as I explain to her she's an "Emotional Support Dog".
  
Once hanging up, I gather my phone and room key, as I have electronic
documentation of my dog's registration saved on my phone. Within
minutes, before I can even leave the room, the Operations Manager calls
from her cell phone, (as she is not even working that day,) and rips into me



for staying there with my dog. It is a Black lady, and she is so disgustingly
rude and unprofessional, that I know she's found out "who I am" and is now
treating me accordingly.
I can't even make it downstairs as these two ladies have called twice and
keep me on the phone, just to keep ripping my head off. Their behavior was
royally disgusting, representing their corporate hotel name.
  
I am so livid that I continue to be treated like garbage, even as a paying
customer, and in frustration throw my phone, shattering the screen. Now I
can't even access the document I've saved electronically, to show proof that
my dog is registered, and am made to leave.
  
The very sad part is, this isn't the only time I am treated so poorly at a
brand-name hotel since all of this trouble has begun.
  
Just after this, I stay at a hotel in Fort Worth, Dallas area, which was a pet-
friendly facility. The General Manager calls me right before checkout,
stating emphatically that I need to leave, as my dog was barking the night
before. I am given only half an hour to get my things together. After arguing
this matter on the phone, having stayed for over a week already, I go to the
front to get a dolly and ensure my security deposit and the cost of the room
is returned, since I've already paid for another night. He then calls the cops
and has me escorted off the property! All because "my dog is barking"? I
am staying in a pet-friendly hotel, for which I've already paid a $50 pet fee
and spent over a week's worth in hotel fees, spending money at their
restaurant and on room service, and essentially am a good paying customer.
These are just two examples of the many times I've been mistreated since
all the labeling started.



  
Because I am apparently a racist, I am now also being labeled as against
"types". If someone who happened to be heavy-set, or gay, or anything out
of the ordinary, they'd be hypersensitive to anything I say or do, so at this
point I could do no right by anyone. Someone would misconstrue a
situation and decided to take offense to something that was never intended
as such, I soon gained the label as "anti-gay", or "anti-large people", or old
people, or short people, or curly-haired people, and on and on.
  
I became the Antichrist. I could not do any right anymore. If I didn't give a
bum money, this bum would yell at me like I am attacking his very
livelihood. They'd then put this bum into a category, whether it be by race
(this one was Hispanic), size or sexual orientation, and I am now apparently
"against" every person of whatever category they deemed. I would literally
be glared at and, or further harassed RIGHT AFTER this type of instance, by
the race of that bum, that I had refused to give money to. This happened
many times.
  
As I am staying in hotels and traveling, when getting home from the club,
even though late, I'd have to take Tini out for her walk. Well one night, it
being morning actually, around four a.m., I am smoking while walking Tini.
This gross older Black guy is trying to come onto me in the crudest way,
basically insinuating I am a prostitute, pointing towards my vagina, asking,
"Can I have that?" Of course, I rip his head off, telling him to get lost. Is
there no decency towards women anymore? I am not a prostitute just
because it is the early morning, when getting home from work!
  



When I tell him to get lost, he starts further insulting me and starts yelling
at me, calling me a "skinny ass bitch!" cursing me out. So now, I can't even
walk my dog, let alone defend my honor? Am I racist for not giving him my
vagina too?
  
If a guy comes onto me, whether Black, or anything but White, and I brush
him off, I am immediately categorized as "against" blah, blah race.
  
In counting, going through my GPS history, I had been flipped off by
people ringing me up, pointing out a product, or giving me directions, and
more. at over fifty different facilities! And in some of these places, it was
continual occurrences! This is maybe only half of such incidents, just the
ones that I recorded on my maps phone app.
  
One girl, when I was waiting to order at an Asian restaurant, even switched
right there in front of me, from using her index finger to ring up the person
before, to using the middle finger when I was up to order.
  
I'm not exaggerating, and only wish I can say I am joking. Every day I am
stressing out of my mind about who is going to harass, glare, elbow, spit in
my direction, or demand something from me, or else... "BIGOT!!!"
  
My Uncle is Gay, and I've had friends who were gay, lesbian, or bisexual,
and have never treated them as different than any other friends.
  
I speak Spanish; I absolutely have always loved Mexican food; some of my
best friends were Spanish; I've had Spanish lovers, and I have cousins that
have married Hispanic women.



  
I love Hip Hop and Reggae music, grew up trying to dance it; some of my
best friends were Black, both my brother's had best friends that were Black;
my brother, Max is living with his half Black girlfriend, and I've as well
dated Black guys.
  
I speak some Japanese; my aunt is full Japanese, my cousin is half; my Dad
just married a Thai woman; I've dated, and lived with, and had friends that
were Asian and Polynesian mixes; my favorite foods are Sushi, Thai and
Vietnamese soups.
  
I love Lamb Vindaloo and Chicken Masala, Indian food; I've dated a guy
who is practically descended royalty of Sri Lanka; and went to high school
with a Persian girl; almost ended up dating a Moroccan dude, but
befriended instead, (as I was already in a relationship); and my other best
friend growing up was half Israeli, and her brother the first boy I ever
kissed.
  
Besides dying the color of my skin I don't know WHAT ELSE PEOPLE
WANT FROM ME!
  
This is the damage such smear campaigns have caused in my life.
  
I save a child's life at work, and am called a pedophile!
  
I turn in someone's wallet at the resort, and am called a thief!
  



I tell off the man I am involved with at the resort to stop being a two-faced
player, and am fired!
  
I stop talking to a backstabbing, trash-talking, man-thief, and am called a
racist!
I walk into a room, and I am apparently ANTI-EVERYBODY!
  
What in the hell is the church doing to me?
  
Who is truly behind this? Was John working with the church and running
this smear campaign on me? Is David Miscavige calling all the shots?
  
Would this nonstop smear campaign ever end?
  
At age eleven I was doing beach cleanups.
  
At the age of seventeen, I had flown to New York with my friend, as
volunteers to help the poor lost souls and the victims' families of 9/11.
  
At age nineteen I had dedicated my whole life to what I thought was helping
and forwarding the survival of mankind.
  
At age twenty-one I personally helped raise over fifty thousand dollars,
which was supposed to go to helping the victims of the natural
disaster─Hurricane Katrina.
  
I would talk to and associate with people from all over the world, of all
different faiths from African-American Muslim, to the local blue-collar



worker, many of who were Hispanic.
  
I've met and befriended people from Venezuela, or Colombia; and kids I
used to tutor at school, from Brazil. I've associated with people from all
corners of the world. And have always had nothing but the best intentions to
help my fellow man.
  
I gave up my youth and years of discovering myself, or simply just
enjoying life at a tender age, to devote myself to helping other people. I
gave up sex, abstinent for eight years, to work for the church because I
thought I was helping other people.
  
At this point, I did feel like I was fighting a losing battle. I start to become
more and more of a recluse, hiding in my room, of whatever hotel, motel or
inn, that didn't give me a hard time.
  
I had devoted my life to this church, with only the intentions of helping
others. And what do I get in return? Spit at, insulted, attacked, and harassed
constantly.
  
Life, beyond unfair, all after I decide to depart from the Church of
Scientology, and in turn my communities are turned against me.
  
I cry all the time and am now beginning to lash out at people who are rude
and harassing me, yet I feel deserve a lot worse than a rude comment or
retort from me. But this seems to further exacerbate the situation
unnecessarily... And further the harassment from individuals who partake in
it.



  
I am beyond angry and beyond depressed. I had tried to kill myself again,
several times now. First, in Hawai’i with an overdose, then a razor to the
wrist, and finally with carbon monoxide. Then again, in Texas with
strangulation and drowning. Each time I attempted, I didn't have the
willpower to hold myself underwater long enough, or pull the belt I was
using tight enough.
  
I feel completely and utterly alone, outnumbered, with no one in my corner.
  
  
  
  
  



CHAPTER X
SMITTEN OR BITTEN?

  
"It's not about giving her the world,

It's about making her feel like she's the only one in it."

  
─ Nehali Lalwani

  
  
Before I'd begun my travels, while still working at the first club, I'd failed at
any kind of relationship with individuals I met at the club, from the DJ to
the bartender, to the guy who had been chased out of town... So, I took
Max's advice and started to check out online dating.
  
The first guy I have a mutual interest in, named Corey, as I mention before
when I tell Max’s girlfriend about him, he does the same ghosting act that
Dale used to do at the beginning of our relationship.
  
I am really frustrated, as we'd had an amazing conversation talking for
hours on the phone, of which he admits he never does, as he doesn't usually
like to speak on the phone. We hit it off so well in our phone conversation
that I am extremely excited to meet him.
  
However, once Max’s girlfriend heard of him, I stop hearing from him... We
don't speak for quite some time, and I'm sadly beginning to give up.
  
I start talking to other guys online, of whom I have no interest in really; and
agree to go out on a date with one of them. The guy is nice, but I don't feel



that same connection or attraction, as I feel with the first guy.
  
After our date is over, Corey messages me! He says he is just driving back
from Oklahoma and wants to meet up. I am ecstatic! Jumping up and down
like a child who won a prize, and quickly start cleaning my apartment, as he
is nearing Austin from his long drive.
  
He calls me when he's out front of the apartment complex, and as I am
walking out to the front, still on the phone with him, I see him from a
distance standing there in the parking lot. I tell him I see him, and he begins
to turn, twirling round and round, saying "Where?" asking if I can see him.
I laugh and watch him as he does this, smitten already.
  
I walk up to him tentatively as he turns, giving each other a nice big hug.
We get into his car so we can drive around to my apartment and grab my
purse before we head out.
  
As we get into the car, we look into each other's eyes, and it's as if seeing
into one another's souls. Him looking at me is just how I'd look at people,
not just reading them, but sensing them. He looks into my eyes and across
my face, as I do the same to him. I immediately feel safe with him, and a
simple sense of comfort, mixed with excitement and nervousness about our
upcoming date.
  
Once we get to a nearby bar, as we sit down he tells me to sit closer, seeing
as I sat across from him. I laugh, saying "I told you I get nervous on
dates..."
  



After having a couple of drinks, my wall comes down. I stop feeling so
nervous and am really enjoying his company. He goes to the bathroom,
asking me to order some more drinks. As I wait at the bar he returns, I still
have not gotten the drinks, as the bartender's ignoring me. He comes over to
where I sit, standing there giving me a huge bear hug into his chest. It is the
best hug I have ever gotten! It is such an intense, strong, commanding and
loving all-in-one hug. I am falling fast.
  
We talk, finishing a few more drinks, and are getting up to leave to check
out the next bar over, which has karaoke going on.
  
I am already convinced. I tell him "Let's go buy a six-pack and go back to
my place". As I rush towards his car, he yanks me back and says he wants
to go inside and check out the karaoke first. I agree and say "Okay, kiss me
first", feeling braver with alcohol in my system. He leans in and kisses me
closing his eyes, with my eyes open, watching him. He kisses me just as he
had hugged me, with intensity, sensitivity, command, and passion. It is the
best kiss I've ever had! I pull back in shock, and say "Oh..." As I lean in for
another, he kisses me even more passionately. I can't help myself. I jump
onto him, legs wrapping around him, as he kisses me once more. My body
becoming so excited, I eek out sounds of pleasure as he kisses me.
  
We go in, to the karaoke bar and soon enough we have so many drinks in
our system, that he begins kissing me in the bar. We are making out in front
of the few customers straggling throughout. I can't stop giggling and
smiling the whole night.
  



We sign up for karaoke, and he shocks me once again! He has an amazing
voice and is right on cue, as we sing a duo. At the end of the song we're
looking at each other smiling as we sing, I get so embarrassed I have to
look away. My emotions are swimming; I am ecstatic, Head Over Heels,
completely smitten.
I thought when I first saw him, maybe I wouldn't appreciate his somewhat
slender frame, as I'd been so used to Dale's large shoulders and chest. But
once again, am shocked when it is the complete opposite. As he hugs me,
my body melts into his, fitting like a hand in glove.
  
At one point in the evening, he grabs me, and starts dancing with me right
then and there. I giggle and smile, letting him lead me, as my body molds
into his perfectly. I seriously feel like I am in a romance novel.
  
At the end of the evening, as we get into the car, like a gentleman, he puts
my drunk bum into the front seat, buckling me in. He leans over, kissing me
passionately again, as I moan loudly; it almost feels as if we are already
making love. He tells me "I like the sounds you make", as I thought to
myself, "I've never done that before when kissing…"
  
We go to my place, and as I walk Tini, show him around the property a bit,
pointing out the gym, waterfall pool, and garden grounds.
  
Afterward, we go back up to my place and I bring out some leftovers to eat
from the fridge. As I grab a plate, dropping this, it shatters all over the floor.
I am so embarrassed, blaming it on the alcohol, quickly sweeping it up.
  



We scarf down the food quickly, and then I tell him I want to dance for him
since he has never seen me dance before. I've just admitted to him that I am
in fact a dancer, whereas before I had told him I was a waitress at the club.
  
He seems excited about this, obeying me, as I push him down onto the
couch. Since I now have a pole in the apartment, I can show him my moves.
I am embarrassed about my stomach; as I'm bloated from all the alcohol, so
leave on my top. But have to take off my pants so I can get a good grip on
the pole without slipping.
  
I drunkenly swing up, showing him my upside down backbend and spin, as
I slide down the pole. Of course, with perfect comedic timing, Tini comes
over trying to chase my hair, as I'm spinning upside down, around and
down. He is smiling and kind of laughing.
  
I come over to him, playing some dance music, giving him a lap dance. As I
do the splits on his lap, he decides to dive in, making his move. We move to
the bedroom and have a wild night together.
  
My hair looks like Tina Turner in the morning. After an amazing night, he
stays for a while, as we just lay in bed. He says he will come over and bring
an overnight bag, spending a few days with me next time, so we have a bit
more time together.
  
But when I reach out to him, he texts back saying he was on the phone. I
think he took offense to something I responded with and once again he does
the ghosting act. We don't speak for a couple of weeks, which is strange, as
he seemed genuinely intent on seeing me soon.



  
The next time we finally do speak, he wants me to come over to his house
and so I do. Explaining to him how frustrated I am with him, that he just
went out of touch for no reason, he calms me down, simply caressing my
hair and face and body over and over again. He finally tells me that he
doesn't understand why I'm so into him, and kind of brushes off the subject
skirting about it. What am I supposed to say? That I am already completely
in love with him? I simply tell him that I know what I want when I see it, or
feel it I guess you can say. We end up just having amazing sex that night,
the best sex ever.
  
He tells me I can stay over as long as I want and says to make myself at
home, as he had work that day. However I have my neighbor watching my
dog, which she says she can't do again for another night, so have to leave
the next day.
  
I cleaned up his whole apartment, while he was at work, as it was quite the
bachelor pad, and in dire need of a good scrubbing. So I leave it clean, fresh
smelling, laundry folded, dishes done, and even scrubbed away all the gunk
in the microwave, then text him that I have to go get my dog.
  
Once again he goes out of touch for weeks. We are mid texting
conversations like business as usual, and then he'd just stop talking to me. I
am stressing out tremendously, so one night I go to his house to see him,
with the hope of talking it out. I am worried sick (actually getting sick) that
he is not okay and something has happened, imagining all the worst
scenarios, and I really want to see him.
  



He looks surprised to see me and says his kids are there, and to come back
later when they're asleep. He, later on, flips a switch like Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde, acting strange, telling me I should leave before I even got to see him
and talk. I know it's his ex-wife. I could tell by the look on his face that he
was expecting her, when he opened the door to see me instead. What this
means, I do not know. Does she have a problem with me dating him, or is
she trying to get back together with him? I have no idea. He leaves an
empty void full of questions and zero answers.
  
In the beginning conversations, I asked if he was looking for something
serious, which he said that he was. I was very clear that I wasn't looking for
a one-night stand. So am extremely disappointed as I keep getting this off
and on treatment.
  
It seemed very strange to me, as when we're together he's just as smitten as
I am, gazing into my eyes lovingly. It feels like something out of the
movies, like the Twilight vampire movie. We are both mesmerized with
each other when just looking into one another's eyes.
  
This starts to really mess with my head, as I thought I had finally found
someone I could share everything with, my hopes, my dreams, my fears,
my past, everything. And maybe, just maybe, be truly happy again.
  
I don't hear from him for some time, but the next time we spoke, it is Dr.
Jekyll again, all charm, attentive and loving. He acts as if he doesn't want
me to leave his house and just wants me to be with him, once again saying
"Make yourself at home."
  



We spend most of our time together, eating, making love, cuddling, and
talking. I LOVE IT! He even plays me Tic Tac Toe, humoring me and
letting me win as we take turns lazing about in his hammock he'd strung up
on the balcony. He is being so cute, and so adorable.
  
I finish out the lease on my apartment, moving out, so when I'm not at his
place, I'm staying in random extended stay type places, inns, or hotels, and
such.
  
He tells me his kids are coming to visit, seeing as he has three children, and
a one-bedroom place, it would've been a really squished scene with me
there as well. So I tell him I'll go work out of town, in Odessa (an oil town a
few hours out), while he visits with his kids for a few days.
  
I drive all the way out to Odessa, which is quite the drive, and end up
getting there pretty late. Getting an extremely trashy place for under a
hundred, as the hotel prices there are outrageous, a couple hundred for a
night at an inn. It's a very, very sketch area and motel.
  
I call around to the clubs, and they tell me they're not interviewing until
Tuesday. I would've had to wait for two days! I'm told that I need certain
licensing, which I did not financially plan for.
  
After one night in the trashy motel, I turn around and head right back.
Calling Corey once I get back, he says I can stay with him again. I AM SO
RELIEVED. Even though things don't go well with the club, they are going
amazing with Corey. I couldn't have been happier. I almost anticipate



another problem, but he is right there with me again, kissing me and
welcoming me, as I come through his door.
  
We go hiking that weekend and end up having sex right there in the woods.
We go grocery shopping, and he barbecues the meats and veggies we've
gotten. We have such an amazing weekend together.
  
I am running out of cash, having paid for half the groceries, my cell phone,
the trip to Odessa and back, and other expenses, so I tell him I need to go to
work and want to make sure this is okay. I ask him several times just to
make absolutely sure he is okay with me going to dance.
  
That is the last time I see Corey.
  
I go to his work dropping him off, he is smiling and calls me "dear" as he
kisses me goodbye. I call him "honey", as I kiss him back, and we both start
our day on very happy terms.
  
I go to work, and once I'm done for the day, text him I'm heading back to
the house. He tells me he is going out for drinks with his co-workers and
boss for some kind of work thing. I ask to go along and he says it isn't a
good idea. So I tell him I am going to get some things for the apartment,
some food and whatnot. I'm happily unpacking things for the apartment,
and am going to make my homemade chili, which is my best dish. Happy
that I can contribute something, and excitedly waiting for Corey to come
back.
  
That night he never comes home.



  
I cannot for the life of me understand why he was not coming home to his
own apartment! Every bad thought flashes through my mind, from he is
cheating, jealous that I went to work, his ex-wife is meddling, Austin and
his minions are threatening because I called him "honey" and we are getting
too close…? I tried calling and texting, which he answers with an
occasional text, but not with any real information.
  
At one point around midnight, he just stops answering and when I ask if he
is coming home, he just says "No". I almost just pack up my things right
then and leave, but decide it is more important to try to talk to him and find
out what happened.
  
He doesn't call or text all morning. All the while, I'm trying to keep myself
busy, cleaning the apartment, finally running out of things to do. Feeling
like a dog chasing my own tail, I can't keep busy enough, or my mind off of
what is going on.
  
When I text him, all he says is "What's up?" I say, "Exactly... What's up?"
His response is that I need to pack my things and leave! He tells me he's
going to call the cops…? I am so confused, I can't even be mad and just
start crying, not even knowing what to do with myself. I continue to ask
what happened, but he won't answer, just says I need to leave. I never see
him again after that one morning, when I dropped him off at work.
  
At this point, I start to travel. I had to get out of Austin. I know that it is a
suppressive environment for me because the same people are constantly



messing with any relationship I try to start. Nothing else makes sense; I
know that this has something to do with it.
  
I also know his ex-wife is probably a big reason for the problem between
us, as he had previously mentioned that he's had a lot of problems with her
before. Me, being a dancer I'm sure does not please her, being around her
kids and whatnot. She and I have never met, but Corey's eyes almost
bugged out of his head, whenever he knew she was coming with the kids,
with me still around.
  
Later on, I wrote a poem when thinking of him. Kind of a lame one, but just
something I'd wanted to get off my chest:
  
You are the epitome of what a man should be.
Wish I could show you what you mean to me, how you inspire and start my
fire.
Your embrace warms my heart, your touch fires my soul, your kiss sends me
to places I've never known.
We could travel the world and see our lives unfurl, unfolding into one
another, blending evermore.
There's so much left in store, what are we waiting for?
I'm excited to see what you mean to me.
  
I leave Austin, traveling to Houston, then to Dallas, and sometimes back to
Austin, but always with him in mind.
  
I can't get past it. I was addicted. Like a drug had been put into my veins.
As a vampire, having to have my taste of blood again, my fix.



  
I reach out at the beginning of my travels when I first arrived in Houston.
He is somewhat responsive, but when I bring up that night and ask him
what happened he stops talking and starts pushing me away again,
criticizing or just not answering.
  
No matter how I reach out, it's like hitting a brick wall. I try moving on,
sleeping with other guys, focusing on work, but at the end of the night,
alone in bed, I would just cry and cry and cry. Because I knew what we had
was genuine and I don't understand why it's been taken away. I have no
explanation, no understanding or closure; no real chance to heal and move
on.
  
Later on, I had written another poem about him, as follows:
  
What have I done to lose you?
What do I need to prove to you, that you were my love, my only?
Abandoned by the one she thought she knew, and yet her love grew. What do
I need to do, to return to you?
Why can I not get over you? Past the lies you set forth, the hurt and
betrayal, what do I cling to in you?
The worst thing a man has ever done is keep me wondering. I wonder, are
you alright, hurt, beaten, broken?
I wonder what I did to deserve to be abandoned, left in the dark, without
any guide, the North Star just hides.
  
It's hard for me to put into words my feelings for him, and the hurt and
betrayal I feel afterward. I never ever anticipated he was going to ice me out



like that. Because I felt such strong feelings, not getting any answer at all,
leaving me with no closure, really got to me... Had it been just lust to him? I
didn't think so; it felt much stronger than that. I felt a level of passion with
him that I had never felt before. I'd never known the intensity that I had felt
with him when making love, just a simple touch even. It was something out
of the movies kind of passion. It had to be love. It takes me a very, very
long time to get him out of my mind.
  
While in Dallas, I began to get involved with the DJ at my new club.
Feeling very comfortable around him, and finally starting to feel happy
again, only then, was I finally able to put Corey out of my mind. However,
while this was going on, other girls started to show the DJ attention, trying
to draw him away from me, just as had happened in Austin with any other
guy I showed interest in.
  
I am beginning to lose faith in any kind of possible happiness or
relationship, or sense of stability for myself and am furious. Beyond livid,
as certain females, are now coming in between the new guy and I. I was
severely depressed for so long, after Corey, and was just beginning to feel
happy, be myself again.
  
Once I lost the only guy that was able to distract me from Corey, and help
me heal, all that depression came rushing back.
  
So now, once again it's Christmas time, followed by New Years, and five
days from then is my birthday, and I am still all alone.
  



It's been a long time since I've been with anyone, and end up sleeping with
a friend just before my birthday, just because I am so lonely.
  
At one point early on, when Corey and I had gotten back together after no
contact for some time, when I finally did see him again, I asked if he'd slept
with anybody. He said he had slept with one of his longtime friends, some
engineer girl, from Dallas area. I was so mad I slapped his bare bottom
really hard and he left the room.
  
So once he had slept with her, just like I was having subtle insinuations, or
direct confrontations, inferring I was racist against Black people, so now it
started becoming the same against east "Indian" people, of whom I'd never
had any problems with before. They start acting just as wonky and
defensive as the Black community has been with me, two of them running
into me in the gas station and shoulder checking me!
  
So I know without a doubt, that Corey still has ties to that "special friend".
I'd get the brunt end of things, people acting like I am against Indian people
and all Indians if I told off Corey or was mad at him, or not wearing "his
colors". They are beginning to be almost as bad as the Black community.
  
This is starting to affect my travels, as I stay at many inns or motels, which
are largely run by Indian folk, and I am getting mistreated almost every
place I go because of my apparent affront to them. Even though I'm no
longer with Corey anymore. I am completely alone, being attacked by
Blacks, because a Black chick took a guy from me, now by Indians,
because this "friend" of his that had taken him from me too, is Indian?
  



WHAT IS WRONG WITH THESE PEOPLE? I AM ALONE! AND I AM
BEING KICKED WHEN I AM AT MY LOWEST, ATTACKED WHEN I AM
DOWN AND OUT.
  
I don't want any side chicks leeching on me. Is that too much to ask for?
Am I not allowed to have my own man without a sidepiece latched onto
him?
  
I've tried starting over at new clubs and it is the same. Girls follow me
around, girls that are his type, getting up in my space. If they hear that he
might be coming in, they would cut me off, trying to take all my customers,
following me around, in anticipation that one of them will be him.
  
One girl had followed me all the way from the first club I worked in Austin,
to the second club! She was another ex-military turned dancer, named
Layla. Of course, like each one before, showing up to work at my first club
after I had started there. She is acting like a complete and utter stalker. One
drunken night, when she kept following me round and round the club, I
gave her a big ol' middle finger. And not discreetly either, but from side
stage where I was dancing.
  
She keeps trying to get up in my space and interject into my conversations,
or activities, coming over and giving me a huge fake hug, somewhat of an
aggressive one, when I am counting my money. (Stupid move if you ask
me, when someone is counting a thousand dollars in their hand.)
  
One night she yells at me, in front of all the girls in the dressing room, to
embarrass me, saying "You're batshit crazy!" She was another self-



righteous, nasty, insidious, two-face, ex-military dancer, turned stalker. Just
like Enchantra and Cairo, acting like I owe them my support. Support to
what? STALK ME? RUIN MY LIFE?
  
It was already bad enough at the first club because apparently I am a
"racist" and a "transgender" so I'd stopped making money there. But, I
couldn't work at the new club because girls would keep cutting me off, or
trash talking me. One dumb waitress, named Jordan, even purposely
shoulder checked me. And another dancer, named Blossom, intentionally
bumping into my chair, and throwing me attitude, even after I went out of
my way and tipped her on stage! Girls followed me at every turn, in
anticipation of the next customer being my new guy that they all wanted to
jump on. And so now, they start spreading the same insidious rumors, to
simply block me out.
  
I had tried the online dating thing again, finding a great guy, who follows
the same pattern and stops talking to me mid-conversation. At this point, I
am fed up with Texas. Done. No one is there for me anymore and I am
harassed to my wit's end. No guy is there for me; even Max is kind of
boxing me out, so I have nothing to stick around for anymore. I am
depressed out of my mind, and had even tried traveling to get away from
the nastiness.
  
I drive the hell out of Texas as fast as I can and don't ever look back. I
leave, thinking I will never see Corey again, but am finally just too fed up
to deal with the girls in my way...
  
  



  
  

CHAPTER XI
ON THE RUN

  
Can't sleep, too much on my mind

Try to forget, but instead I go blind

Feeling so empty and hollow, as if there's no more I can swallow

Can one lose something they never had?

Respect is all just a game. But it seems respect only comes with fame

I die a little more inside. I try to run, but I can't hide

Can love truly be so cruel? Or is this something one just fuels

Why, oh why can't I be understood?

Instead, it's another one fooled. By another's lies and deceit,

It's unfair and just a cheap cheat

At this game called life, too much strife in my fight

Will I ever see a better day? With the sun shining again in May…

I wanna watch the flowers bloom

And lift this never-ending cloud of gloom. Before I am my own doom

Can this thing called love ever truly be won?

Or am I forever its captor and yet another one sunk ─ A.R.

  
  
Here I am again on the road just me, and my dog Tini Bini. I drive straight
out of Texas, upward towards Oklahoma, and then Kansas. All through the
night looking for a place to stay, I am turned away by several places given
attitude and middle fingers along the way.



  
So once again... The church is being alerted of my whereabouts, as I am
followed along my route. I continue on to Colorado and find a place to stay
there, after having driven all through the night.
  
I go to a local motel only to have the desk clerk ringing me up with her
middle finger; I walk out of that place, upset. Instead, I just book a place
online that has good ratings and is discounted through the booking site.
  
I contact my cousin, as I haven't seen her in over ten years... Only having
visited her, her sister, and my uncle when I came to Colorado working for
the church, so many years ago. I had lived in Colorado for almost a year
back then, and had only been able to spend time with them once.
  
I meet up with my cousin, not quite believing my eyes. We haven't seen
each other in so long and she still looks the same.
  
We get some drinks at a local hamburger spot, and finally, I am able to
confide in someone without judging eyes or misinterpretations, construing
things incorrectly, and all. She completely understands what I am saying,
and when she doesn't, she asks questions. She isn't at all in disbelief, but
actually extremely supportive. It is all I can do to keep myself from crying.
Someone finally understands me!
  
Upon getting to the hotel to get some sleep, we decide to meet up the next
night for dinner at her place. She wants me to meet her daughter and her
husband, of whom I've never met before.
  



Her husband has some kind of ties through his work, to the FBI, so he in
turn also has some kind of awareness of the threat and presence of the
Church of Scientology. So I am utterly shocked when he completely
understands what I am talking about as well. For once I am not just being
called crazy or looked at like I am speaking Sanskrit. I feel like I can
breathe again… As if I have been denied air in my lungs for so long, and
finally take a massive gasping breath, as the smothering pillow of denial
and degradation are lifted off my face.
  
It is beyond a breath of fresh air, let alone I am now enjoying views of the
most beautiful elevated city I've ever seen, and with family! My cousin tells
me that she has a friend who also worked with the FBI, or used to. She's
going to look into some kind of refuge for me, or Witness Protection
Program and see if there's any kind of resources or connections they can
use. I am amazed, blown away; finally, maybe I can actually escape this hell
I am in.
As well, she gets me into a couple of introductory therapy sessions with a
psychologist, who also does work with traumatized task force type
personnel. So although he might not know much about the church, he deals
with traumatized patients of different kinds. I am blown out of my mind
here. I am in beautiful Colorado, getting therapy and maybe, just maybe,
can finally leave the hell that I've been in, all behind.
  
We do a couple of sessions, but unfortunately spend much of the time
talking about, and explaining the background of the church, and incidents
that follow my working for them. So a lot of time is spent filling him in.
  



I am beginning to run low on cash, as I've spent numerous nights in a very
nice hotel. Despite getting a good price online, I need to get back to work.
My cousin isn't able to spend as much time with me, as she's involved in her
day-to-day work, being a mom, and household activities. So I tell her I have
to be on my way. I do not explain to her that I am a dancer, and need to go
find a club, to go make some money. I don't want to work in Denver, in fear
that she or her husband will find out, and then judge me for such, or
potentially tell my uncle or mom. I tell her I'll go visit her sister, who I also
haven't seen in over ten years, and now lives in Wisconsin.
  
I call my uncle, who's apparently visiting her, then call my cousin, but don't
hear back in time, so end up going the opposite direction towards Nevada.
  
Continuing on, I drive through Salt Lake, Utah and stop to work there, but
am given the brush-off. Then try Boise, Idaho going to all four of their
clubs, just to get a lot of push back, wait time and excuses that they are not
hiring people who are passing through.
  
I know deep down this is because of the rumors having spread. I used to be
able to walk in and get hired on the spot, no matter what club, or where.
This happens to me over and over again where I get bad attitudes or a lot of
excuses.
  
I continue driving, ending up in Portland, Oregon and it's the same. If I am
"apparently" rude to some Black chick or Hispanic guy, I am misconstrued.
All of a sudden they find a reason to get rid of me, or don't allow me to
audition at that club.
  



It makes it very difficult for me to work anywhere. I am running out of
money, living in hostels, or sleeping in my car. It's becoming more than a
disgraceful situation, it is simply disgusting and I know, know, know it is
because of the situation created in Austin. I know it. Was Austin tracking
me? Is he using that ex-cop from the club to pull strings, or DJs from the
clubs like a network? Was the church just announcing my every move to
anyone that would listen like the Daily GODDAMN news?
  
I head down to Reno, Nevada since a friend of mine says he's moving there
and tells me to go check it out. And although I am hired, I make only a little
bit of money, so end up having to stay in a hostel, if I couldn't get a good
deal online for a hotel, inn or motel.
  
The fees for licensing are almost three hundred dollars, and I can't even pay
that, let alone barely get out of there with any money to find a different
place.
  
I end up driving back to Portland in hopes that I can try a couple different
clubs, going from place to place.
Without any luck, I then drive up to Seattle, Washington, only to find the
same thing; the licensing is actually almost four hundred dollars there.
  
The drive has really put quite a toll on my car and the gears are grinding
really loudly now in the back. One guy saying I need to change the transfer
casing... Which apparently could cost upwards of five hundred dollars. So I
have to keep driving my car as it is from place to place.
  



One club hires me as a waitress until I can make enough for the licensing
cost of Seattle clubs; however, I barely even make twenty dollars that night
after working a whole night. What a joke! That won't even pay for my
room, let alone my licensing or food, gas and to fix my car, and more.
  
I get out of there quick and go back to Portland in hopes that I can at least
make some kind of quick cash. I am becoming really depressed now, as I'm
not really being allowed to work anywhere. The place I was supposed to
work at in Portland doesn't audition me, since I was in Seattle on the day I
was supposed to be down there auditioning.
  
I end up becoming extremely depressed. I tried getting into numerous clubs
only to be continually stopped for one reason or another. I am completely
out of cash and having to sleep in my car again. At this point, I just feel like
giving up...
  
I've tried everything. And everything that would normally work, was not
working for me! Everything was being messed up for me and I couldn't
even work to get out of the rut.
  
I reach out to the GM at my first club telling him, actually begging him, to
tell Austin to simply leave me the hell alone and make this very clear that I
want to have absolutely nothing to do with him.
  
I had already sent him a notarized letter stating that if he, or any of his
associates, should ever come into contact with me, then legal actions and
proceedings will begin against him and that this letter is legal
documentation of such.



  
I had already written a police report on him and Enchantra since I wasn't
able to get a restraining order (I had waited too long to file for a restraining
order). Even the cops do absolutely nothing. The detective assigned to the
case doesn't want to "disturb the waters" in the club and create ripples, so is
ineffective in doing anything about the harassment, and what was becoming
aggravated stalking.
Yes, you can say it was all lack of planning for the trip, poor coordination,
poor decisions, yes all of the above, yes. However I am on the run from the
repercussions, and actions he and Enchantra have taken, leading up to this
point. I am literally up on the goddamn side of the mountain in Portland,
having slept in my car the night before, eaten nothing but a can of cold
soup, getting ready to jump because I have nothing! The people that have
worked with the church have taken everything from me, everything!
  
I end up being escorted by the police, into an ambulance back down the
mountain, to the emergency room because I was planning to jump off.
  
However, because it is a police escort, my car is now under police impound,
and my dog at the pound...
  
Once at the hospital, I thought "I should just allow myself to be admitted to
the psych ward so I can get treatment". However my car is accruing fees
daily, and I am worried about my dog being in the pound freaking out. She
is probably really lonely, being amongst a bunch of freaked out, nonstop
barking dogs not able to get any Tini hugs.
  



Once I get out the next day, I have nothing. Not even enough money for a
real meal. I sit in a coffee shop all afternoon, drinking coffee refills, until I
could figure out who would help me get my car, and my dog back.
  
I am essentially homeless now, without my car, and now without my dog. I
seriously think of just jumping off the highway bridge right there.
  
One of the guys from the last club I worked in Texas, decides to help me
out, sending me a little bit of cash to get going in the right direction.
  
First I need to catch the rail, but there's a huge Black guy standing there at
the train stop, going off about all the mental patients here. He's kind of
looking over his shoulder back at me, and then says, "They are all coming
from Texas." WHAT A LOWLIFE. I attempt to take my life, and he wants to
stand there and ridicule me? To be so cruel-minded, and bully someone,
kicking them when they are down? To me, that is a mental sickness, where
you have to put others down to make yourself feel important.
  
I run from the rail station, getting a rideshare pickup, to take me to my car
at the towing facility. I need to get the documentation in the car, to then take
another ride to the police station, to show it is in fact, my vehicle, in
impound. I have to get another ride to then get back to the impound. By the
time I get there, it's late, and after all the fees assessed, I don't have nearly
enough to get it out of the tow yard. I am desolate, not knowing what to do
next.
  
I take some of my bags from the car, and order another ride downtown,
checking into a nice hostel down there. After getting situated, showered and



so on, I get some sleep that night.
I need to figure out where I am going to be able to work! Now I have to
take rideshare, or a taxi to get everywhere, and money is running out again.
My friend has to send a little more, just so I can get some food, and pay for
one more night in the hostel.
  
Finally, I am hired at a new club, and as well, audition at another. I don't
want to work the second one, as they require you to take your panties off on
stage, whereas the first one gives me the option. Guys barely tip on stage
anyways. No way am I going to do a nude dance on stage unless they are
paying big money.
  
I just started working at this club, when a guy comes in, wanting to take me
out to party. I am so apathetic and desolate, hardly making any money at
this club, (only one guy had gotten dances from me,) so I leave.
  
He takes me out to some of the hot spots in town, going to the VIP at one
club, dancing, and just getting drunk and high. I don't care anymore. I
DON'T GIVE A DAMN. We are having fun and that's all I care about, I'm
just being wild.
  
We slept together that night, so I just stay over at his place. At first it's
really rough sex, but later on changes to just unpleasant. I tell him he needs
to be gentler, and he apologizes. But it happens again. It almost seems like
he doesn't know how to have gentle, but passionate sex, it's just painful. He
has already begun to take care of me, taking me to get my things out of the
hostel to bring to his house, taking me out and partying.
  



He helps me get my car back and tells me I can go if I want to. Things are
getting strained already, and since we aren't having sex as much, he's
getting frustrated, and we begin to argue. He wants me to leave at this point,
so I grab my things and rush out of there as fast as possible.
  
That morning, I pick up Tini, and drive out of there at lightning speed. So
relieved to have my dog back, and my car so I can get the heck out of there.
  
I drive to Reno (again), getting a couple hours of sleep and rush to work as
fast as I can that evening, getting Tini settled into the room first.
  
Seeing as it's a Friday night, I expect to at least make some money to be
able to pay for a better place to stay, some food, and some gas to put in my
car.
  
It is crowded that night as I am trying to work the floor, but literally
everybody I go up to refuses dances from me and I make no money. Even
though girls are getting tipped on stage, all of this busy, crowded room, and
NOTHING.
  
By one a.m. I have made two dollars. I am so upset, so pissed off; I don't
even know what to do at that point. I am done. Why is the club blocking me
from making money?
  
I leave. Just walk out. I simply give up on everything. Not just the club,
everything.
  



I go back to take Tini out one last time, set her up in the room and leave the
door unlocked so the staff will be able to get to her once I am gone from
this world.
  
I'd tried to end all of this in Portland, and things got worse. Not only had I
not been able to end it, but was thereafter left with nothing, without my car,
without my dog, nothing. I attempted to end this in the beginning,
overdosing in Hawai'i, only to wake up a mess. Tried cutting my wrist, only
to find I did not cut deep enough. I had tried to end it in Hawai'i again, by
suffocating myself with carbon monoxide, but the car kept shooting out the
rag blocking the tailpipe. I had tried drowning myself numerous times, but
couldn't hold myself down underwater; reflexively I would just pop back
up. I had tried electrocuting myself, but the taser I used underwater was
useless. I had tried choking myself but didn't have the strength to pull the
belt tight enough, or the will to hold it there.
  
I was tired of failed attempts, at living, and dying. This time I had to do it
right.
No one would help me, my family wouldn't help me, I can't make the legal
system work its justice, and nothing was working.
I had written a poem one evening to try and vent these pent-up frustrations
and emotion. I called it "Forsaken" which expressed my feelings exactly.
  
…Everyone wants to taste, gives the chase, everyone wants a piece, a slice, for no price. No one

really gives a s***.

My exes forsake me, my mother never forgave me, my father forgot all about me, they tell my brothers

that I'm crazy.



Once a girl who wore her heart on her sleeve, jaded from being Amongst Thieves. Can't trust nobody,

cuz they all just want to be me.

No one sees the pain, the hurt, just listen to the lies, as my name is smut through the dirt.

The Asians hated me, the Hispanics spit at me, the Blacks steal my guys, my name, and my pride from

me, they say they want to support me, but they don't realize they just degrading me. The Whites smile

in my face, as they stab me in my back.

Living every day with the lies they put forward, it's harder than reaching for the stars untoward.

This cross is too heavy, it's too much to bear, every Rock they throw is more wear and tear, my body

barely drags on, every day is a different challenge yet the same with this cross too much to wear.

My exes forsake me, my mother has never forgiven me, and my father forgotten me, while they tell my

brothers that I'm just crazy.

The other day I was just verbally attacked by another, all she tryna do is smother. My last will, my

last Flame, is smited by those who smile in my face and talk behind my back. Her white devil coming

out, yet I'm The One still left out.

In the rain, the cold, the dark, all I need is one spark. The wound in my back grows.., I feel like I'm

bleeding out, in this Darkness, I'm lost with no way out.

Some Say buy a gun, you have to fight for your right, stand up tall. Well, I feel like I have done all.

I spit into the wind and it smacks me in the face, left alone, in shame and disgrace.

I fight this fight alone, unarmed, and unprepared for the battles thrown my way. So my shoulders

slump, as I try to give jump, and I end up just a big pile of nothing, a lump.

People walk over me, kick me when I'm down, then ask why do I frown?

I ask myself how long was the score, how long must this go on, but they say it's just begun. You must

suffer, you must take it all, for it is you who brought this on, the squall.

It is you who beckons the evil from others within, and it is you who must bear these Smites and

Smothers, for, in the end, you will grow stronger my dear.

I am called out, cussed out, stabbed in the back, and this wound will not heal. This mental mind-f***

has left me empty inside, and just trying to hide.



Everyone believes that these demons that haunt me are my own, but they play blind, deaf and dumb

to those that taunt me.

These bullies throw out harmful threats, but that's not what scares me, it's how those react around

me, who are not there for me, to love, to support, to believe in me, when I am in need. When they're

nowhere that's what gives the scare.

How much longer I say, is this beating, they look at me and ask what beating?

  
  



CHAPTER XII
THE FINAL ATTEMPT

  
"Too often we underestimate the power of a touch,

a smile, a kind word, a listening ear,

an honest compliment, or the smallest act of caring,

all of which have the potential to turn a life around."

  
─ Leo F. Buscaglia

  
I drove up to the top of Peavine Mountain, deciding I'm truly done with this
world. I can't get rid of the Church of Scientology or end this never-ending
harassment. I couldn't get justice for what was being done to me. This was
the only way that I could finally end it. I had tried everything else and all
else failed.
  
So many attempts already to take my life had failed. It seemed I was
sabotaging this as well. I need to end this misery I am in.
  
Driving up and down the whole trail, looking for a good spot to just drive
off of. It is too dark to see, and I need a good spot where I won't just roll
and break a leg. I wanted to break my neck.
  
As I sit there smoking my last cigarettes, searching within for anything, any
reason to keep me from doing what I was about to do; I watched online
videos, looking for any kind of meaning or answers for my situation,
finding no real solution or closure of any kind.



I call Corey, just to find a reason to hold on, anything that can help bring
me a small amount of sanity back, a reason to live for. He doesn't answer. I
call my mom and she doesn't answer either, as usual.
  
Not yet ready to meet my maker with zero answers and no justice, I decided
to wait and see if Corey or my mom would answer me. I stay in my car all
night trying to sleep it off. Maybe I will change my mind in the morning.
  
In the morning, I wake to people happily going about their business, driving
up and down the trails with their ATVs and dirt bikes, going out with their
families on trails, and looking very happy. This does not help, as I have
none of this. No happiness, no one to turn to, no one who cares.
  
I drive up to the top spot I can find with somewhat of a launching side path
that I can drive off of. Searching for one that won't land on any trails below,
afraid of hurting anyone else. I wait till no one is around and drive as far
back from the edge as possible. Flooring it, I start shakily driving towards
my end, hands already breaking into a cold sweat. I am almost there,
coming down the hill. Afraid of losing control and not launching off
properly, I swerve and brake. I don't have enough controlled speed to fully
launch and clear it. This is what I tell myself, as the reason I've stopped.
  
I back up again, to the top this time, to pick up more speed, and with it
hopefully my nerve. My palms immediately start to sweat again, and I am
shaking and crying now, scared of going through with it, but mostly scared
of not. I have to do it. I have to end this. As I drive forward, I am almost
there. I am about to go, just fly off, leave it all behind. No questions are
answered for me, no one has reached out to me. I let it all go, as there are no



more reasons for me to stay. I drive forward, about to launch off the side of
the mountain. I swerve, breaking again.
  
I couldn't do it. I wanted to so badly, more than anything, to just end it. I
just can't do it. I don't have the will, and I don't feel justified in ending it
this way. I want so badly for everything just to be back to normal, for this
chaos to just end. I just can't kill myself as a means to an end. I break down
crying behind the wheel, sitting there at the edge, wishing more than
anything that I could just do it.
  
After sitting there for a while, crying. I light a cigarette, desperately looking
at my options. I feel I have none.
  
I call my friend who's supposed to be moving down here, but he doesn't
answer. So I sit there, just wondering what to do. I can't go back and act like
business as usual. I thought "I need to commit myself for mental help." I've
tried everything except for that, and it is my only recourse. My final attempt
to change this hell.
  
Albert Einstein defines the definition of insanity as:
  
"THE DEFINITION OF INSANITY IS DOING THE SAME THING OVER AND OVER AND

GETTING THE SAME RESULT, BUT EXPECTING A DIFFERENT ONE."

─ Albert Einstein

  
I truly don't know what to do anymore. I feel I've tried everything, except
this. I need someone to tell me what to do. I have no idea anymore. I'm just
lost. Confused now.



  
Sitting there, in my car, at the top of the mountain, I call a couple of mental
health clinics to get help, only to find they are full, wrong age, or just don't
get an answer, being the weekend now. I'm told I need to go to the
emergency room. I drive back down the mountainside, shower and eat
something. I gather Tini and my things in the room, and go to the ER.
  
GPS’ing the closest hospital, and navigating there as fast as possible, I park
my car with all my stuff inside, I only bring what I think they will allow.
Taking with me some gluten-free snacks, since I can't eat most served
foods, my hygiene stuff and Tini. I wasn't going to allow her to go to the
pound this time.
  
I thought someone might say something, so am prepared to prove she's an
emotional support dog, that I have her registered, and go through all the
usual motions as with most hotels and facilities. No one seems to mind her
actually, and it isn't made a big to-do. I keep her hidden in her carrying bag,
making it look like she's just another bag, along with my snacks, just in case
somebody makes it a big deal or overreacts, setting everyone else off. And I
keep her hidden there until I get through administration and put into a room.
  
Once I am given a room, and a gown, they take all my things and put them
under lockdown. So bringing my snacks and hygiene bag are actually
useless and just a burden, making me look kind of silly. But they do not say
anything about Tini having to leave, so I don't make a fuss.
  
Once the doctor has seen me, they take my blood, and ask for a urine
sample, so I go into the bathroom. I bring out a sample, to find four guys



gathered around looking curiously at my dog. One is a security guard and
three are nurses. They seem interested in my dog, admiring her from a
distance, until I come out with my urine sample, looking like a fool for all
to see, holding up my cup.
  
Tini, being as cute as can be, is simply sitting on my hospital bed. Perched
up excitedly, looking at everybody, waiting patiently for them to pet her. It
is actually quite adorable.
  
Once they situate me in a new room, a nurse, named Kyle, comes in,
bringing me more blankets. As he throws them over me, I tuck them in. I
am so embarrassed because he is so handsome. Here I am a total wreck,
wearing my baggy full backed granny panties and a hospital gown. My
hospital gown keeps coming untied, so he offers to tie it for me.
Embarrassed as my baggie panties show, he doesn't seem bothered.
Although I thought to myself "I'd rather he untie the gown for me…"
  
He looks like something out of a catalog of European models or something,
but with a gruffer kind of Paul Bunyan look, Richard Gere eyes, and a smile
that lights up the room. I love his smile.
They have to ask me what is going on, what is making me suicidal? My
doctor and a nurse both ask me these questions, and it is hard for me to
summarize into a couple of sentences, making understood, what I could
easily summarize into a whole book.
  
Since I've been smoking so much, and am so incredibly stressed out, I'd lost
my appetite. I hadn't eaten at all the night before.
  



When I am offered food, I'm not all that hungry. But as I finally start to
relax and calm down, my appetite is coming back. All they have is a
leftover lunch tray, as I've missed dinner. Kyle offers me soup, as another
option, so I just go for the lunch tray. He brings this in for me, however it
has a lot of bread, cookies, and more bread. Although I'm not supposed to
eat the bread, I stuff my face, sharing with Tini Bini as I eat. My appetite
has finally hit.
  
Since Kyle had offered to get me soup earlier, once I ate everything, I ask
for the soup as well. He is so sweet; he has one of the other nurses get me
the soup and some orange juice. It is adorable, as I think Kyle actually paid
for this himself from the public cafeteria. He is so accommodating and
caring.
  
I thought to myself "Maybe he's the angel finally sent down to me, to lead
me out the fiery pits of hell I've been so lost in."
  
When he asks, I am finally relaxed enough to tell him what is really going
on in my life, which is difficult. I am used to being looked at like I am crazy
or scoffed at, people just denying even the possibility of what I am saying.
It is so humiliating feeling that way, and always leaves one doubting
oneself. I have been invalidated for so many years; I began to doubt my
own self. So when he listens, and just asks questions, without judgment in
his eyes, I begin to relax. I can't believe it, I am finally being heard, and
might actually get treatment now.
  
He is so handsome; it's hard to concentrate sometimes. It was as if he was
sent to me at this time in my life, now, when I am most vulnerable. As if he



is supposed to be here when I need help the most. I have absolutely no one
in my life, no one to lean on, no one to talk to or give me advice, of any
kind at all.
  
I see him later on, as he's passing through the hall; an older man is shaking
his hand and thanking him for his help. I thought, "Oh my god, could this
man be any more perfect?" I loved old people, and he is so sweet taking
care of him. My heart just completely melts right there.
When he asks certain questions, I have to explain to him relating
circumstances. So when I tell him I am a dancer, his eyes get this intense
burning look in them, like glowing embers. I can hardly keep myself from
smiling and blushing. I know that look. I longed for that look, and the touch
that would usually follow. I wanted that touch but didn't want to make it
awkward here, so am subtle about my attraction to him. I am actually my
usual self when I really like someone, shy and kind of docile.
  
He brings up the subject of my dog, pointing out the obvious, that I can't
very well up and go take her out for walks, as I am under full-time watch
right now, with someone outside my room at all times. He kind of infers the
possibility of him caring for her, until it is sorted out what I am doing. My
face lights up. I thought, "He truly is an angel! He is going to take care of
my Bini Baby? I don't have to send her to the pound? Seriously are my
prayers finally being answered?" I immediately love this thought, as then
she won't be sitting in a kennel somewhere, crying, lonely, and miserable.
  
He also has a dog, so I thought how perfect this is, as Tini's gotten along
with other dogs we have rescued before, until finding their original owners.
  



One in particular she loved was a female Yellow Lab, and since he has a
Golden Retriever, I hoped that they could then play together. This made me
so incredibly happy I wanted to hug him!
  
When he came to gather her, and her carrying bag, he looked absolutely
fricken adorable with it over his shoulder, her head peeping out of the bag. I
couldn't stop smiling. I almost did lean in and hug him, wanting to give him
a huge kiss on the cheek! What an absolute doll. He took care of me all
evening and now is taking care of Bini. And looking like that? It was too
good to be true.
  
I sleep hard that night, as they gave me medication for anxiety and sleep. I
had different nurses throughout the night and into morning, disappointed
when I did not get him.
Even though I have a different nurse, Kyle comes in later to show me a
video of Tini being goofy with his dog, as I laugh. She was growling and
yipping at his dog, as he was trying to play with her. I smile, telling him
sometimes it takes a while for her to get used to the bigger dogs, but then
she loves to play.
  
Later on, that night, before he leaves, he tells me I will be transferred
upstairs. He takes my number to call me so he can let me know how she is
doing. He is so thoughtful; I look like a goon smiling my head off at him.
Because of his caring, and thoughtfulness, Tini will be happily playing, in a
warm, loving home, while I am getting treatment. Plus, I am more than
happy to have a reason to give him my number…
  



Once again, I have to restrain myself from leaning over to hug him so tight.
He doesn't care that other people are criticizing his move, who are just
saying that it is a potential "liability". He decides to do what is right, and
moral, and just so damn sweet! He was saving both Tini’s life and mine.
This must be the sweetest, most caring person I have ever met…!
  
I am scared to admit myself upstairs, and now that I had met him, I honestly
didn't want to go. I would've rather just spent time with him, and my dog,
and go enjoy the outdoors somewhere! But I had to try...
  
Once they bring me upstairs, I am put into a shared room with a woman
who has been in and out of facilities like these for years. Having been a
prior drug addict, she is trying to get clean.
  
Upon arriving, the nurse, much like downstairs, questions me but the
psychiatrist does not see me. I wait many times to be seen by her, but she
never makes the time for me, amongst her other patients.
  
I am given food, clothing, and a bed like everyone else. As there is nothing
to do except watch TV, a lot of the patients would stretch their legs and
walk the hallway, two of them in particular, hanging out for long periods of
time.
  
I am not at all interested in being part of some cuckoo social hour, and
sharing my life story with any of these people, so I keep to my room. I am
one of only a few females in this ward, let alone the only young one, and I
am very self-conscious of this, and the males paying me extra attention
because of it.



  
As I am walking down the hall to use the phone, one of the patients, says in
a manner that is way too interested for my comfort, something like "Hey
what's going on?" I wanted to immediately shut down any of these guys
trying to get flirty or talk to me. So I tell him "None of your business", and
keep walking. I am extremely vulnerable feeling in this place, being in a
mental ward and all, even just walking down the hall with no bra on, simply
a hospital gown and some extra baggy pants. And one of the psych patients
wants to get chummy with me? ABSOLUTELY NOT! NO WAY, NO HOW…
  
Once I said to him "None of your business", I keep walking past to quickly
get to the phone and back to my room. He apparently didn't like what I said,
because he starts going off, saying "This bitch… Oh ok… This bitch!"
  
It's no wonder I don't want to affiliate with any of the patients… They are
there for their own mental problems, and issues. Just because I don't feel
like making this some "Friends" episode in the cuckoo bin, does not in any
way make me in the wrong. Is this his hallway? Why is he acting so
entitled? Like I MUST speak with him, or else...
After this incident, he begins to lurk outside of my room, switching from a
room at the end of the hall to be right next to mine. This is already strange.
But what is really weird is that he now acts as if he is part of every
conversation I have in the hall from that point, throwing nasty comments at
me. For example, one guy says to the nurse, that he's feeling a little sick,
and I jokingly say "We're all a little sick in here." Well, of course, he has to
chime in, muttering as he walks away "You're the only one that's sick in
here…" Or when he sees me being polite to another person, he interjects



into my conversation "Oh, aren't you so sweet…” in a condescending
manner.
  
He is really beginning to act out. Here I am to get help, recover and feel
safe, but instead… I'm being harassed by a mental case? I report this to the
nurses, who state that we are to give each other space. I thought "No
problem, I barely leave my room, and I don't ‘hang in the hallways' like this
creep."
  
He doesn't respect the boundaries established and continues sitting outside
of my room, even with the nurse, herself. He's now pacing back and forth in
front of my door, sometimes glancing into my room through the door
window. I don't feel comfortable or safe in the very place I am supposed to
be getting treatment. I think, "Of course…. Because he's Black, he gets
preferential treatment, once again! WHILE I AM HARASSED BY HIM?"
  
Once I complained, the nurse tells him to keep the boundaries again and
move away from my door, where he's been sitting, talking loudly and
purposely taunting me. Once she tells him to move, he starts yelling and
cursing me out, from outside my room. He's calling me all kinds of names,
yelling throughout the hallway, as the nurse finally tries to get him to go to
his room. He is a full-blown psychotic. I don't know what the nurse says to
him, but she clearly makes it all my fault, as by then security shows up, and
after leaving his room they walk by my room glaring at me as if I had done
him wrong…? What?
  
All I ever said to him was "None of your business…" I kept to my room and
had no interaction with him. What I truly wanted to say to him was, "None



of your business, you creep. Quit acting like I have anything to do with
your life, and trying to push yourself into mine! Your people have stalked
and harassed me to the point of suicide, all but shoving me off the cliff
yourselves! And now you want to act like my life has something to do with
you, as I sit in the damn psych ward, you stalking self-righteous low life!"
  
After the two security guards leave, walking by, while frowning at me, less
than ten minutes later he busts open my door! He's about to attack me!
Yelling at me at the top of his lungs, about how I had "wronged him"!
Where is security now? Nowhere! I have had to defend myself over and
over again against the Blacks, and somehow am once again in the "wrong"!
I yell back at him as loud as I can, to stay the fuck out of my room, and
back the fuck up! I need to get him to back up until security arrived and
could help me. If he entered my room, I was going to attack.
  
He is still yelling at me, and is not backing down, and it seems like he is
about to attack. Security still wasn't there. I am about to get up in his face
and attack him, so he gets the point to back off and get the fuck away from
me.
  
The nurses rush over, the male ones trying to pull him back, while the
female ones put themselves in the way of my body, one of them pushing me
back into my room. They have six guys, security included, holding him
down, and he's still trying to fight back. He's already head butted one of the
guards, so finally they bring in the police. Only when they show up, does he
show one single ounce of remorse, or anything besides one hundred percent
pure self-righteousness and psychosis.
  



This is exactly why I am in a mental hospital in the first place! Being
constantly targeted and constantly demonized! Even the guy's nurse made it
seem like I was "in the wrong" because I said "None of your business",
feeding into his ego. Right after that is when he attacked! People are
constantly patronizing the Blacks around me, even when they are in the
wrong, for fear of being called a racist. Instead, I am demonized that
somehow I made them act disgracefully! When this is done, it makes one
"right" and that person's woes and complaints are further solidified, making
them right that "I am the bad one". So, in that person's mind, now gives
them reason and justification for further "action against" me, as said enemy
or causer of their so-called woes.
  
The difference between right and wrong has nothing to do with the color of
your skin. It has to do with the color of your actions.
  
I had already kept to myself as much as possible, because of this continual
type of harassment, and now, am becoming more and more a recluse...
They had previously brought in a new roommate, who had witnessed all
that occurred, with the guy busting into our room, the shouting and the
police arriving. I felt bad and apologized to her.
  
Later on, she displays the reasons she's there herself, giggling to herself
constantly, laughing for no apparent reason, mumbling and babbling
nonsense. She spent about twenty minutes in the bathroom, on the toilet,
just laughing to herself for no reason at all. I spend the night worried about
what she might do, as she is continually slamming her book down on the
floor, as the night wears on.
  



The next morning she has a fit, screaming her head off at the nurse, and
throwing her ice water into my bookshelf, where I had placed my hygiene
items, knocking over some of my things. I ask for her to be transferred out
of my room. This is ridiculous.
  
The psychiatrist still hasn’t seen me. I feel like a sitting duck in a bin full of
loonies. I needed to get out of here.
  
The hospital had signed me up for insurance covered by the State, so now
were simply waiting on a facility that accepts this insurance, for me to
transfer to.
  
Because the days are long, with nothing to really do, all I can do to pass the
time is to watch TV, read, or do puzzles and coloring books. It's been almost
a week now, and I am certainly not progressing at all. Especially after being
accosted in my own hospital room. As well some of the nurses are
continually using their middle fingers when taking my daily vitals, only
further upsetting and pissing me off.
  
Finally, after about a week they transfer me to a new facility. This is my
final attempt to get help.
  
  



CHAPTER XIII
GASLIGHTING

  
"Gaslighting is a tactic in which a person, or entity, in order to gain more power, makes a victim

question their reality.

It works much better than you may think.

Anyone is susceptible to gaslighting, and it is a common technique of abusers, dictators, narcissists,

and cult leaders.

It is done slowly, so the victim doesn't realize how much they've been brainwashed.

For example, in the movie ‘Gaslight' (1944), a man manipulates his wife to the point where she

thinks she is losing her mind."

  
─ Stephanie A. Sarkis Ph.D. Psychology Today

  
I knew this is what the church was doing to me. It's in their own policies to
treat potential enemies in the worst way. They have a whole department that
specifically handles these "missions", to destroy a person. They deal in the
legal side of things, PR, and attacking any threat they feel necessary. This
department is called the Office of Special Affairs. It is an executive
department, within every single organization and level of the Church of
Scientology.
  
OFFICE OF SPECIAL AFFAIRS:
  
"The Office of Special Affairs or OSA (formerly the Guardian's Office) is a department of the Church

of Scientology International. According to the Church, the OSA is responsible for directing legal

affairs, public relations, pursuing investigations, publicizing the Church's ‘social betterment works,'



and ‘oversee[ing its] social reform programs'. Some observers outside the Church have characterized

the department as an intelligence agency, comparing it variously to the CIA or the KGB. The

department has targeted critics of the Church with dead agent operations and character assassination."

  
─ Wikipedia

  
The Office of Special Affairs is the only department allowed to read or look
at any bad PR against the church. Any other Scientologist, who even
glances at written, spoken, or recorded materials speaking in any way
critical of the church, its founder, or leader─David Miscavige, is viewed as
a "Suppressive Person", just as I had been for taking the church to court.
  
Just as Leah Remini was attacked, and essentially ostracized from the
church, for challenging them in the manner they were handling certain
things, or being hypocritical in the way they were dealing with top
parishioners. It's all covered in the reality TV show, Leah Remini:
Scientology and the Aftermath, and the book she wrote called
Troublemaker: Surviving Hollywood and Scientology.
  
I don't see how logically speaking I am the suppressive one, after the
actions they had been taking against me, in an attempt to finally DEFEND
MYSELF, I am considered suppressive? That is simply an attempt to
exercise my constitutional rights!
  
They had already taken from me my career, and then my own privacy, now
finally they had taken my pride.
  



Beaten down now to a worthless pile of defeat, and humiliation. I am
nothing. And every time I open my mouth to defend myself, I am an evil,
suppressive, crazy, racist, bigot, thief, criminal, and on, and on, and on…
The levels they had stooped to, to destroy me, were endless. I have been
labeled almost everything you can be, to damage a person's life, image, and
future.
  
If you are connected to anyone that is declared a "Suppressive Person", you
are immediately declared one as well and must disconnect from anyone still
involved in the church. Therefore, my family who were still involved
(Mother, Father, and Brother) had all disconnected from me. As well my
brother and father were constantly speaking down on me to the extended
family, so I was almost completely blackballed by any members listening to
their lies, and smear campaign.
  
SCIENTOLOGY CONTROVERSIES/DISCONNECTION:
  
"The Church of Scientology has been criticized for their practice of
‘disconnection' in which Scientologists are directed to sever all contact with
family members or friends who criticize the faith. Critics including ex-
members and relatives of existing members say that this practice has
divided many families. The disconnection policy is considered by critics to
be further evidence that the Church is a cult. By making its members
entirely dependent upon a social network entirely within the organization,
critics assert that Scientologists are kept from exposure to critical
perspectives on the church and are put in a situation that makes it extremely
difficult for members to leave the church, since apostates will be shunned
by the Church and have already been cut off from family and friends.



  
"The Church of Scientology acknowledges that its members are strongly
discouraged from associating with ‘enemies of Scientology', and likens the
disconnection policy to the practice of shunning in religions such as the
Amish. However, there is a consensus of religious scholars who oppose
Scientology's practice: ‘I just think it would be better for all concerned if
they just let them go ahead and get out and everyone goes their own way,
and not make such a big deal of it, the policy hurts everybody.' J. Gordon
Melton, Institute for the Study of American Religion, Santa Barbara,
California.
  
"‘It has to do with feeling threatened because you're not that big. You do
everything you can to keep unity in the group.' Frank K. Flinn, Washington
University, St. Louis, Missouri.
  
"‘Some people I've talked to, they just wanted to go on with their lives and
they wanted to be in touch with their daughter or son or parent. The
shunning was just painful. And I don't know what it was accomplishing.
And the very terms they use are scary, aren't they?' Newton Maloney, Fuller
Theological Seminary, Pasadena, California."
─ Wikipedia

  
The church did this same kind of shunning to Marty (Mark) Rathbun, who
was David Miscavige's right arm man for many years, spreading bad PR
about him to anyone and everyone that would listen, including the media.
Even Marty himself, admits to these types of attacks and on goings that he
was aware of, or even part of, when working for the church, and that they
would take any and all actions to ruin a person's image.



They did the same to Mike Rinder, who was actually the Executive Director
of the Office of Special Affairs International, for years. He as well admits to
many illegal activities that the church takes, in the name of its "defense".
They would do just as their Fair Game policy said, lie, cheat, steal, punish,
or harass when dealing with such a "Suppressive" against the church. And
in turn, the church did the same to him. Now he has partnered with Leah
Remini, to expose the church’s endless crimes against humanity, under their
guise of "help".
OFFICE OF SPECIAL AFFAIRS/METHODS:

  
"Garry Scarff has said that he used to be an OSA operative. He has made a number of statements

about the inner workings of OSA, many of which are disputed by the Church. In a sworn deposition

taken between July and August 1993 and submitted in Church of Scientology International vs. Steven

Fishman and Uwe Geertz, Scarff testified, ‘...I was directed, one, to go to Chicago, Illinois and to

murder Cynthia Kisser, Cynthia Kisser being the Executive Director of the Cult Awareness Network,

by a staged car accident.' Kisser was not killed, and Scarff said: ‘I could not bring myself to harm or

kill anybody.'

  
"Tory Christman, a former volunteer for OSA has stated that the organization hired private

investigators, fabricated criminal charges and harassed their targets, including at their place of

employment, as well as their family members."

─ Wikipedia

  
I truly can't understand how I came out as, what the church would call the
"bad hat". My whole life I was a faithful follower of the church, then
joining their ranks for almost a decade, forsaking my youth and chance of
furthering my own goals and education, to do so; to then be kicked out and



harassed to the point of almost completely losing my grips on sanity, to then
have to defend myself legally, I am the "Suppressive"?
  
For defending myself in court, I had now lost my family.
  
FAIR GAME (SCIENTOLOGY)/BACKGROUND:
  
"Scientology's founder, L. Ron Hubbard, said all opposition came from
what he called ‘Suppressive Persons' (SPs)— which scientologists claim are
‘anti-social people who want to destroy anything that benefits humanity.' In
written policies dating from the mid-1950s, Hubbard told his followers to
take a hard line against perceived opponents.
  
"In 1955 he wrote, ‘The purpose of the suit is to harass and discourage
rather than to win. The law can be used easily to harass, and enough
harassment on somebody who is simply on the thin edge anyway, well
knowing that he is not authorized, will generally be sufficient to cause his
professional decease. If possible, of course, ruin him utterly'."

─ Wikipedia

  
Stephanie A. Sarkis Ph.D., in a column called "Here, There, Everywhere" in
Psychology Today, covers the mind-manipulative maneuvers of
"gaslighting" that people use to denigrate others into a submissive mental
state.
People whom gaslight typically use the following techniques:
  
1. They tell blatant lies.

  



You know it's an outright lie. Yet they are telling you this lie with a straight face. Why are they so

blatant? Because they're setting up a precedent. Once they tell you a huge lie, you're not sure if

anything they say is true. Keeping you unsteady and off-kilter is the goal.

  
2. They deny they ever said something, even though you have proof.

  
You know they said they would do something; you know you heard it. But they out and out deny it. It

makes you start questioning your reality—maybe they never said that thing. And the more they do

this, the more you question your reality and start accepting theirs.

  
3. They use what is near and dear to you as ammunition.

  
They know how important your kids are to you, and they know how important your identity is to

you. So those may be one of the first things they attack. If you have kids, they tell you that you

should not have had those children. They will tell you'd be a worthy person if only you didn't have a

long list of negative traits. They attack the foundation of your being.

  
4. They wear you down over time.

  
This is one of the insidious things about gaslighting—it is done gradually, over time. A lie here, a lie

there, a snide comment every so often...and then it starts ramping up. Even the brightest, most self-

aware people can be sucked into gaslighting—it is that effective. It's the "frog in the frying pan"

analogy: The heat is turned up slowly, so the frog never realizes what's happening to it.

  
5. Their actions do not match their words.

When dealing with a person or entity that gaslights, look at what they are doing rather than what they

are saying. What they are saying means nothing; it is just talk. What they are doing is the issue.



  
6. They throw in positive reinforcement to confuse you.

  
This person or entity that is cutting you down, telling you that you don't have value, is now praising

you for something you did. This adds an additional sense of uneasiness. You think, "Well maybe they

aren't so bad." Yes, they are. This is a calculated attempt to keep you off-kilter—and again, to

question your reality. Also, look at what you were praised for; it is probably something that served

the gaslighter.

  
7. They know confusion weakens people.

  
Gaslighters know that people like having a sense of stability and normalcy. Their goal is to uproot

this and make you constantly question everything. And humans' natural tendency is to look to the

person or entity that will help you feel more stable—and that happens to be the gaslighter.

  
8. They project.

  
They are a drug user or a cheater, yet they are constantly accusing you of that. This is done so often

that you start trying to defend yourself, and are distracted from the gaslighters own behavior.

  
9. They try to align people against you.

  
Gaslighters are masters at manipulating and finding the people they know will stand by them no

matter what—and they use these people against you. They will make comments such as, "This person

knows that you're not right," or "This person knows you're useless too." Keep in mind it does not

mean that these people actually said these things. A gaslighter is a constant liar. When the gaslighter



uses this tactic it makes you feel like you don't know who to trust or turn to—and that leads you right

back to the gaslighter. And that's exactly what they want: Isolation gives them more control.

  
10. They tell you or others that you are crazy.

  
This is one of the most effective tools of the gaslighter because it's dismissive. The gaslighter knows

if they question your sanity, people will not believe you when you tell them the gaslighter is abusive

or out-of-control. It's a master technique.

  
11. They tell you everyone else is a liar.

  
By telling you that everyone else (your family, the media) is a liar, it again makes you question your

reality. You've never known someone with the audacity to do this, so they must be telling the truth,

right? No. It's a manipulation technique. It makes people turn to the gaslighter for the "correct"

information—which isn't correct information at all.

  
─ Stephanie A. Sarkis Ph.D.

  
I can see how the church began doing this on the night before I had called
my brother, when I was still working for them in L.A. They'd tried playing
with my emotions, making me doubt myself, and my sanity that evening.
And it worked…
  
I could see how they continued this in Hawai'i, having people spread
rumors and lies about me. I can see how Courtney and her family, as well as
even Dale and his family, had partaken in this rumormongering.
  



I can see how this had spread like wildfire through my family, and then the
clubs; and now followed me like a smoking trail that would never go out,
but like a constant signal of my singed soul.
  
What I didn't see is how I was under this whirlwind of attacks, as I had
never before posed a threat to the church. When I left, it was on "good
terms", per their standards. This is why they never issued me a freeloader
bill upon dismissal. I can't for the life of me understand why I've been
targeted, and am continually attacked, my identity and name tarnished, as I
did not even fall under their own categorization, or description of "Fair
Game".
  
So why was I treated this way in Hawai'i? I had to finally say enough, and
file a lawsuit, after being threatened, and harassed to my wit's end. Even
under their own standards, I had not been "Fair Game", until after years of
their abuse, when I finally took legal action against them.
  
They are themselves twisted and skewed, entwining and entangling me in
their own confusions and downward spiral.
  
Another poem I had written, this time about the church, describes how I felt
they had used me up, and spit me out. I called it "Martyr":
  
They use you, they exploit you, they try to forward you, to make their own gains; they don't care who

slain.

I've become their martyr.

Tool try to share their Fame, to care just the same, but they were shot down in flames in the midst of

their Glory, just because they told a different story.



The Church tries to control, using people for Patrol, they preach freedom and equality, but they don't

practice such qualities. They take your rights to live, your freedom of speech, your freedom to play, it

becomes such an unhappy day.

They only support you when you forward their own policies, their own message. They dress you up

and put you on stage, but what the people don't see is we in a cage. A place of no sympathy, no

understanding, no care; the cross becomes too much to bear.

They grin and shake your hand, whilst you give it your all and mortgage your land. They taunt and

bully, trying to drive you mad, but ensure should you take your own life, that you left them "glad".

Subliminally they say to use your own vehicle, so the records show it was "accidental".

Meanwhile, you're crying, screaming, and shouting to be heard, they drown you out, and say it's for

the birds.

  
  
  
  



CHAPTER XIV
THE DOCTOR IS IN

  
"Never look down on anybody

unless you are helping them up."

─ Jesse Jackson

  
Down, down, down the rabbit hole I had fallen. Broken and bruised, at the
bottom of a deep, dark, dank pit. Looking up to the small ray of
sunlight─hope. Hundreds of feet above me a small opening, so far above
with no rope, no escape, no hand to lift me up.
  
I am finally submitting, my will and spirit broken. Bring me to the psych
ward I thought. My pride and determination already have gone, along with
everything else they have taken.
  
It seems like once again the church has me exactly where they want…
Under lock and key. They can easily control and monitor me there, with
minimal interferences.
  
FAIR GAME (SCIENTOLOGY)/POLICY:

  
"In 1965 Hubbard formulated the ‘Fair Game Law', which states how to deal with people who

interfere with Scientology's activities. These suppressive persons could be considered ‘fair game' for

retaliation:

  
"‘By FAIR GAME is meant, may not be further protected by the codes and disciplines or the rights of

a Scientologist.'



  
"In other words, a person who attacked the Church would not be protected by the Church or granted

the rights of Scientologists in good standing.

  
"In December of that year, Hubbard reissued the policy with additional clarifications to define the

scope of Fair Game. He made it clear that the policy applied to non-Scientologists as well, declaring:

  
"‘The homes, property, places and abodes of persons who have been active in attempting to: suppress

Scientology or Scientologists are all beyond any protection of Scientology Ethics, unless absolved by

later Ethics or an amnesty ... this Policy Letter extends to suppressive non-Scientology wives and

husbands and parents, or other family members or hostile groups or even close friends.'

  
"In his Introduction to Scientology Ethics, published in 1968, Hubbard wrote that no Scientologist

could be punished ‘for any action taken against a Suppressive Person or Group during the period that

person or group is "fair game".' He made it clear elsewhere in his writings that the policy would be

applied to external organizations, including governments, that interfered with Scientology's activities.

He told Scientologists:

  
"‘If the Internal Revenue Service (in refusing the FCDC [Founding Church of Scientology,

Washington DC] non-profit status) continues to act up or if the FDA does sue we can of course

Comm Ev [Committee of Evidence] them and if found guilty, label and publish them as a

Suppressive Group and fair game ... [N]one is fair game until he or she declares against us.'

  
"In a 1967 policy titled Penalties for Lower Conditions, Hubbard wrote that opponents who are ‘fair

game' may be ‘deprived of property or injured by any means by any Scientologist without any

discipline of the Scientologist. May be tricked, sued or lied to or destroyed.'

  



"In a policy letter dated July 21, 1968, Hubbard explicitly canceled these penalties. The new list of

Penalties for Lower Conditions now said that someone in a condition of Enemy ‘may be restrained or

imprisoned. May not be protected by any rules or laws of the group he sought to injure. May not be

trained or processed or admitted to any [Scientology organisation].' The same list says that in a

condition of Treason, a person, ‘May not be protected by the rights and fair practices he sought to

destroy for others. May be retrained or debarred. Not covered by amnesties.' Another policy letter

from October that year announces:

  
"‘The practice of declaring people FAIR GAME will cease. FAIR GAME may not appear on any

Ethics Order. It causes bad public relations. This [policy letter] does not cancel any policy on the

treatment or handling of an SP.'

  
"The church has maintained that the Fair Game policy was rescinded in 1968, because people had

misinterpreted it. Spokesmen said that Hubbard's intended meaning was merely that former members

could not appeal to Scientology's legal system for support or protection against anyone who might try

to trick, sue or destroy them. Sociologist Roy Wallis commented that this interpretation seemed to be

‘contradicted by the words on the page, and by actions taken against those regarded as enemies of the

movement.'

  
"The Church continued to pursue an aggressive response to external critics, especially the US

Government. The doctrine of ‘Fair Game' was a central element of the Guardian's Office's

operational policies. The original 1965 ‘Fair Game Law' is listed as a reference for GO staff in its

confidential Intelligence Course, which was later entered into evidence in a US Federal court case in

1979. During the case Church lawyers admitted that ‘Fair Game' had been practiced long after its

supposed cancellation in 1968.

  
"Hubbard said in a 1976 affidavit that he had never intended to authorize harassment:



  
"‘There was never any attempt or intent on my part by the writing of these policies (or any others for

that fact), to authorise illegal or harassment type acts against anyone.

  
"‘As soon as it became apparent to me that the concept of 'Fair Game' as described above was being

misinterpreted by the uninformed, to mean the granting of a license to Scientologists for acts in

violation of the law and/or other standards of decency, these policies were cancelled.'

  
"As revised in 1991, Scientology's policy on the handling of ‘suppressive persons' states:

  
"‘Nothing in this policy letter shall ever or under any circumstances justify any violation of the laws

of the land or intentional legal wrongs. Any such offense shall subject the offender to penalties

prescribed by law as well as to ethics and justice actions.'"

  
─ Wikipedia

  
So here I am in the psych ward, desperately trying to get mental help from
the church's attempts to ruin me, although they are illegally doing so, even
per their own policies.
  
Once I’ve been admitted to the new facility, they have to do an intake form.
So, once again, I have to explain in detail how the church has been
harassing me, to the point of being suicidal. Worried, as always, unsure of
how that individual will take what I am saying, and believe or disbelieve
my words.
  
They place me on the rehab side, as it has the more "normal" people, who
are having withdrawals and coming down off alcohol, or whatever their



drug of choice is. Since I had recently binged out on coke, and am
sometimes a heavy drinker, they assign me to that side.
  
It's a little more lenient here as regards food, so I'm able to eat my gluten-
free snacks. So, if I can't eat their snacks, at least I have mine. And we have
real coffee! At the hospital, it was all decaf.
  
There is a common room where a lot of the patients like to hang out, play
games, or partake in recreational activities. They have group therapy in this
room as well, AA meetings, and so on.
  
I think to myself "I'll just be a recluse, and stay in my room the whole
time", but I surprise myself when I'm joining the group activities, and find
myself truly enjoying the group therapy.
  
While the doctor is doing the routine intake questions, he mentions
something that makes my head go off like a light bulb. He points out to me
that I seem to pick guys that fall under the same pattern, as to how I was
raised, with a very strict, and abusive structure. I seem to pick guys that act
in an overbearing kind of manner and are emotionally abusive. It's like a
floodlight turned on in that dank, dark bottomless pit I'd landed in. Wow! I
feel like my blinders have been taken off and I can see again!
  
I had also gone to group therapy again, and am really getting a lot out of
this too. I feel incredible! Like I'm finally making progress!
  
Before I was transferred to the new facility, I was allowed to check my
phone. I had texts from different people, but the one I'm really looking for



is Mr. Angel Nurse. He had texted me! It made me feel so good, him
checking in on me…
  
And once I was in the new facility, he called me to check in, letting me
know that Tini is happily playing with his dog, running long fast circles that
she loved to do, and sprinting like a Jack Rabbit across the yard. It
absolutely made my heart melt! Just hearing him tell me of how she's doing,
and that he is giving her so much care.
  
I wanted so badly for him to bring her by so I can see her, but also to have
an excuse to see him. He's working and only has certain days off, so it
doesn't work out that way. I remember how cute he is when holding her, and
it just makes me completely melt to think of him with her.
One of the means of handling stress for me comes about from learning
about and spotting what triggers our stress, and a means of doing so is
journaling. So, I begin my own journal.
  
My first entry is a huge, huge realization I have during group therapy:
  
In one group therapy session, I was learning about triggers and stressors,
and cognitive distortion. It helped me to realize that a lot of cognitive
distortion occurs with the people around me. And that it goes both ways,
where someone will read into or misread something I'm saying or doing and
that I'll do the same, taking personal something that was said or done in an
offended way, when it has nothing to do with me.
  
This has been a huge, huge cause of stress in my life in the chain reaction of
triggers and stressors. As then, the person will act offended and do



something in return, to try and offend me in return.
  
When you further look up "cognitive distortion", it is explained as follows:
  
"What's a cognitive distortion and why do so many people have them?
  
"Cognitive distortions are simply ways that our mind convinces us of
something that isn't really true. These inaccurate thoughts are usually used
to reinforce negative thinking or emotions—telling ourselves things that
sound rational and accurate, but really only serve to keep us feeling bad
about ourselves."

─ John M. Grohol, Psy. D.
  
There are at least a dozen types of Cognitive Distortions listed out, but the
one that really hits home for me is "Catastrophizing". I realize I do this a
lot, taking all my negative experiences that have built up and really blow up
over them, so am usually expecting the worst. Not that I am not justified in
my reactions, but I recognize that this is how I respond to these stressful
situations.
  
The other one that I really feel a major problem is "Filtering" or
"Disqualifying the Positive", in which one filters out the positive and truly
only sees the negative in something. When I am stressing out, all I see, hear
or feel are the taunts, the continual losses, and harassment. I can't see
anything else. I am completely overwhelmed by the constant negativity in
my life. As I have almost no positive interaction to balance it out.
  



However, I realize that the church is practicing its own Cognitive Distortion
in one form, called "Mind Reading"─Interpreting the thoughts and beliefs
of others without adequate evidence. "She would not go on a date with me.
She probably thinks I'm ugly." They also practiced, or those working with
them practiced "Fortune Telling"─The expectation that a situation will turn
out badly without adequate evidence; and "Jumping to
Conclusions"─Interpreting the meaning of a situation with little or no
evidence.
  
WOW! I realize that this is what the church and those working for them do
to ruin my relations with others! They misinterpret or "foresee" just about
everything I did, labeling me, and making me out to be some person that
hated others or messed everything up. And soon enough, eventually with
the way I was being treated by others in reciprocation, I did! I am so
incredibly stressed out all the time, constantly misread, and thus mistreated,
that eventually I did in fact, hate everyone and mess everything up. They
have so many people "watching me", interfering in my business, and
misinterpreting my actions, ALL THE TIME! It screws up any chance I have
at all at a normal life, as people are predisposed to some fixed idea of who I
am before I can even shake their hand.
  
It has ruined countless relationships for me, as some guy, I am seeing,
thinks I am still thinking about another guy, misconstruing something I
have done, or said, and they take offense. Similarly, the same thing happens
with my work relationships and even people who are servicing me! I am
treated like I am a "bigot" or "racist” almost everywhere I go!
The one that I spot Enchantra and Cairo were in full-effect doing is called
"Magical Thinking"─The belief that acts will influence unrelated situations.



"I am a good person─bad things shouldn't happen to me." I clearly see and
recognize that they were trying to confront me back at the club, tying me to
anything that went wrong in the club, thus blaming and targeting me for
anything that did not go right around them or in their life.
  
This is an extremely informative and revealing subject for me, Cognitive
Distortion.
  
My second journal entry is simply this.
  
I'm frustrated because some of the patients here are still using their middle
fingers in gestures towards me, making me really pissed.
  
So, although I recognize that many times people, including myself, can
misread into situations... I also recognize that the church has people
constantly playing out scenarios like this, whether to test me and see if I
react, or simply to taunt me. This is truly one of the biggest stressors I have,
being tested or taunted, by the church or by those working with them, daily.
  
And because of my trust issues and being hurt so many times in
relationships, I am scared to trust anyone again. I realize this in another
group session in talking about honesty:
  
In doing group today, I realize that for my own comfort and peace of mind I
need to ask my potential future husband ‘Is there any bad habits you need to
tell me about?' This can be porn addictions, drugs, gambling, lying, etc.
  



Various means they have in dealing with stressors and triggers are listed out
in a worksheet called "Anger Coping Skills Worksheet". On this sheet are
different means for coping with your stressors, such as: Taking five to ten
deep breaths, and holding each for three seconds; counting to ten slowly;
listening to your favorite music; drawing your favorite animal; think of a
funny joke; jump into your favorite hobby; call a loved one, etc.
  
Other activities are physical ones that I can use outside the facility, some of
which I already do, like physical activities i.e. meditate, running or biking (I
like to hike), clean or organize, and so on.
  
There are so many choices to pick from, that the only one I remember, and
focus on when ragingly angry, is taking deep breaths, counting three
seconds off for each one. I pace up and down the hall, counting out each
breath, which does seem to take the edge off.
  
A lot of people are there for alcohol abuse; and some for the same reasons
as I, for emotional trauma. Some are addicts coming down from Heroin use,
or a multitude of drugs.
  
They have these group lessons, by chapter, and worksheets we have to do
afterward, like our homework. One page asks us to write down something
we'd like to learn how to do… I can't think of anything, and honestly the
only thing that comes to mind, which I write down, is "Believe in myself
again".
  
One worksheet has us write down our "hurt", and what we feel the solution
is, which I describe as follows:



  
After leaving the Church of Scientology, they spread a smear campaign
about me. This is a dead agenting mechanism they use against powerful
people who leave the church, in case that person ever decides to speak out
or take any action against them. This has affected not only my mental well-
being, but every aspect of my life: health, family, friends, and loved ones.
It's been affecting my work and making money, my living situations and my
safety. They've also turned loved ones against me and sabotaged any
attempt at a relationship that I may make.
  
Solution: I'm going to write a book of my battles and what I've had to
endure.
  
Prior to these lessons, and worksheets, I wrote out my qualms, as I had been
continually asked about them, as to why I am here. I wanted to give a
summarized answer, so I wrote it out:
  
Situations:
  
• Church of Scientology harassment, abandonment from my
group/structure, friends and family-labeled.
• Repercussions from Church slander i.e. attacks from groups of different
types: ethnicities, gays, redheads, larger sizes, females attacking, etc.
Labeling, etc.
• Females trying to take my man. HUGE, HUGE, HUGE, HUGE area of
stress… i.e. Courtney, Enchantra, other girls from the club, and all the girls
that Corey slept with.



• These same men gaslighting me, in turn putting me down, emotionally
abusing me, instead of owning up.
• These same men abandoning me for said women, after already cheating,
gaslighting and abusing me.
• Church affecting adversely every single job I get or making difficult to get
a job or make any money at my job, etc. Using my dancing to illegally
promote, showing me naked (dancing), without permission.
• Involuntarily monitoring me, i.e. videoing me in my own home, in my
bedroom, while I'm having sex and showering.
• Female friends turning on me and in turn taking my man, talking about
me behind my back, violating trust, and further spreading rumors and lies
about me.
• All these things have made me have social anxiety; trust issues,
abandonment issues, stopped me from starting a family, etc.
  
I can tell when I show this to the appropriate staff there, they brush it off as
crazy ranting, even though they do not say so. Again, it's hard to explain in
a summarized sheet, what takes a whole book to explain, of everything I'd
been going through. I sound like a paranoid crazy person, when listing it out
as above, so they simply medicate me.
  
When someone doesn't know the background of the church, and how they
truly do target an individual, or group and attempt to destroy them utterly,
it's hard to believe what one says has been done to them. It does end up
sounding paranoid or like a conspiracy theory.
  
I feel like it's designed for me to fail. Even here in rehab, I can't get the true
help I need. And since it is a government-run facility, I know the church can



easily have strings pulled, and use their connections to sway this any way
they want it to go.
During the group therapy sessions, it's sad to hear a lot of the stories of
other patients, where alcoholism or drug use takes over, and how it affects
their lives or families. Essentially, it was destroying any shred of normalcy
and stability they had.
  
I listen intently, never sharing my story, but learn from hearing others. I am
scared to share my story. Every time I bring up Scientology, I am
immediately looked at like I am weird, like I believe in aliens, or whatever
stories are going on around Scientology.
  
Every time I brought up this "religion" in Texas, thereafter I was treated
differently, and somewhat bullied from that point on, whether to my face or
behind my back, usually, most stabbing me in the back. Most didn't have
the decency to ask anything to my face but just partake in the whisperings
of rumormongers that have been affecting my life so adversely already.
  
Growing up in Scientology, I never "went to church", except if I happened
to be visiting my grandmother in Texas, and went to Sunday school or
something, while she attended service.
  
What we were exposed to in Scientology wasn't a Sunday school, but
instead, scheduled classes throughout the week, in which we would take a
course in whatever subject, happened to be covered in that curriculum. And
we did not have "therapy" per se but had a form of counseling that is called
"auditing" and would take sessions for our counseling, or "therapy" you
could say.



  
So when I attend these group therapy sessions, this is the first experience I
have in traditional therapy or counseling, aside from the few sessions I had
in Colorado, with the psychologist.
  
Unfortunately, a lot of the group therapy revolves around people's
addictions, rather than what is the core problem, what causes them to turn to
this in the first place. So I'm not getting as much out of this as I initially was
in the beginning. Only a couple of group sessions really hit home for me.
  
I am frustrated after several days, simply eating, sleeping and spending time
in the recreation room. Playing games, or doing puzzles only bides my time,
not further progress, which is why I committed myself in the first place. I
wanted to get therapy. The therapy I'd gotten that was helpful blew my
mind and really hit home for me. I wanted more!
  
There is no one-on-one, so I am solely dependant on the group sessions. I
end up walking out of a lot of them out of frustration.
  
I'm having difficulty with one guy in this facility, just as I was having
trouble at the hospital before they'd transferred me. He would get mad and
frustrated, if I shut him out of my conversations, and such. He starts acting
almost as nuts as the other guy in the hospital. Becoming insulting and
degrading, if I do not pay him any heed. At one point he calls me a "bitch"
and leaves the room. I, of course, report him, as he's just another
gangbanger wannabe like the other guy I'd been having difficulty with.
Later on, he tries to open the damn door to my room, to "have a



conversation with me" and apologize! What is wrong with these mental
cases, trying to come into my room?
  
Luckily we're able to wear normal clothes in this facility. However, I left all
my clothes in my car, so have to wear whatever extra clothes they can give
me. Some are pretty small, like size fours, which is usually too small for
me. I guess I'd lost a lot of weight due to so much stress, not eating
properly, and binging out on coke.
So, unfortunately, some of the clothes I'm wearing are pretty tight, and not
very baggy. Normally I'd wear baggy clothes around so many males,
especially those that are recovering addicts or mental cases.
  
I am only getting so much out of the one-on-one with my psychiatrist, as
that isn't the focus in this facility, as a psychiatrist's main focus is adjusting
the medication. So although I told him about what was going on with me,
and he gave me his professional opinion, this was not what his function or
focus normally would be.
  
I've been getting out of this place what I can, but I need to get out of here. I
have a lot of triggers and stressors going off in this place, from that
gangbanger guy getting all territorial and confrontational with me, to some
of the staff and patients using their middle fingers continually, to bad
attitudes from some staff, and so on and so on. There are a lot of triggers
going off.
  
I had gotten a message from Kyle... When I call him back, he sounds happy
to hear from me. I tell him I am supposed to have already been released
earlier that day, but my doctor wanted to wait until the daytime, tomorrow



to release me. I was hoping to get out right then, so I can catch up with him
since I know he has work the next day. He tells me he's out at dinner with
someone, and needs to go back inside, as he’d had to walk out of his dinner
to take the call.
  
I immediately feel myself getting worried and jealous. Is he out on a date?
Am I completely mistaken about the situation, and he's seeing someone
already?
  
I am so upset; I don't really know what to do. I am so pissed that I couldn't
just get out right then, as him being the total doll that he was, probably
would have come to pick me up, no matter what the time.
However, the following day he has work, and I don't get out until he's
already on the job. I feel like he has done everything he possibly could do
for me, and all I needed to do was check out the previous day to see him,
and missed my chance. I am released that day, not really sure where I was
headed…
  
  



CHAPTER XV
TURN THE PAGE

  
"Strive for continuous improvement, instead of perfection."

  
─ Kim Collins

  
Once I'm out, I immediately text Kyle. I am heading to get my car, which is
parked right at his work, but I don't feel it'd be right to go in and bug him at
work, so have to figure out what I need to do now…
  
I walked to my car, as I had given a vagrant my ticket for the bus at the bus
stop, as he was crying to me about his life story. So I walked to my car
instead.
It was a bit of a long walk in the hot sun, but I didn't mind. As I walked, the
birds were chirping, the flowers were beautiful, and the sun was shining for
me again. I was so incredibly relieved to be out. I was happy with what
little bit of improvement I did in fact make in the clinic, so at least could
take that with me.
  
I had really had some life changing realizations in there. I wanted to live, I
wanted to be positive and happy and figure out life anew. I couldn't wait to
see him, and my cute lil Bini Baby.
  
Once I got my car, I drive over to a local coffee shop getting something to
drink, as I look at different jobs online, applying for everything I can.
Obviously, I'm not going to hear back immediately, so I sit there until I can
figure out what I should do differently this time…



  
As I put in a slew of applications, and created some profiles, for house
sitting, house cleaner, and other random jobs, I waited. Seeing as I had no
immediate options, I needed to figure out some work right away. So I go
into their bathroom and change into a sexy outfit, to see about applying at a
new club.
  
I go to one club, and speak to the manager on duty. He's nice enough to
show me around, but doesn’t hire me. They tell me they aren't hiring
anyone until Friday. (Excuses.) It's Tuesday, so that is out.
So, I go back to the club I'd first started at in Reno, but had walked out of,
yet am told I can't work there.
As I'm leaving the second club, a guy comes out, approaching me, asking if
I worked there. He says he can get me into another club, the one I'd just
come from, and that I should go with him and his friend to check it out. I'm
hesitant, but he says he can get me in. I figure I can at least go and hang out,
getting an idea of the club.
  
We have some drinks as we sit there, talking with some of the girls,
watching their performances on stage.
  
After a while, they want to leave and check out some other spots, asking me
to go along. Since I haven't really seen much of the city, I go with them.
First we stop at a fancy casino resort to have some more drinks, checking
out the scene there.
  
I feel like I am falling back into the same pattern as I'd already been in
before rehab. We end up back at his house, drinking, while he's telling me



his life story. Because he is married, I truly don't plan on doing anything
sexually, and figure he would respect that as well. I am just listening
intently to his stories and life situations, as he had been through a lot in life,
like I had.
  
However, as he's showing me around his place, he tells me that he and his
wife are separated. His friend is still with us, so I definitely do not plan on
anything happening. But his friend leaves, and we end up getting drunk.
And unfortunately, I make the mistake of sleeping with him.
  
I immediately regret it afterward, feeling like this is not the direction I had
wanted to go with my life. Just coming out of rehab, and sleeping with a
married, although separated, man. I tell him I certainly am not going to be
someone's mistress. I can't believe myself that I'd gotten into this mess.
  
The next day, I wanted to help clean up his house, making it more sellable,
as he'd put it up for sale on the market. Since he's letting me stay there, with
no questions asked, I feel I should do something for him.
Kyle texts me, asking if I want to meet up at the park with the dogs, I think,
"Yes, yes, and yes!" I am so incredibly excited, but this makes the other guy
mad, and he wants me to go.
  
I’d continually turned him down man for sex, and so he's now getting
frustrated with me. We end up arguing, so I leave. I happily get the heck out
of there, however it's four in the morning and I have no hotel for the night,
so end up sleeping in my car until I can meet Kyle at the park later that
morning.
  



On the way to the park, I stop for some coffee, asking if I should pick some
up for him. He texts me he is already on the way, so I rush over, now
waiting in the park, soooo excited to see him and my Tini Bini.
  
As I wait, looking around constantly, as each car pulls up. Like is that him?
Is that him? Just like an excited puppy myself looking at the cars passing
by.
  
Finally, I see him... Oh my god, he is so sexy! This is the first time I see
him out of his uniform, and I can't believe how hot he is!
  
We sit for a while talking about all sorts of things, from politics to our pasts,
to my dancing, to nothing at all. We are just having a good conversation. I
told him about what happened with the other guy, immediately feeling
guilty; worried he's going to judge me for this. He is so sweet, instead
simply asks me if I have a place to shower before work, saying, "You can
shower at my place."
  
He invites me to go get lunch together, stopping at a local burger joint. As
we walk inside, he opens the door for me, like such a gentleman. I am not
paying attention, and as he's walking to get in line, I walk the other
direction. We slam into each other so hard; our bodies mesh together like a
Yin and Yang. Embarrassed, I turn around walking his direction to get in
line, trying not to laugh.
  
He treats me to a burger, while we share fries. As we eat, I show him
pictures and videos of Bini being cute, making him smile. Then I show him



pictures of me in some of my dance outfits, as his eyes widen, asking, "Is
that you?" in disbelief. He is so adorable.
  
When we're finished, as I went to wash my hands, he carries my bag for me.
Such a gentleman!
  
We run some errands that he needs to go do first, along the way, going to
the hardware store for some things he needs for his yard, and then to the
grocery store for some items he wants to get.
  
I start giggling at the hardware store, when he made another lady walk into
the signs in front of her. As she is staring and ogling him, she walked
directly into the signage in front of her. He doesn't realize how gorgeous he
is, making girls walk into things.
  
As we're driving off, I start squealing, when a spider runs across my lap. He
sees my face in a panic, and reaching over my lap, grabs the spider off my
hip. Wow, he has such a strong hand! I feel the strength of his grip, as he
scoops up the spider off my lap and throws it out the window. What a doll,
always rescuing me… I think I have stars in my eyes.
  
We are just like two high school kids, smiling and laughing with each other.
I am having such a good time with him, and can't wait to go and hang out
with him at his place. I am already so comfortable with him, which is a rare
thing for me to find, and completely surprised at how he isn't shy at all, as I
thought he would be. I had taken him as the strong silent type, but turns out
I am actually the shy one around him.
  



Upon leaving the grocery store, he tells me that his roommate mentioned to
him that he isn't comfortable with me staying at their house. I guess he'd
told his roommate that I was a dancer. And his roommate being a previous
bouncer in a club, I guess didn't trust my type. I understood that frame of
mind, as I didn't trust dancers either. They're two-faced.
  
So instead, he says he will pay for my hotel room. I think to myself, "Sure,
so long as you come over later on…"
  
After getting me checked in and settled, and bidding me a good day. I
waited all afternoon and evening for his call. Nothing.
  
I check out the next day, still in the same situation, not sure what to do now.
  
I am really not feeling well, I guess from all the sun I'd gotten the day
before at the park, and am in the back of my car, lying down, before going
to work that evening. He'd had his roommate speak with the GM at the
second club I'd worked at in Reno, arranging it so I could go back to work.
So, I text him, to let him know the situation I am in, and he says to meet
him at the hotel and he'll get me another room.
  
He is so sweet, waving to me, as he drove up and hugging me. He says,
"My heart really goes out to you". I think to myself, "I wish he would just
stay with me." I didn't want to be alone, but am not feeling good at all,
weak and dizzy at this point. But he has plans already, and so books me the
room at the hotel and immediately has to leave. I am disappointed but am
not feeling well, so think "Well I certainly wouldn't be much fun right now
anyway."



  
Early the next morning he texts me asking if I want to go to breakfast. Of
course I want to go! As I am excitedly getting ready, he texts me as he
arrives downstairs at the restaurant.
  
He's already seated, and as I approach him where he is sitting, now he is the
shy one, smiling tentatively from his seat, as I bend down to hug him. We
both have Mimosas with breakfast, as we talk in detail about our lives,
travels, and experiences that have finally brought us to Reno.
  
As we finish, he invites me to the park to take the dogs out again. We head
back up to my room so I can change before we leave for the park. I wanted
to make a move right then, but I become too shy and embarrassed, as well
we have the dogs waiting in the truck. I undress, taking just my pants off in
front of him. Still wearing my panties, so I bend down, giving a little peep
show, which I can tell he likes.
  
We head to the park, having a great time, just letting the dogs run, while we
talk. At one point in the conversation, I can tell that he takes offense to
something I say. He was telling me about a trip he'd made and the different
types of trees he had seen, sounding really excited about the subject. My
response is that I don't know some of the differences in types, I guess less
enthusiastic than he cared for. And I think at this point, just assumes I am
shrugging off one of his areas of passion and interests, although I certainly
had not intended it that way. I felt his interest shift, and friendliness towards
me dissipate. I am at a bit of a loss for words, not sure how to reassure him
that I meant no harm.



Upon dropping me off, I "accidently" leave an extra key in his car, to see if
he will come back. He calls me, asking if I'd left the key, but doesn't take
the hint. I guess he was waiting for a clearer message. I was just too dang
shy with him.
  
It's almost checkout time, so I head to the Jacuzzi and sauna in attempt to
feel better, hoping to sweat out whatever chills I'd been feeling earlier. I
send him some pics, asking him to come join me.
  
I'm feeling tremendously better, sweating out the last of my chills.
However, it's way past checkout and I need to get going. He hasn't come to
meet up with me in the Jacuzzi, so I get showered and changed, preparing
to go into work at seven.
  
Finally, I make some money that night… So, I end up just checking back
into the same place that he originally checked me into, as I am able to pay
for it myself now.
  
I work as much as possible, catching up on some past due bills, as well as
balance my account to positive again, having gone negative while I was in
rehab.
  
We do meet up again later on, as he brings over Tini Bini for me sometimes.
We’d hang out for a little bit, or go take the dogs out to the park. However,
he tells me that he’s signed up for a dating app, and is getting hit up left,
right and center. I try to show some support or interest in this, hiding pangs
of jealousy and regret, frustrated that I had somehow missed my chance.
  



However, as I'm working more at the club, the same thing begins happening
here as happened time and again before. Girls that might be his type, who
had paid me no heed before, start following me around the club, outside
into the parking lot, and more. Girls named Malakai, Chanel and Cadence,
starting trouble with me. Cadence booty bumping me as she walked by me
at the bar, purposely going out of her way to shove me with her overly large
behind; the others constantly trying to compete with me, or follow me
around at the club, Chanel once telling me “Keep my name out of your
fucking mouth!” These girls were ridiculous. Taking customers that were
the only ones tipping me, and rushing over to them, to block me from
making any money after getting off stage.
  
I tell the managers and floor host what is going on, but nothing changes. I
am going through the same exact situation as I went through in Texas!
These girls that do this, think it's ok to follow me around, and mess with
me; they mess with my money and compete with me for any man I have in
my personal life.
  
Outside of the club, I've attempted to spend more time with him, reaching
out. But, he's busy now dating about five different girls. I guess I "kind of"
fell into that category, but it didn't feel like it, not really. I was not about to
be some "side piece" for him, let alone for anyone, so am getting pretty
frustrated and upset about these other females. I try to hide my jealousy, but
it is growing and growing.
  
This is terrible. I find such an incredibly amazing guy, who is actually good
at communicating and is fun, and sweet, and caring, and everything I want,
but I don't even get a chance! And of course, I meet him and he is single.



But I knew it! The second I show interest, the girls come running! This is
exactly why I was so afraid to show interest in him at the hospital. I knew
his coworkers would see and soon enough, I would have no chance.
  
The females that take an interest, all trash talk and push me out before I
even have a chance. It felt like I was shoved out of the dating category, and
friend zoned before I could even blink.
  
I am so sick of everyone, and everything, once again having anything I
want taken away from me. There's too much negativity, every day. It didn't
matter what I did. I would never win.
  
Money is really tight for me, as I am hardly making anything at the club.
Paying for a hotel on the weekend will now cost up to two or three hundred
dollars a night! I end up getting a tent and just going camping on these
nights. It is just too much to pay for, with what I am making.
  
The club is blocking me from making money, and these females are stalking
and harassing me at the club now. Why are the managers allowing this?
What is wrong with them?
  
I drove down to Vegas to work there, spending the night in the cheapest
place I can find. Only to find out the next day I have to pay the same,
almost three hundred in licensing that I do not have. I spent over one
hundred dollars to get down there and pay for a room, so am left with only
enough to get back to Reno and get a room for the night.
  



My car has really taken a toll, with all this driving, and the gears start
grinding really loudly on the drive back up. Of course, during the drive, I
am inadvertently flipped off more than half the time at my stops on the way
down, and back up.
  
I rush back up to Reno that night, to work the evening shift. But having
gotten back so late, my door fee would be too high, and there's already a ton
of girls, with almost no customers. I don't work that night. There are too
many girls working that evening so don't know if I'll even make anything.
  
So after sitting for a couple of drinks with the club lawyer and his
girlfriend, I leave to go book a room somewhere.
  
I try making money all week, but it's gotten really bad. One night making
only twenty-five dollars, another night, making only one hundred. This is
not enough to pay for a room to rent and get my car fixed.
  
I end up with barely enough money for a weekend priced hotel one night.
So I went to sign up for a gym membership, thinking I could just use the
sauna, then shower and go to work from there.
  
When I go in to sign up at one gym, the membership associate guy uses his
middle finger to point out the classes to me. This is too much. I am at the
lowest of low, and this guy wants to make me feel worse? I walk away from
him, and as I do he calls out "I'm sorry if I offended you!" in an extremely
facetious manner.
  



As I am walking out, I tell the front desk clerk what he'd done, showing her
exactly how. As I do so, he comes quickly storming down the stairs, yelling
at me in a booming voice from across the gym, "Don't be rude to my
staff!!!" I say, "So it's ok for you to do that to me, but when I show her (she
is Black) exactly what you just did to me, to make a complaint, then it's not
ok?" He says "Yeah". I tell him to go fuck himself and storm out.
  
I attempt to drive out of there but my car won't get into reverse. I just start
sobbing right there in the parking lot.
  
I am at the bottom again. As I don't have my dog anymore, I have nothing
to really cheer me up, and nothing obligating me to be around anymore.
  
I tried. I went to rehab! I was still flipped off (covertly) by the staff of the
hospital and rehab, flipped off or even accosted by patients! I tried. Here I
am, a normal paying customer at a regular facility, and am still flipped off. I
couldn't even complain when I WAS being mistreated, without being
mistreated!
  
Another poem I had written one night when I was completely
overwhelmed, as I was still going through all of this in Texas, describes my
feelings. I called it "Draggin me Down" (see appendix 1).
  
Once again, I drive up to the top of Peavine Mountain. It's almost dark out.
Vowing to drive off this time. It will be nightfall, so at least I can't see
where I am going, and won't lose my nerve.
I drive all the way up to the top, almost to the same exact spot I'd picked out
before, when my car just stops. I can't switch it into gear anymore; it only



makes grinding noises when I try to. I completely killed the gears.
  
I was on my way to end my life, and instead, my car died.
  
I roll it backwards to see if I can at least turn it facing downwards, only to
get stuck halfway from turning around, up in the rut against the
mountainside.
  
I am so incredibly upset; I get out and start walking, to see where I can just
jump. It is too dark. I can't see where there is a big enough drop.
  
I walk back to my car and sit there. I am so done with this shit. The Church
of Scientology completely ruined me. I tried so many many times to start
my life over fresh, and couldn't! I was harassed to the nth degree.
  
I got out and stuffed the tailpipe, determined to end everything. As I sit
waiting, I thought, "I better sleep. Maybe it will be easier if I don't have to
think about it."
  
I leave the engine running all night. Ready to just be done with everyone. I
just won't wake up. It seems like it will be easier this way.



  
  

CHAPTER XVI
THE OTHER WOMAN

  
Sometimes I wish someone would just tell me what to do,

So I could see things from a different view, I'm so lost and confused

Don't know where to go, Don't know who to see,

Don't know who to put the trust in me

When you lean on someone and find no one, once again

It all becomes a white fog

No direction, no guidance, no one to confide in

I reach out, try to be heard, seems to just fall on deaf ears

And so these tears continue to come down,

As I lie face down

Once again the Holidays near and I fear no one will be here

Every man I love has another on the side,

of whom they try to hide

But I will not abide and stand on the side

I will not watch you tear my life apart, as I give you my heart

And so once again I Stand Alone,

with no one to call my own

Another year gone by

and I have no one by my side

— A.R.

  



It didn't work. I woke the next morning, confused and disoriented. Why
didn't it work? I had stuffed it good, placing a rock there underneath so it
wouldn't spit out the clothing I had shoved deep into the pipe.
  
Embarrassed, as I don't know how I could explain this to anyone who might
stop by to help. I make a sign, as people began driving by now. I simply
write that I ran out of gas, and put this paper on my windshield. Which is
true, as I'd left the engine running all night, and had run out of gas.
  
I luck out, and a guy pulls over that basically has a jeep stocked with
everything to get through any and all troubles. He rigs it, to tow my car
from the back of his jeep. He also puts some gas in, as he has everything on
his jeep, prepared for any situation.
  
We tow it down the mountainside, and he's kind enough to bring me to a
storage place, as I need to get all my stuff out of the car. But not before he
sneaks in a middle finger, as he's pointing out the different car parts to me
under the hood. I can't seem to get away from this middle finger!!
  
Once, when Corey and I had still been together, and were hanging out at his
place looking at videos, he had done the same thing. He used his middle
finger to scroll down his phone. I grabbed it, and said, "Don't do that!
You're using the wrong finger." He got mad, and said, "Stop, you're messing
me up" and continued to use his middle finger, now with a scowl on his
face.
  
I knew it! Everyone was patronizing Austin and Enchantra; using their
middle fingers everywhere I went to make this seem "normal". Well, IT'S



NOT! I flipped her off, and I meant it! Honestly, I should've dragged her
life-ruining big mouth to court, and gotten a restraining order! She wanted
to fight me for a guy, just like Courtney, and I walked away… All I ever
gave her is a middle finger! And now have to pay for years thereafter? It's
been over three years now and I STILL GET THE MIDDLE FINGER
EVERYWHERE I GO!
  
So once again, after trying to end my life, here I am, embarrassed and
broken.
  
After getting most of my things out of my car, I keep the things I need daily,
with me in the jeep. He hasn't asked for anything, won't accept any money
from me, and says the only "thank you" he'll accept, is to join him for
lunch.
  
We go to an all you can eat sushi place, stuffing our faces with everything
we can. Afterwards, bringing me to the place he's renting from so I can use
the bathroom and just shower. He lets me use the guest bathroom to shower
at the girl's house he is renting a room from, suggesting that I rent from her
after he leaves to Puerto Rico the following day.
  
I need to get to work to make money, so he drops me off, and I shake his
hand, thanking him profusely. He says to just "pay it forward". Which I tell
him I certainly will.
  
As I don't have my car now, I've been using rideshare, or taking a cab for a
week now. It is really adding up as an additional expense, between two-
three hundred dollars a week.



  
I begin looking for a scooter on Craigslist, telling Kyle about my car
situation. I ask him to go along with me and look at scooters, as he rides
also, dirt bikes and motorcycles. Wow, he was so hot. He rides too? Oh my
goodness...
  
He takes me to the scooter shop, to look at some new ones, but says he's
already found a possible scooter for me. He's getting this through a friend,
and says he'll hold onto it for me. He is so incredibly sweet! Always
thinking of me. I have to save up now, and come up with five hundred
dollars so I can get the bike. I'm working as much as I can, scrimping and
saving.
  
While browsing in a bike shop, just looking at the gear and helmets, I see
the perfect gift for him! I want to show some kind of appreciation for
everything he has done. Watching Tini Bini for me while I was in treatment;
helping me get a hotel or motel when I couldn't afford one; and now helping
me get a scooter? He was always helping me out. The gift I pick out for him
is a beautiful hunting knife, with ivory accent pieces on the handle,
embossed with the image of wild elk, in a velvet-lined red gift box. I know
it is perfect for him. He'd told me he enjoyed going elk hunting, so this was
absolutely perfect! I know he will love it.
  
Once he comes by to pick up some of Tini's things, I bring him inside to
give him his gift... His face lights up. He loves it! I am so happy that I can
show some kind of appreciation to him for everything he's done to try and
help me, and really change things for me. Since he is spending so much



time with "other women" I can't really show my appreciation otherwise,
even when I really want to.
  
Finally, I save up enough, so he is bringing the bike over. It's kind of a
beater, but he says has a strong engine and will run a long time. Once he
shows me everything, how to start it, where to put in the gas and oil, I tell
him I want to hold off on trying to ride it, until I get some coffee in my
system.
  
He's been spending less time with me, and so asks if I want to tag along and
go to the hardware store with him. He needs some hardware and supplies
for another project he's working on at his house. Although he is less
talkative, I'm so happy to be spending time with him and the dogs again. I'm
still extremely jealous of any girl he's talking to, but I valued his friendship
beyond belief and truly didn't want to lose it. I don't think he recognized
how much these little outings meant to me. I hardly know anyone here in
Reno, and have just come out of rehab, after numerous attempts to end my
life. He is the only friend I have and not just that, he's been a shoulder for
me to lean on. As well, he had been there for Tini Bini, when I couldn't be.
All-around, he was just a good person. Not only was he good at
communicating, but responsible too! And he cared about helping those that
could not help themselves… I truly adore him as a person and sorely
wished I didn't have to compete for his time.
After some trial and error, I was now getting used to my bike, zipping
around town on it. I am able to get to and from my storage unit to get my
things that I needed. Using bungee cords, I could easily strap these items,
and more, down to the back of my bike. Soon enough I bought some
saddlebags that fit perfectly onto the back rack, so I didn't have to keep



bungee'ing everything down. I can buy groceries and just put them in the
side bags, which does the job perfectly.
  
I began therapy with one of the outpatient facilities the rehab clinic had
forwarded me to, so now, I'm seeing a therapist weekly. She doesn't say
much but listens to what I am going through. I cry, A LOT. I tell her about
the years of abuse I've gone through at the hands of the Church of
Scientology, which is hard to describe in full, in a one-hour weekly session.
I now have to go through the same disbelief with my therapist, as I had in
the rehab facility. Not until she starts to find out more about the church
herself, does she begin to believe the words coming out of my mouth, and
initially thinks I sound paranoid.
  
I feel terrible afterward, depressed about my problems, as they are so
extreme. Even she doesn't know what to say or what advice to give, upon
learning about the magnitude of the church and the scope of their reach. Not
until she starts to recognize what I am truly up against, do I start to feel a
little hopeful. Just her recognizing the problem was factual, realizing that I
was not paranoid, helped me begin to progress.
  
I am beginning to feel a little better, until one night my friend texts me
saying we can't continue to be in contact anymore and continue with this
back and forth, like joint custody with the dog. His chick is cutting me out.
The one, out of the five, who'd kissed him, is trying to get rid of me. I am so
upset, already pissed that he is dating another girl instead of me. I know it's
down to one or two now, and the one he's been physical with–Jessica, is
trying to stake her claim on him and cut me out of the picture. I tell him



there's no way I can just say "goodbye" to my dog, and never see her again.
He says he can keep her; otherwise I need to take her back.
  
I could not describe the level of hate and jealousy I had for this “Jessica” he
had picked over me, who was now trying to get rid of me.
  
But how am I going to ever win? The church smeared my image beyond
repair, and who would want someone with so much baggage?
  
I know he is attracted to me physically, that wasn't the problem. And I know
it wasn't my emotional issues that were turning him away; he was very
compassionate with me about my feelings. I simply needed to rid myself of
the church's nonstop interference, and their twisted game of pairing me up
in some fucked up idea of a threesome, "love" triangle.
  
I was so tired of being alone, of being mistreated and all the while, am just
getting older, wasting my life away. I had to battle for everything in my life!
I am continually stopped over and over again from beginning my own
family and starting my life anew. I was constantly trying to build a new life,
and just be happy, only to have it ripped away once again. If I had to take
down the church just to get them to back off, I would… I truly have no idea
where to begin. So I begin writing. And don't stop. And won't stop until I
AM HEARD.
  
As I begin writing my story, I still have to work and make money. So
getting around on my bike becomes my main means of transport.
  



I find a weekly rental place, so I can actually afford to live, and still pay
bills while I write, as the nightly motel or hotel rates were just too much.
They only allow service animals in the new place, so have to get a letter
from my therapist. Even though I already have Tini registered as an
emotional support dog, they want a letter from "the doctor".
  
I am STILL getting the middle finger left, right, and center at the weekly
rental place, at the coffee shop across the street, and the liquor store next
door. I am literally surrounded by middle fingers and am stuck in Reno
without my car.
  
Once I get the letter from my therapist, I can at least get Bini back, and feel
slightly better as I'll have her with me. When he brings her over, I tell him
my real feelings about his little chick. I know she doesn't really care about
him; she is just another hire with her own agenda that the church is using to
lure him away from me. Probably offering her whatever benefits she wants,
to get her to do their bidding. Reporting back to them like a good little
puppet.
  
Does he know this? Does he see that she is just using him, and trying to
drive a wedge between us? I did. I tell him my feelings about her. He does
not like this at all, defending her to me. I thought to myself, "Then you've
already chosen. I'm cut out of your life, and you're oblivious, happily
getting laid from a slut for hire."
  
I am upset, and I am jealous. So jealous. Why did every good man in my
life, have to get ripped away from me? Every time I find a single guy that I



like and think, "Finally I can have a piece of my own happiness", just gets
ripped away from me!
  
Another poem I had written when this had occurred in Texas again and
again, expresses my feelings exactly. I called it "Claim to Fame" (see
appendix 2).
  
With the constant attacks against Marty (Mark) Rathbun, he finally said
enough and his wife—Monique, sued the church, as she had never been part
of the church. Seeing as she had never been a parishioner, she was not in
any way subject to the church policies and had never signed any documents
of agreement with them, or it's operations, that could be used against her in
court.
  
The Houston Press published the following article "Another Scientology
Lawsuit Meets a Strange, Abrupt End in Texas":
  
"Initially, it seemed like Monique Rathbun would fight Church of
Scientology lawyers all the way to the Texas Supreme Court over
harassment she claims she endured at the hands of church members. But
despite allegations that church operatives chased Rathbun and her husband
from the Texas Gulf Coast to the Hill Country, Rathbun's case recently
came to a sudden end.
  
"Rathbun was never a Scientologist, but she got the church's attention when
she married Marty Rathbun, who'd broken with the church in 2005. He'd
been on the inside for 27 years, an executive second only to church leader
David Miscavige, and after leaving, he spoke against Scientology—he



appeared in HBO's Going Clear in 2015. Then Scientology members started
coming after his wife, according to court records.
  
"On its own, this isn't exactly shocking. When former members criticize
Scientology, the church tends to hit back, usually in court. And when the
church goes to court, things tend to get weird, as in 2012, when former
Scientology executive Debbie Cook testified in San Antonio that high-
ranking members of the church were once ordered to clean a bathroom floor
with their tongues."
  
— Dianna Wray, Houston Press
  
I see how the church does everything in their power to ensure that this won't
occur with me. So that no man would ever stand in my corner, raising his
voice to be heard in court. As a non-Scientologist, with no prior
commitment to them, his voice would hold more power than mine alone.
The church would do everything they could to prevent someone else joining
my cause.
  
Thus the other woman…
  
They had interfered with every single relationship I have had. I would have
been happily married, living in Hawai'i, with my Hapa (half-Hawaiian, half-
White) kids already, if they hadn't interfered!
  
Once the relationship with Dale had been meddled with so thoroughly and
damaged beyond repair, I had to abandon ship. I found new love with
Corey, then am abandoned, left with no answers, no closure and even



further lost in despair. After months and months of suffering, finally find
someone that could get me out of my head, and actually, make me happy;
just to have him ripped away from me by girls at the club all lining up to
jump on his lap…
  
Every time I attempt at another relationship, it's blocked and stopped by
desperate females for hire; all fighting and vying for a "position" in this
despicable "love" triangle that the church tries to enforce and interject into
my life.
  
Is this all just to appease Courtney? Because she had been shoved off "the
love boat" with my legal threats and action? Was this to ensure she did not
take legal action against the church? WHAT THE HELL were they trying to
accomplish?
  
This greed, envy, and jealousy was destroying my life. Much as Courtney
had destroyed it for the first four years, the last four were now combined
with Austin and Enchantra.
  
The church had painted a very dangerous target on my back─the color of
greed.



CHAPTER XVII
INFILTRATION

  
"Who are you to judge the life I live?

I know I'm not perfect─and I don't live to be─but before you start pointing fingers…

Make sure your hands are clean!"

─ Bob Marley

  
When you are with the church, you are completely unaware of any legal
actions being taken against them. If someone is made aware of this, whether
reading about it, spreading this information, or you yourself are taking
action against the church… you are immediately ostracized from the group,
and declared a Suppressive Person. As well, you are made to disconnect
from anyone still involved with the church. ANYONE who listens to this
now "Suppressive Person" is ALSO declared a Suppressive Person, and in
turn gets shunned. And so… only persons who have not read, or spread, or
had anything at all to do with any bad PR against the church, are kept
within the group. So the thousands of parishioners that partake in their
services, or work for them are completely unaware of any legal actions
taken against their group; let alone the widespread abuses of the church, and
the illegal actions partaken in or spearheaded, in the name of their mission.
The only staff allowed to read, or deal with any such negativity against the
church are the select few within the Office of Special Affairs, or only those
considered "senior" to them.
  
Therefore when I left and began seeing these negative materials against the
church, I didn't believe them. Didn't believe them one bit. I couldn't. When
you're in the church, you're in this bubble of everything revolving around



the church. It's your whole structure, your whole life. And everyone
involved sees only what the church wants them to see. Not the good, the
bad and the ugly.
  
OPERATION SNOW WHITE:
  
"‘Operation Snow White' was a criminal conspiracy by the Church of
Scientology during the 1970s to purge unfavorable records about
Scientology and its founder, L. Ron Hubbard. This project included a series
of infiltrations into and thefts from 136 government agencies, foreign
embassies and consulates, as well as private organizations critical of
Scientology, carried out by Church members in more than 30 countries. It
was one of the largest infiltrations of the United States government in
history, with up to 5,000 covert agents. This operation also exposed the
Scientology plot 'Operation Freakout', because Operation Snow White was
the case that initiated the U.S. government's investigation of the Church.
  
"Under this program, Scientology operatives committed infiltration,
wiretapping, and theft of documents in government offices, most notably
those of the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. Eleven highly placed Church
executives, including Mary Sue Hubbard (wife of founder L. Ron Hubbard
and second-in-command of the organization), pleaded guilty and were
convicted in federal court of obstructing justice, burglary of government
offices, and theft of documents and government property. The case was
United States v. Mary Sue Hubbard et al., 493 F.Supp. 209 (D.D.C. 1979)."

  
─ Wikipedia

  



OPERATION SNOW WHITE/BACKGROUND:
  
"As early as 1960, L. Ron Hubbard had proposed that Scientologists should
infiltrate government departments by taking secretarial, bodyguard or other
jobs. In the early 1970s, the Church of Scientology was increasingly
scrutinized by US federal agencies, having already been raided by the Food
and Drug Administration in 1963. The Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
claimed the Church owed millions of dollars in taxes and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) sent agents into the organization. The
Church's response involved a publicity campaign, extensive litigation
against the IRS and a program of infiltration of agency offices.
  
"The specific branch of Scientology responsible for Operation Snow White
was the Guardian's Office. Created in 1966 by L. Ron Hubbard, the purpose
of the Guardian's Office was to protect the interests of Scientology. At the
time of Operation Snow White, the Guardian's Office had its worldwide
headquarters (Guardian's Office WW) located at Saint Hill Manor in
England. Headquarters in the United States (Guardian's Office US) were in
Los Angeles, California, though smaller offices existed in Washington, D.C.
(Guardian's Office DC) and other cities throughout the United States. Each
Guardian Offices consisted of five bureaus. One such bureau was the
Information Bureau, which oversaw the infiltration of the government. L.
Ron Hubbard oversaw the Guardian's Office, though it was Mary Sue
Hubbard, his wife, who held the title Commodore Staff Guardian.
  
"Several years later, in 1973, the Guardian's Office began a massive
infiltration of governments around the world, though the primary target of
the operation was the United States. Worried about Scientology's long-term



reputation, the Guardian's Office decided to infiltrate Interpol to obtain
documents related to Scientology, as well as those connecting L. Ron
Hubbard to criminal activity. Jane Kember handed this duty to Henning
Heldt and his staff.
  
"Around this time L. Ron Hubbard himself wrote Guardian Order 732,
which called for the removal and correction of ‘erroneous' Scientology files.
It is here that Operation Snow White has its origins. Though the order
called for this to be achieved by legal means, this would quickly change.
Hubbard himself would later be named by federal prosecutors as an
‘unindicted co-conspirator' for his part in the operation. Though extensive
records of his involvement exist, many Scientologists claim his directives
were misinterpreted by his followers
  
"Operation Snow White would be further refined by Guardian Order 1361.
Addressed from Jane Kember to Heldt, Duke Snider, and Richard Weigand,
GO 1361 called for, among other things, an infiltration of the Los Angeles
and London offices of the IRS, and the Department of Justice.
  
"While the order was specific to the IRS, the Guardian's Office was soon
recruiting their own field agents to infiltrate other governmental offices,
including the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), the U.S. Coast
Guard intelligence service, and the National Institute of Mental Health,
among others, as well as the American Medical Association. The program
called for rewards to be given for successful missions carried out by
Scientologists.
  



"One of the sentencing memoranda in the case also noted that, contrary to
what the defendants claimed, the programs planned by the Guardian's
Office were not restricted to trying to remove ‘false reports' but included
plans to plant false information—for instance, planting false records about
‘a cat with a pedigree name' into US security agency computers so that later
‘the creature holds a press conference and photographic story results.' The
purpose of Operation Cat was ‘to hold up the American security to ridicule',
as outlined in the GO by LRH."
─ Wikipedia
  
There are several distinct strange occurrences that stand out in my mind,
waving a huge red flag, indicating that the church was similarly monitoring
and having me tracked:
  
a. Upon leaving the church I noticed my bank accounts being meddled with.
Someone was making anonymous transactions in my account! This
occurred in my account that I'd had since I was a teen, and throughout my
time with the church, which I kept up until I moved to Hawai'i. As well
with my account that I opened in Hawai'i. And as well with my account that
I opened in Texas.
b. Upon getting my own place, I noticed that the same monitoring would
continue. This occurred in Hawai'i, and in my own apartment in Texas.
Once I had put paper over the smoke detectors in my apartment, taping this
to the ceiling, covering them, as I was suspicious that this was one of the
places they had put monitoring devices. Upon the Fire Marshal's inspection,
he came in, greeting me all cheerful and happy-go-lucky, then rushed out,
bolting from my apartment red-faced and ashamed looking, without so



much as a sideward glance. Just as I thought! The church is having them
monitor me still.
c. I as well knew they were hacking my phone, as I wouldn't receive
messages someone had sent to me. This occurred many times on my social
media, text messages, dating profiles, email, etc. They had hacked every
single one of my accounts.
d. As well people were announcing my "arrival" and where I was
constantly. After we were separated, my ex, Dale, whom I hadn't told that
I'd left Austin and moved to Dallas, blatantly asked me "How is it going in
Dallas?" I had never, not once, told him I moved to Dallas or of any plans
to. Nor had I told Max, or friends who were still in contact with him.
e. Once, when Dale and I had gone to an amusement park, down in San
Antonio, we stopped off at a shopping center. While I went into a coffee
shop, he went with my friend Asia to get food, I ordered my drink, paid
cash and hadn't given my name. The barista shouted "Aurora!" and placed
my prepared drink on the counter. I was already suspicious that this is what
was going on, but she just proved my point right there. I had never been to
San Antonio before, and certainly not to this coffee shop. Neither Dale, nor
Asia had come into the coffee shop with me, I knew no one there and it was
an hour or more away from our apartment. And I definitely had not given
her my name!
  
These types of incidents happened a lot. Enough to point out the very
obvious, that this was not a coincidence, and the church was DEFINITELY
still having me followed, monitored, and reported on wherever I went.
  
There are things that I want to share, and write about here, but when I write
them down, sound so ludicrous, it's hard for even me to believe them.



The basic underlying factor was that my whole life was on lockdown,
because of this phrase the church abides by, called "Fair Game", of which I
was not even a candidate for. The church still misuses this phrase and
policy to this day, even per their own standards. As the policy had been
subsequently canceled by their own founder for illegal actions taken by
church members following its use.
  
SCIENTOLOGY CONTROVERSIES/"ATTACK THE ATTACKER
POLICY":
  
"Dead agenting"
  
"In the 1970s, Hubbard continued to codify the policy of ‘attacking the
attacker' and assigned a term to be used frequently within Scientology:
‘dead agenting'. Used as a verb, ‘dead agenting' is described by Hubbard as
a technique for countering negative accusations against Scientology by
diverting the critical statements and making counter-accusations against the
accuser; in other words, to ‘attack the attacker'. Hubbard defined the PR
(public relations) policy on ‘dead agenting' in a 1974 bulletin:
  
"‘The technique of proving utterances false is called ‘DEAD AGENTING'.
It's in the first book of Chinese espionage. When the enemy agent gives
false data, those who believed him but now find it false kill him—or at least
cease to believe him. So the PR slang for it is "Dead Agenting". —L. Ron
Hubbard, Board Policy Letter, PR Series 24: Handling Hostile
Contacts/Dead Agenting, May 30, 1974."

  
─ Wikipedia



  
Upon becoming one of the church's "enemies" the first thing they set out to
do, is to discredit you. They ensure you don't sound credible in court or to
the media, to the police, or friends and family still within the church, should
you ever stand against them. They do this through a form of "gaslighting"
and "dead agenting".
  
I am certainly not the first to receive such strange "attention" from the
church, and it's "Office of Special Affairs". There are countless cases, many
of which are public knowledge, taken all the way to the courthouse. Listed
below, are over a dozen stories dated back to the '60s, of different cases
wherein these people were threatened, attacked, followed or had to take the
church to court. As well included, is that of David Miscavige's father,
Ronald Miscavige Sr. He as well wrote a book of his misgivings,
mistreatment, and abuse within the Church of Scientology, for which he
dedicatedly worked for, for almost three decades.
  
FAIR GAME (SCIENTOLOGY)/CASES:
  
"A series of court cases in England in the 1970s saw Fair Game being
strongly criticized by senior judges. The Court of Appeal of England and
Wales suggested in one case that Scientology organisations were willing to
harass their critics. They also described a case brought by the Church
against author Russell Miller as a deliberate form of harassment. In a case
where the Church of Scientology of California sought to block publication
of a book quoting Scientology materials, Lord Justice Goff cited the Fair
Game policy along with what he described as the Church's ‘deplorable



means adopted to suppress inquiry or criticism.' He concluded that
publication of the materials was in the public interest.
  
Charles Berner, 1965
  
"According to an FDA investigation, in 1965, ex-Scientologist Charles
Berner received a ‘Fair Game Order'. Afterwards, Berner stated he received
other life-threatening letters, ‘indicating he should apply technique R2-45 to
himself. This particular technique is a route whereby an individual places a
45 caliber pistol to his head and dissociates himself from his body.'
  
L. Gene Allard, 1974
  
"In 1974, the Church lost a case against an ex-Scientologist named L. Gene
Allard who in 1969, shortly after leaving the Church of Scientology, had
been arrested on a charge of grand theft made by the Church of Scientology.
The charge was dismissed ‘in the interest of justice', and Allard sued the
Church for malicious prosecution. At the trial, Allard's lawyer introduced
the October 1967 and October 1968 ‘Fair Game' policy statements into
evidence. Allard was awarded $50,000 in compensatory damages and
$250,000 in punitive damages. Attorneys acting for the Church of
Scientology had argued that the Fair Game policy had been canceled, was
irrelevant to the suit and had not been applied to Allard. An appellate court,
while reducing the amount of punitive charges from $250,000 to $50,000,
upheld the verdict against the Church, arguing that the church had been
given ample opportunity ‘to produce evidence that the fair-game policy had
been repealed' but had ‘failed to do so'. In July 1976, the California
Supreme Court refused to review the case.



  
Paulette Cooper, 1976
Journalist Paulette Cooper
  
"In Operation Freakout, the Church of Scientology attempted to cause
journalist and writer Paulette Cooper to be imprisoned, killed, driven to
suicide or committed to a mental institution, as revenge for her publication
in 1971 of a highly critical book, The Scandal of Scientology. The Federal
Bureau of Investigation discovered documentary evidence of the plot and
the preceding campaign of harassment during an investigation into the
Church of Scientology in 1977, eventually leading to the Church
compensating Cooper in an out-of-court settlement.
  
Department of Health and Social Security (UK), 1979
  
"The Church of Scientology of California sued the Department of Health
and Social Security(DHSS) in British courts for defamation. The DHSS had
suggested that Scientologists were dangerous charlatans who would worsen
rather than cure mental illness. The Church demanded as part of discovery
that the DHSS release letters and medical records from people who had
complained about the Church. Lord Justice Stephenson declined the
request, citing the Fair Game policy, which he believed still applied despite
its name being cancelled. He was concerned that the documents would be
used ‘not for legitimate purposes of the action but for harassment of
individual patients, informants and renegades named in them, not only by
proceedings for defamation against them but by threats and blackmail'.
  
Lawrence Wollersheim, 1980



  
"Lawrence Wollersheim, a former Scientologist, successfully argued that he
had been harassed and his photography business nearly destroyed as a result
of Fair Game measures. These included getting Scientologist employees to
resign, and Scientologist customers to boycott or refuse to pay him. The
1986 judgment by a Los Angeles jury was upheld by the California Court of
Appeal in 1989. During appeals, the Church again claimed Fair Game was a
‘core practice' of Scientology and was thus constitutionally protected
‘religious expression'. The court decided that the Church's campaign ‘to
ruin Wollersheim economically, and possibly psychologically' should be
discouraged rather than protected. Twenty years after the start of the case,
the Church paid Wollersheim a judgment, with interest, that amounted to
US$8,674,643.
  
Jakob Anderson, 1981
  
"In the March 11–16, 1981, Danish court case of Jakob Anderson vs The
Church Of Scientology of Denmark, ex-Guardian's Office operative Vibeke
Damman testified that the Church did in fact practice Fair Game and had
done so in Anderson's case, in an attempt to get Anderson committed to a
psychiatric hospital.
  
Gerald Armstrong, 1984
Gerry Armstrong, Hubbard's archivist
  
"In 1980, Scientologist and Sea Org officer Gerry Armstrong was assigned
to organize some of Hubbard's personal papers as the basis for a biography
of Hubbard. Omar Garrison, a non-Scientologist known to be sympathetic



to Scientology, was hired to write the biography. Both Armstrong and
Garrison quickly realized that the papers reflected unfavorably on Hubbard,
and revealed that many of Hubbard's claimed accomplishments were
exaggerations or outright fabrications. Garrison abandoned the project, and
a disillusioned Armstrong and his wife left the Church, retaining copies of
the embarrassing materials as insurance against the expected harassment to
come. Armstrong was sued by the Church in 1982 for the theft of private
documents. The ‘Fair Game' policy became an issue in court. Armstrong
won the case, in part because the Judge ruled that Armstrong, as a
Scientologist of long standing, knew that fair game was practiced, and had
good reason to believe that possession of these papers would be necessary
to defend himself against illegal persecution by the Church. In a scathing
decision, Judge Paul Breckenridge wrote:
  
"‘In addition to violating and abusing its own members' civil-rights, the
organization over the years with its "Fair Game" doctrine has harassed and
abused those persons not in the Church whom it perceives as enemies. [...]
[Armstrong] was declared an enemy by the Church. He believed,
reasonably, that he was subject to "fair game".'
  
Latey judgment, 1984
  
"A child custody case in London's High Court Examined the culture of
Scientology to investigate the risks to children being raised within it.
Stating his conclusions in a public hearing, Mr. Justice Latey read some of
Scientology's internal documents into the record. Despite the alleged
cancellation of Fair Game, he reported that, ‘Deprival of property, injury by
any means, trickery, suing, lying or destruction have been pursued



throughout and to this day with the fullest possible vigour'. As an example,
he cited the case of a doctor at Harvard Medical School who at one point
was regarded as the Church's ‘Number One Enemy'. The Church had
persecuted him by stealing his employment records from a hospital,
launching frivolous lawsuits against him and tracking down his patients and
neighbors. The Citizens' Commission on Human Rights, which Latey
described as ‘a Scientology "front"', made multiple complaints of
misconduct against the doctor.
  
Pat Broeker, 1989
  
"In 2009, Tampa Bay Times reported that after Pat Broeker left the church
in 1989 and moved to Colorado, David Miscavige hired private detectives
for $32,000 a month. They followed him for the next two decades to
Wyoming and ten years in Czech Republic, where he went to medical
school and worked as an English teacher. In 2012, Paul Marrick and Greg
Arnold, the two private detectives who followed Broeker for 25 years, sued
the Church of Scientology for breach of contract when the organization
stopped paying them for their investigations.
  
Richard Behar, 1991
Journalist Richard Behar
  
"In 1991, investigative journalist Richard Behar Wrote ‘The Thriving Cult
of Greed and Power', a Times cover story on Scientology. The acclaimed
article won several awards. The Church of Scientology brought several
lawsuits over the article, all of which were eventually dismissed. While



investigating the story, he experienced some of Scientology's Fair Game
tactics:
  
"‘I later learned, a copy of my personal credit report – with detailed
information about my bank accounts, home mortgage, credit-card
payments, home address and Social Security number – had been illegally
retrieved from a national credit bureau called Trans Union.' The sham
company that received it, ‘Educational Funding Services' of Los Angeles,
gave as its address a mail drop a few blocks from Scientology's
headquarters. The owner of the mail drop is a private eye named Fred
Wolfson, who admits that an Ingram associate retained him to retrieve
credit reports on several individuals. Wolfson says he was told that
Scientology's attorneys ‘had judgments against these people and were trying
to collect on them'. He says now, ‘These are vicious people. These are
vipers.' Ingram, through a lawyer, denies any involvement in the scam. ‘…
After that, however, an attorney subpoenaed me, while another falsely
suggested that I might own shares in a company I was reporting about that
had been taken over by Scientologists (he also threatened to contact the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission). A close friend in Los Angeles
received a disturbing telephone call from a Scientology staff member
seeking data about me – an indication that the cult may have illegally
obtained my personal phone records. Two detectives contacted me, posing
as a friend and a relative of a so-called cult victim, to elicit negative
statements from me about Scientology. Some of my conversations with
them were taped, transcribed and presented by the church in affidavits to
TIME's lawyers as "proof" of my bias against Scientology'.
  
Carmen Llywelyn, 2002



  
"Actress and photographer Carmen Llywelyn was introduced to the Church
of Scientology through her partner (and future husband) professional
skateboarder and actor Jason Lee. In 2015, Llywelyn penned an article
entitled ‘Why I Left Scientology'. According to her account, when she
revealed to her talent manager that she had read A Piece of Blue Sky, a
book critical of the Church, she was labeled a Suppressive Person and
shunned (or ‘disconnected') by her friends within the church. Llywelyn's
manager, a member of the Church, also ‘disconnected' and allegedly
convinced United Talent Agency to drop Llywelyn as a client.
  
"Llywelyn reports being subjected to a campaign of surveillance and
harassment. Writes Llywelyn: ‘Scientology has a sophisticated intelligence
agency known as the Office of Special Affairs, which is essentially a
complex system dedicated to ruining the lives of those it sees as enemies in
any way possible. Those who work for the OSA do not follow the law.'
  
John Sweeney, 2007
Journalist John Sweeney
  
"Journalist John Sweeney said of fair gaming: ‘While making our BBC
Panorama film "Scientology and Me" I have been shouted at, spied on, had
my hotel invaded at midnight, denounced as a "bigot" by star Scientologists
and been chased round the streets of Los Angeles by sinister strangers.'
Sweeney also claimed that his family and neighbours had been harassed by
unidentified strangers back in the UK, including an intruder at his wedding
who fled when confronted.
  



Mark and Monique Rathbun, 2009
Former senior executive Mark Rathbun
  
"Mark C. ‘Marty' Rathbun, a former senior executive of the Church of
Scientology, left the organization in 2004. A one-hour feature titled
Scientologists at War was broadcast on June 17, 2013, on British Channel
Four. The feature, a rare insider view of the Church of Scientology,
investigated the pressure tactics used by the ‘Squirrel Busters' affiliated to
the organization to discredit and silence members who leave the church. It
highlighted the story of Mark Rathbun, his role in Scientology, his fall out
with Scientology leader David Miscavige, his attempts to further the cause
of an independent Scientology movement, his confrontations with the
‘Squirrel Busters' and the repercussions on his family life.
  
"Videographer Bert Leahy reported being paid $2,000 a week by the
‘Squirrel Busters' to help document their activities. Leahy reported that his
employer had ‘flat-out said our goal is to make Marty's life a living hell'.
  
"In 2013, Mark Rathbun's wife, a non-Scientologist, filed suit against the
Church of Scientology, alleging four years of harassment by the church. In
October 2014, Rathbun filmed an encounter which he claimed showed three
members of the church's top management as they ‘ambushed' him at Los
Angeles International Airport. The church defended this activity as being
protected by first amendment (religious freedom) and free speech rights. As
of January 2016, the court has denied a Church motion to have the case
dismissed under anti-SLAPP law, but the ruling miscavige must testify in
the case was overturned on appeal. After more than 32 months of litigation,
Monique Rathbun dropped the lawsuit against the church, after firing her



attorneys on January 2016, due to financial constraints. She filed a motion
to end the legal proceedings which the state Supreme court granted on May
6, and Monique Rathbun filed for dismissal on May 10.
  
Ronald Miscavige Sr., 2012
  
"David Miscavige's father, Ronald Miscavige Sr., was a longtime
Scientologist who left the Church in 2012. In July 2013, Wisconsin police
responding to a suspicious person call found Dwayne S. Powell outside
Ronald's home. Powell was in possession of firearms and an illegal
homemade silencer. Powell claimed to have received $10,000 a week, for
over a year, to conduct full-time surveillance on the elder Miscavige for
Scientology. Powell told police that on one occasion, he witnessed what he
believed to be Ron Sr. undergoing cardiac arrest. According to Powell, after
immediately reporting the perceived emergency to his superiors, he
received a call for further instructions from a man who identified himself as
David Miscavige. According to the police report, Powell was instructed ‘to
let him die and not intervene in any way.'"

─ Wikipedia
  
SCIENTOLOGY CONTROVERSIES/CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS OF
MEMBERS:
  
"Much of the controversy surrounding Scientology is reflected in the long
list of legal incidents associated with the organization including the criminal
convictions of core members of the Scientology organization.
  



"In 1978, a number of Scientologists, including L. Ron Hubbard's wife
Mary Sue Hubbard (who was second in command in the organization at the
time), were convicted of perpetrating what was at the time the largest
incident of domestic espionage in the history of the United States, called
‘Operation Snow White'. This involved infiltrating, wiretapping, and
stealing documents from the offices of Federal attorneys and the Internal
Revenue Service. The judge who convicted Mrs. Hubbard and ten
accomplices described their attempt to plead freedom of religion in defense:
  
"‘It is interesting to note that the founder of their organization, unindicted
co-conspirator L. Ron Hubbard, wrote in his dictionary entitled Modern
Management Technology Defined...that 'truth is what is true for you.' Thus,
with the founder's blessings they could wantonly commit perjury as long as
it was in the interest of Scientology.
  
"‘The defendants rewarded criminal activities that ended in success and
sternly rebuked those that failed. The standards of human conduct
embodied in such practices represent no less than the absolute perversion of
any known ethical value system.
  
"‘In view of this, it defies the imagination that these defendants have the
unmitigated audacity to seek to defend their actions in the name of religion.
  
"‘That these defendants now attempt to hide behind the sacred principles of
freedom of religion, freedom of speech, and the right to privacy—which
principles they repeatedly demonstrated a willingness to violate with
impunity—adds insult to the injuries which they have inflicted on every
element of society.'



  
"Eleven church staff members, including Mary Sue Hubbard and other
highly placed officials, pleaded guilty or were convicted in federal court
based on evidence seized in the raids and received sentences from two to
six years (some suspended).
  
"Other noteworthy incidents involving criminal accusations and
prosecutions against the Church of Scientology include:
  
"On January 4, 1963, more than one hundred E-meters were seized by U.S.
marshals at the ‘Founding Church of Scientology' building, now known as
the L. Ron Hubbard House, located in Washington, D.C. The church was
accused of making false claims that the devices effectively treated some 70
percent of all physical and mental illness. The FDA also charged that the
devices did not bear adequate directions for treating the conditions for
which they were recommended. Upon appeal, the E-meters were returned,
with the direction that they should be used only in ‘bona fide religious
counseling', and that all meters and referring literature must include a label
disclaiming any medical benefits. In the decision, the court gave
recognition to Scientology's ‘constitutional right to protection from the
government's excessive entanglement with religion' as written by James R.
Lewis, in Scientology. In 1978, L. Ron Hubbard was convicted in absentia
by French authorities of engaging in fraud, fined 35,000 francs, and
sentenced to four years in prison. The head of the French Church of
Scientology was convicted at the same trial and given a suspended one-year
prison sentence. The FBI raid on the Church's headquarters revealed
documentation that detailed Scientology actions against various critics of
the organization. Among these documents was a plan to frame Gabe



Cazares, the mayor of Clearwater, Florida, with a staged hit-and-run
accident. Also, plans were made to discredit the skeptical organization
CSICOP by spreading rumors that it was a front for the CIA, and a project
called ‘Operation Freakout' which aimed at ruining the life of Paulette
Cooper, author of The Scandal of Scientology, an early book that had been
critical of the movement. In 1988, the government of Spain arrested
Scientology president Heber Jentzsch and ten other members of the
organization on various charges including illicit association, coercion,
fraud, and labor law violations. Jentzsch jumped bail, leaving Spain and
returning to the United States after Scientology paid a bail bond of
approximately $1 million, and he has not returned to the country since.
Scientology fought the charges in court for fourteen years, until the case
was finally dismissed in 2002. The Church of Scientology is the only
religious organization in Canada to be convicted on the charge of breaching
the public trust: The Queen v. Church of Scientology of Toronto, et al.
(1992) In France, several officials of the Church of Scientology were
convicted of embezzlement in 2001. The Church was listed as a ‘dangerous
cult' in a parliamentary report. In May 2009 a trial commenced in France
against Scientology, accusing it of organised fraud. The case focused on a
complaint by a woman who says that after being offered a free personality
test, she was pressured into paying large sums of money. The church is
regarded as a sect in France. The result of the trial was that two branches of
the organization and several of its leaders have been found guilty of fraud
and fined. Alain Rosenberg, the group's head in France, received a two-year
suspended jail sentence. The Church of Scientology long considered the
Cult Awareness Network (CAN) as one of its most important enemies, and
many Scientology publications during the 1980s and 1990s cast CAN (and
its spokesperson at the time, Cynthia Kisser) in an unfriendly light,



accusing the cult-watchdog organization of various criminal activities. After
CAN was forced into bankruptcy and taken over by Scientologists in the
late 1990s, Scientology proudly proclaimed this as one of its greatest
victories.[citation needed]Wikinews has related news: Belgian justice
prosecutes Scientology In Belgium, after a judicial investigation since 1997,
a trial against the organization is due to begin in 2008. Charges include
formation of a criminal organization, the unlawful exercise of medicine, and
fraud. In the United Kingdom the church has been accused of ‘grooming'
City of London Police officers with gifts worth thousands of pounds. In
Australia, Scientology has been temporarily banned in the 1960s in three
out of six states; the use of the E-meter was similarly banned in Victoria. In
Victoria, Scientology was investigated by the state government. In the
conclusion to his report written as part of this investigation, Kevin Victor
Anderson, Q.C. stated ‘Scientology is a delusional belief system, based on
fiction and fallacies and propagated by falsehood and deception'. The report
was later overturned[citation needed] by the High Court of Australia, which
compelled the states to recognize Scientology as a religion for purposes of
payroll taxes, stating ‘Regardless of whether the members of [the
Scientology organization] are gullible or misled or whether the practices of
Scientology are harmful or objectionable, the evidence, in our view,
establishes that Scientology must, for relevant purposes, be accepted as "a
religion" in Victoria.' In 2009, a Paris court found the French Church of
Scientology guilty of organized fraud and imposed a fine of nearly
US$900,000. The prosecution had asked for the Church to be banned, but a
recent change in legislation made this impossible. The case had been
brought by two ex-members who said they had been pressured into
spending large amounts of money on Scientology courses and other
services. Commenting on the verdict, the plaintiffs' attorney said, ‘It's the



first time in France that the entity of the Church of Scientology is
condemned for fraud as an organized gang'. A Scientology spokesperson
likened the judgment to ‘an Inquisition for modern times' and said the
Church would appeal."

─ Wikipedia

  
  
  
  
  
  

  



CHAPTER XVIII
ON THE MEND

  
"A proud man is always looking down on things and people;

and, of course, as long as you are looking down,

you can not see something that is above you."

─ C.S. Lewis

  
When you receive counseling in Scientology, all of the information is
supposed to be private, "Priest-penitent privilege". The church is not
supposed to willfully share this information, as when you are receiving this
counseling any manner of things can come up. Just as when you go visit
your family doctor, or may have a regular therapist you see, and as the
information is sealed, so it is "supposed to be" when you have a counseling
session within Scientology.
  
As I was a child and grew into a teen, I had "gone in session" many times.
Once for which, something came up I "had done" that I was supposed to get
off my chest.
  
I was four, or five years old and had come across a package of fake nails on
the floor of the store my mother and I were shopping at. I picked them up,
thinking if only my nails could be like that. It had none of the promotional
packaging left, and so was down to just the bag, and the nails inside. I
thought to myself, well they won't be able to put them back on the hook, as
the picture part with the hole for the hook was gone. In my mind, this is my
justification for pocketing them. I thought well they can't sell them, so will



probably throw them away. I couldn't let that happen! They were such pretty
nails.
  
Once home, I hid them in my drawer, and there they stayed. Not sure how I
would ever explain wearing them to my mom, I was too ashamed to put
them on.
  
Years after being out of the Sea Org, I had received two questionings (one
an actual accusation) from family members of whether or not I had taken
something of theirs. This hurt a lot, as I'd never do that, let alone to a loved
one. One was by my cousin's mother, whom I'd always cherished and
looked up to like a second mother. The other from my uncle, which I
thought ironic, as he is known for stealing small items from hotels and
restaurants, and I had scolded him as a teen upon seeing him laughingly do
this. Either way, both insinuations, and accusations hurt deeply, as they
were from my family members whom I loved and cherished very much.
  
I knew then that the church was not honoring the "Priest-penitent privilege"
status of my session folders, which is a High Crime in their eyes, to violate
such privacy.
  
So now here I am, a self-proclaimed, self-admitted "thief" at the tender age
of five, for which they were now using this "information" against me to
twist and skew opinions of me as an adult. A five-year old's crime would
now affect the opinion and actions of my family and community? Wow. It's
a good thing I never went in session to admit how I got high over and over
again to try and forget, no escape, from their nonstop harassment and



humiliation! Oops! Did I just admit another crime? Ah, well straight from
the horse's mouth. Least they can't twist and skew those words.
  
So here is their "precious" leverage against me… My obsession with nails
at the age of five? Hahaha!
  
Oh no… I didn't really start to misbehave until after I left the church, in
rebellion against their iron grip. Like a vice, ever tightening and squeezing
my head, like some ancient form of torture. Upon leaving the church, I
began to rebel and act out, so as to try and dissuade them from ever wanting
me back, and to get them to leave me alone once and for all! The years of
stalking and harassment only led me to believe that their obsessions were
solely in the interest of wanting me "to heal" and return to them.
  
See what you don't yet know, is that when I was working for them, I had
unknowingly uncovered a string of staff that were tied to those dedicating
themselves to taking down the Church of Scientology. This became David
Miscavige's personal mission. To root out those that were infiltrating, or
trying to take down the church. This is where his obsession with me
began…
  
Did they not realize that their constant monitoring, degradation, and turning
my family against me is what determined my decision to never return to the
church? As a parishioner or staff member, why on God's green earth would
I ever go back to something so hypocritically suppressive?
  
My continually rebellious moves did not work. I had hoped at least they
would lose interest in me, thinking I was no longer of value to them. But



no… This just gave them more fuel, and more "reasoning" to have people
monitor and control my every move.
  
Receiving therapy in the psych ward, was my last ditch effort to rid myself
of them. As once you have received psychiatric treatment, you are no
longer "eligible" for Scientology counseling services. But no. This did not
dissuade them either. Probably just made them look "right". Like, look at
this nut job, in the nutter house. See how bad off she is? Well, that's "why"
we need to intervene. Well, it is the church's manipulations and nutsy
treatments, which finally drove me to that point! I had no other options…
Everything else I had tried, from going through their procedures to "fix" the
problem, to ignoring them, to yelling and publicly criticizing, going to the
police, to finally taking them to court. Nothing would get them to simply
leave me in peace!
  
Apparently, I am not the first to be treated, or mistreated rather, in such a
manner.
  
Here are just a few examples of how tight this iron grip can be as a "person
of interest" in the Church of Scientology:
  
SCIENTOLOGY CONTROVERSIES/TREATMENT OF MEMBERS:
  
"…In 2012, Debbie Cook, who ran the ‘spiritual Mecca' for seventeen
years, came forward and accused the church of repeated accounts of
‘screaming, slapping' and being ‘made to stand in a trash and water's poured
over you' in efforts to confess her sins. This was all done in ‘The Hole',
located at Scientology's International base in the California Desert. She



claims that she was taken there against her will and forced to stay for seven
weeks. The church states that she ‘voluntarily' participated in their program
of ‘religious discipline'. Leah Remini: Scientology and the Aftermath is a
2016–2017 A&E documentary series that investigates abuses of the Church
of Scientology by interviewing of former members.
  
Lisa McPherson and the "Introspection Rundown"
  
"The most widely publicized death of one of the organization's members
was that of 36-year-old Lisa McPherson while in the care of Scientologists
at the Scientology-owned Fort Harrison Hotel, in Clearwater, Florida, in
1995. McPherson, at the time, was displaying symptoms suggesting she was
struggling with mental illness; in one case, she removed all of her clothes
after being involved in a minor traffic accident, later remarking she had
done so in hopes of obtaining counseling. The Church, however, intervened
to prevent McPherson from receiving psychiatric treatment and to keep her
in Church custody. Records show that she was then placed in a Scientology
program, the Introspection Rundown, which was forced isolation used to
handle a psychotic episode. Weeks later, she was pronounced dead on
arrival at a hospital. The autopsy identified multiple hematomas (bruises),
an abrasion on the nose, and lesions that were consistent with ‘insect/animal
bites'. An autopsy showed that she had died of a pulmonary embolism.
  
"Florida authorities filed criminal charges against the Church of
Scientology, who denied any responsibility for McPherson's death and
vigorously contested the charges. The prosecuting attorneys ultimately
dropped the criminal case. After four years, a $100 million civil lawsuit
filed by Lisa McPherson's family was settled in 2004. The suit resulted in



an injunction against the distribution of a film critical of Scientology, The
Profit, which the Church claimed was meant to influence the jury. The
terms of the settlement were sealed by the court.
  
Elli Perkins
  
"Another crime that received substantial news coverage involved the death
of Elli Perkins. This included an installment on the CBS investigative news
program 48 Hours.
  
"Perkins was a mother of two, a professional glass artist, and a Scientologist
who lived in Western New York. She was a senior auditor at the Church of
Scientology in Buffalo, New York. When her then 24-year-old son Jeremy
began to show strange and disturbing behavior, Elli did not seek out
psychiatric care but used treatment in accordance with Scientology.
Scientologists believe that psychiatry ‘doesn't work'.
  
"First, the family sent Jeremy to Scientology's Sea Org in California. He
returned home some months later because Sea Org hadn't helped. Found
trespassing outside the University at Buffalo on August 14, 2001, Jeremy
was arrested and remanded to a local hospital after a court-ordered
psychiatric exam confirmed that he had a diagnosis of schizophrenia.
  
"Elli Perkins later convinced the court to release her son into her custody so
she could seek alternatives to psychiatry. She also refused any treatment
with antipsychotic medications. Defense attorney John Nuchereno said that
Jeremy's condition declined over the summer of 2002. He was no longer
able to work in the family business. The Church of Scientology ceased



efforts to cure Jeremy and classified him as a level III "Potential Trouble
Source."
  
"In the fall of 2002, the family consulted Dr. Conrad Maulfair, an
osteopathic physician and Scientologist. Dr. Maulfair concluded that
Jeremy needed to be purged of certain chemical toxins in his body. Maulfair
said he needed to be ‘energized' through vitamin therapy.
  
"Jeremy became suspicious of his mother; he thought the vitamins were
poisoning him. In February 2003, Elli took Jeremy to see Albert Brown, a
self-taught ‘natural healer'. Elli planned to send Jeremy to live with Brown
for treatment. He was to leave for Brown's on March 13, 2003, but days
beforehand began to act more aggressively. On the 13th, after a shower he
retrieved a steak knife and tried to slit his wrists. Unsuccessful, Jeremy
found his mother in the kitchen and attacked her as she spoke to a friend on
the phone. Autopsy Reports showed that Elli Perkins was stabbed 77 times.
  
"Jeremy was charged with second-degree murder but found not responsible
by reason of mental disease. On January 29, 2004, after NY State Office of
Mental Health exams, he was assessed ‘Dangerously Mentally Ill' and
committed to a secure facility. Jeremy is on psychotropic medications,
which court psychiatrists state have not cured him, but have stabilized his
condition.
  
"In March 2006, an advertisement in LA Weekly Blamed the Church of
Scientology for Perkins' violent death. The 48 Hours segment on Perkins'
death aired on October 28, 2006. Afterward, CBS reported they had
received complaints from Scientologists.



  
Noah Lottick
  
"Noah Lottick was an American student of Russian studies who committed
suicide on May 11, 1990, by jumping from a 10th-floor hotel window,
clutching his only remaining money in his hands. After his death, a
controversy arose revolving around his parents' concern over his
membership in the Church of Scientology.
  
"Noah Lottick had taken Scientology courses, for which he paid US$5,000.
Lottick's friends and family remarked that after taking these courses he
began to act strangely. They stated to Time magazine that he told them that
his Scientologist teachers were telepathic and that his father's heart attack
was purely psychosomatic. His parents said that he visited their home five
days before his death, claiming they were spreading ‘false rumors' about
him.
  
"Lottick's suicide was profiled in a Times cover story that was highly
critical of Scientology, "The Thriving Cult of Greed and Power", which
received the Gerald Loeb Award, and later appeared in Reader's Digest.
  
"Lottick's father, Dr. Edward Lottick, stated that his initial impression of
Scientology was that it was similar to Dale Carnegie's techniques. However,
after his son's death, his opinion was that the organization is a ‘school for
psychopaths'. He blamed Scientology for his son's death, although no direct
connection was determined. After Dr. Lottick's remarks were published in
the media, the Church of Scientology haggled with him over US$3,000 that



Noah had allegedly paid to the Church and not utilized for services. The
Church claimed Lottick had intended this to be a donation.
  
"The Church of Scientology sued Richard Behar and Time magazine for
$416 million. Dr and Mrs Lottick submitted affidavits affirming ‘the
accuracy of each statement in the article', and stating that Dr Lottick had
‘concluded that Scientology therapies were manipulations'. They said that
no Scientology staff members attended the funeral of their son. All counts
against Behar and Time were later dismissed. Lottick's father cited his son's
suicide as his motivation for researching cults, in his article describing a
survey of physicians that he presented to the Pennsylvania State Medical
Society.”
─ Wikipedia
  
So although my actions didn't come to the extreme some of these other
cases had, I feel that my suffering has reached this extreme, or surpassed it
many times in some ways. Others had simply ended their misery by
jumping off a building, or running away from the church (and were not
pursued for eight years thereafter…). Many times, I too wanted to end it by
flying off the top of the closest high rise, too tired and broken to fight
anymore. But I feel that this will not bring me the long-deserved
exoneration I so need. Simply making me another statistic of theirs, hidden
and pushed under the rug by their "Office of Special Affairs" team, and a
slew of expensive lawyers. And as well, leave me with no apology from my
family, or community members who had partaken in making this suffering a
never-ending taunting gauntlet I have to walk every day.
  



Because it had taken me so long to "crack" and begin to seek another form
of help and therapy, I had many, many years to peel away of suffering at the
hands of the church and "trained thinking" to break free of.
  
The simple definition of brainwashing explains my trained pattern thinking
of so many years.
  
Definition of brainwashing to brain-wash
  
make (someone) adopt radically different beliefs by using systematic and
often forcible pressure.
"the organization could brainwash young people"
  
Synonyms: indoctrinate, condition, reeducate, persuade, influence,
propagandize, inculcate
  
SCIENTOLOGY CONTROVERSIES/BRAINWASHING:
  
"The Church of Scientology is frequently accused by critics of employing
brainwashing.
  
"The controversy about the existence of cultic brainwashing has become
one of the most polarizing issues among cult followers, academic
researchers of cults, and cult critics. Parties disagree about the existence of
a social process attempting coercive influence, and also disagree about the
existence of the social outcome—that people become influenced against
their will.



"One alleged example of the Church's possible brainwashing tactics is the
Rehabilitation Project Force, to which church staff are assigned to work off
alleged wrongdoings under conditions that many critics characterize as
degrading. Some of these allegations are presented in Stephen Kent's
Brainwashing in Scientology's Rehabilitation Project Force (RPF). Articles
that claim to rebut those charges include Juha Pentikäinen's The Church of
Scientology's Rehabilitation Project Force.
  
"Critics of Scientology have also accused L. Ron Hubbard of authoring The
Brainwashing Manual, but these accusations have not been confirmed.
Hubbard did publish a copy of this manual on two technical bulletins, ‘for
the benefit of the auditors who may face victims of brainwashing'. Hubbard
discussed brainwashing in several of his works, but these, ‘expose
brainwashing as something that should not be practiced', and ‘the practice
of brainwashing could only end up in disaster'."
─ Wikipedia
  
The church promotes being "against brainwashing", however in looking at
the basic word defined, they themselves practice such a mechanism and
instill a very strict manner of thinking.
  
Because I'd been born into the beliefs and strict structure of the Church of
Scientology, and raised accordingly, this is all I knew for the majority of my
life! So not only am I trying to break free from the physical aspects of the
church, and their constant monitoring and following me about, but I also
had to break free of the years of pattern thinking they had instilled within
me. This is almost as hard, or harder than shaking off one of their private
investigators following me about. The way you are trained to think is, this is



all "deserved" punishment, and it is "all your fault". So, you take years and
years of this emotional or physical abuse and think, "Well, it must be my
fault. I must have done something to deserve all this abuse…"
  
Because I had no idea where to begin, I clung to anything I could use to
help me begin. All I had at my fingertips was the little bit of knowledge I'd
taken with me about Cognitive Thinking, and an "Anger Skills Coping
Worksheet". I decided to start making my way through this checklist, to
help with my anger issues in dealing with the nonstop harassment I was still
receiving. I had already done the first few steps, trying these out while still
in rehab, actions such as journaling, taking deep breaths, counting slowly,
and so on.
  
By writing this book, I was taking the journaling to a whole other level,
which I found to be the most therapeutic.
  
I also began studying books on others who had left Scientology and their
experiences; as I had felt so isolated in my own experience, and needed
some reassurance that I am not just some sole "crazed person" going up
against the church all by myself.
  
As mentioned before, Leah Remini wrote a book called Troublemaker:
Surviving Hollywood and Scientology, which is a New York Times
bestseller. I was thoroughly shocked to hear some of the hypocrisies that
she had witnessed and experienced within the church, even as a celebrity!
  
As well mentioned, even David Miscavige's own father, and as well his
niece have written books speaking out against the church and his tyranny



that has overtaken this "religion". I knew that my suspicions against the
church, what I had observed and experienced were true; and the actions
taken against me were not "beneath them”.
  
I found almost twenty published titles of books written by those who had
escaped Scientology, or became a public voice against them, thus an
"attacker", who in turn the church would attack. This dated all the way back
to the seventies, when a well-known author, Paulette Cooper wrote The
Scandal of Scientology. For which the church tried to "reward" her
accordingly when they planned for her to be imprisoned, killed, driven to
suicide or committed to a mental institution, as revenge for her publication
in 1971 of her highly critical book.
  
Because I am writing this book, does not mean they will stop their antics. I
needed to have another plan in place. One of the other steps on the Anger
Worksheet Checklist is to pick up a physical activity. I decide I need to
learn some form of self-defense so I could drop kick anyone who decided to
take the "liberties" of harassing me.
  
Not long ago, I had gone to look for a helmet for my scooter; making my
way over to the same scooter shop my friend had taken me to before. As I
am looking around, the guy helping me uses his middle finger to point at
what I am interested in, indicating the instructions and such. I state to him
that this is rude, saying so in a very polite manner. Once he says, "I
apologize for offending you", he then does it again. I laugh incredulously
and say you did it again, mimicking his motions and showing him, so it is
very obvious what he was doing. He then puts his hands on my body and
tells me to leave his store! I stand there in shock, my jaw dropped. I sternly



say "Get your hands off of me now." He then takes his hands off me and
says he's calling the police! I am in utter shock.
  
This is only one example of the despicable treatment that the church
subjects me to on the regular. As I saw a policeman on the way home, after
telling him my dilemma and what occurred to me, all he says is "The guy
probably jumped the gun". EXCUSE ME? SO IT'S OK IN THIS DAY AND
AGE TO HARASS A WOMAN AND THEN PUT YOUR HANDS ON HER?
  
I know for certain now that I need to learn Muay Thai, or Jiu Jitsu or
something. No stranger of a man was going to pull that on me again!



CHAPTER XIX
BULLIES

  
"Your harshest critic is always going to be yourself."

─ Michael Ian Black
  
As part of healing, I needed to do some self-discovery. Many people do this
in different forms. Some meditate, or exercise, or go to their place of
worship. For me, it becomes writing, and educating myself in the areas I'm
having difficulties with. In doing so, it forces me to look back at who I was,
and how much I'd changed. I had lost myself within the chaos of it all.
Drowning in all the negativity of my circumstances, and allowing it to
change not only my lifestyle but also who I was.
  
Just the other day, because I was distracted, too much in my head, I wiped
out on my bike. This is the first time in my life, that I have ever injured
myself in such a dramatic way. I flew off my bike, landing headfirst, sliding
across the pavement on my helmet, and finally landing the rest of my body
on the asphalt. As I came to a halt, my bare skin hits the pavement, and so
ended up with skinned knees, skinned shoulder and a nasty gouge in my
foot, as I hadn't been wearing covered shoes.
  
I hadn't been paying attention, as I'd gotten dust in my eye from the
construction on the road, and didn't see where the road split-levels, thus
went off the road into the dip, and flew off my bike. I am lucky I had my
purse, carrying this in front of me. I'd been wearing a thin tank top, and the
shirt itself would've been shredded, let alone my skin underneath, had my
bag not taken the fall. Since I had landed on my head, sliding sideways on



my helmet, this took most of the impact off my body hitting the ground,
thankfully. So once I finally hit the asphalt, I was left with some open
wounds, and a sore neck, but nothing broken.
  
As a child, I had always been positive growing up. Shy, but always looking
outwards in life, learning and very inquisitive. And from that, I grew. I grew
to be more capable of things. My confidence grew with each task I put my
mind to and accomplished. And this is how I had felt about riding. My
driving was not bad, but I allowed myself to become distracted mentally, as
well, the dust in my eye didn't help.
  
I remember the carefree days as a child when I'd climb trees and scrape my
knees with my brothers.
  
Once having raced Alvie to see who could climb up and down the tree
fastest, only to end up sliding backward off the tree, falling a good seven or
eight feet, flat onto my back. I lay there squirming for at least a minute until
I could breathe or catch a breath.
  
Another time, when I was maybe five or six years old, my three or four-
year-old brother, and I were racing to the top of a ten-foot slide, and him
having beaten me to the top, turned around and was waving to my mom in
the distance. I do not know if it was my stomping up the steps of the slide to
try and catch up to him, or his flailing arms waving at my mom, but all of a
sudden he just went overboard, falling over the side. I had just reached the
top, as I saw his little shoe following his plunging body. I all but dove over
after him, leaning over the side, racing gravity to catch his shoe, which was
all I could still see of him.



  
I caught him! He was dangling there, head towards the ground, nothing but
his one shoe to hold onto, as I clung to the side of the slide. I was leaning
over as far as I could, clinging with all my might to hold onto him. It wasn't
a moment to brag about, but I had just pulled an action-hero move,
something straight out of an Arnold Schwarzenegger, or Bruce Willis film.
  
I screamed at the top of my lungs for my mom, who was at least ten yards
away. The looming dirt below was at least another five or six-foot drop for
him, to a rock hard cracked dirt surface. I had a firm grip, but as I looked
upwards, my hold shifted, I noticed his shoe starting to slip off. I screamed
louder for my mom to hurry, as she and my grandmother came running over
at full speed.
  
My hold was still strong, but he was wearing his stupid Velcro sneaker
shoes, and the damn Velcro wasn't fastened tight enough. The shoe slipped,
as my brother plunged out of sight. All I could see was his open shoe in my
hand, as it had come undone.
  
Terrified that I had allowed him to fall to his end, I rushed down the slide,
still holding his shoe and ran over to his motionless body.
  
My mother and grandmother hovered over him, and afraid that I had let my
baby brother fall to his doom, walked over slowly, terrified of what I would
see.
  
We all stared down at him, his eyes wide open, not moving, dead still for at
least a minute. And then he gasped! I didn't know what to do, as I was so



young, but I knew he was alive, and that I had not let him die. Still feeling
very guilty that I had not been able to hold on long enough, not protected
him.
I had always felt protective over my brothers, having saved one from
drowning; and the other in an attempt to save, at least helping to cushion a
ten-foot drop, hopefully having minimized this to a lesser impact.
  
Everyone is intimidated at one point or another in their lives. Just like most
other kids, I had been faced with such instances, but because I had grown
up in a small private school, these instances were few and far between.
  
Once a big kid in our school, and my best friend's older brother, were
teasing Alvie, as he had come to school wearing his dinosaur clothes. They
had pantsed him, and he was crying. He came over to me crying, and I was
livid. I ran over to the bigger boys, with a furious face, looking at the
bigger one nervously, as he was huge in comparison to me. I put my hands
on my hips indignantly, glaring at them, telling them off for being mean to
my little brother. After that nobody picked on my brother.
Around this same time, there was a heavy-set girl, who had a very ruddy
complexion, due to her pale skin and red hair, it really stood out. I'm not
sure why, but every time she and her brother would show up to school, they
would have the worst congestion, and snot would just be flowing down
bright green. She had been teased before, but once I had partaken in it, and
the taunting, made her cry. I felt terrible!
I looked at the pain and anguish in her distorted crying face; she just
looked terrified and so humiliated. I turned to all the kids partaking in the
bullying and told them to stop and to leave her alone, shooing them all
away from her. Feeling so bad about this, I tried to approach and reassure



her, but she was so introverted at this point, there was no reaching her. She
just cried and shouted to leave her alone. I tried being nice to her after that
and made sure I never saw anyone else bullying her.
  
I never bullied a soul after that. Except for the joshing and childish banter
between my brothers, or friends and I growing up, of course. There is a big
difference between friendly banter, and targeting an individual. The latter is
just torture. It scars the heart, the mind, and the soul.
  
Now, in looking back at this, I know how she felt. So introverted,
internalizing all the taunts and bullying that you just can't see straight
anymore. This is what I felt with the church, walking the gauntlet of
shaming, and name-calling, while they point a finger at you, with a look of
disgrace. At least this is how it feels to me. In reality, to anyone else, it
would be an isolated instance that the church sent them "to test me" with,
and for the life of them, these people could not understand why I'd react like
this bullied little redheaded girl. Unable to be reasoned with, I would just
introvert. Instead of looking outward anymore, all I do is look in.
  
When someone is targeted for eight years it tends to do this. And then we
become our own worst critics. A once, happy, outwards-looking, active and
healthy child has become an introvert. A menace to oneself, and
"supposedly" to society, so they tell others. What the church does not admit
is they created their own monster, they created this Frankenstein I have now
become. They have molded me into their own worst enemy.
  
Never, ever in my life, until they started honing in on me, have I felt so
incapable, so small, so unworthy, and so spiteful. Not only to myself but



also to those around me.
  
Those that know of the church's on goings, and do nothing are my main
concern. They simply reap the rewards that the church doles out, at the
expense of my suffering. But to those individuals involved, it is nothing,
just a single instance of bullying, or intimidation, or critical remark that
they can walk away from. Then just look at me like I am bat shit crazy, or
acting like a five-year-old crying child. Or when trying to fight back and
defend myself, only further prove their point in my "overreactions" as to
"how crazy she is".
  
"Bully" is defined as follows:
use superior strength or influence to intimidate (someone), typically to force
him or her to do what one wants.
  
"a local man was bullied into helping them"
  
Synonyms: persecute, oppress, tyrannize, browbeat, harass, torment,
intimidate, strong-arm, dominate.
Bullyingstatistics.org further defines bullying and types:
  
TYPES OF BULLYING:
  
"VERBAL. This type of bullying usually involves name-calling and or
teasing.
  
"SOCIAL. Spreading rumors, intentionally leaving others out of activities
on purpose, breaking up friendships are all examples of social bullying.



  
"PHYSICAL. This traditional form of bullying involves hitting, punching,
shoving and other acts of intention physical harm.
  
"CYBERBULLYING. This method of bullying involves using the Internet,
texting, email and other digital technologies to harm others.
  
FACTS ON BULLYING:
  
"IMBALANCE OF POWER. Typically those who engage in bully-like
behaviors use their strength, popularity or power to harm, control or
manipulate others. They will usually target those who are weaker in size or
may have a difficult time defending themselves.
  
"INTENT TO CAUSE HARM. A bully is a person who does not do things
by accident. The bully intends to physically or emotionally injure a person
or group of persons.
  
"REPETITION. Typically incidents of bullying are not a one-time thing.
Bullies target the same person or group over and over again."
─ bullyingstatistics.org
  
Every day, since I've left the church, they have tried to strong-arm me, or
coerce me into doing what they want, not taking into account that I want
nothing more to do with them! They have used others around me, to
intimidate, dominate and torment me since I left, over eight years ago. I will
not concede to their enforced structures and oppressive behavior towards
me. I will not do their biddings, and I will not partake in their bullying.



  
If you simply Google bullying, many sites pop up with statistics and stories
occurring every day, across the U.S.
  
BULLYING EPIDEMIC: FACTS, STATISTICS AND PREVENTION
By Becton Loveless
  
"Bullying is an epidemic. It is rampant, widespread, pervasive and the
effects can be catastrophic. It occurs in our communities, in our schools –
and sadly – even in our homes. Bullying statistics are staggering, scary and
merit serious consideration and immediate action. Consider the following:
  
FACTS AND STATISTICS
• 90% of students in grades 4-8 report have been harassed or bullied.
• 28% of students in grades 6-12 experience bullying.
• 20% of students in grades 9-12 experience bullying.
• In grades 6-12, 9% of students have experienced cyberbullying.
• Over 160,000 kids refuse to go to school each day for fear of being
bullied. (Nation Education Association)
• 70.6% of students report having witnessed bullying in their school–and
over 71% say bullying is a problem.
• Over 10% of students who drop out of school do so due to being bullied
repeatedly.
• Each month 282,000 students are physically assaulted in some way in
secondary schools throughout the United States–and the number is growing.
• Statistics suggest that revenge [due to bullying] is the number one
motivator for school shootings in the U.S.



• 86% of students surveyed said, "other kids picking on them, making fun
of them or bullying them" is the number one reason that teenagers turn to
lethal violence at school.
• Nearly 75% of school shootings have been linked to harassment and
bullying.
• 87% of students surveyed report that bullying is the primary motivator of
school shootings.
• 64% of students who are bullied do not report it."

  
─ educationcorner.com
  
April 17, 2015, cyberbullying, bullying
  
IMPACTS OF BULLYING
  
• More than 16,000 young people are absent from school because of
bullying.
• 83% of young people say bullying has a negative impact on their self-
esteem.
• 30% of young people have gone on to self-harm as a result of bullying.
• 10% of young people have attempted to commit suicide as a result of
bullying.
• Those who have been bullied are more than twice as likely to have
difficulty in keeping a job, or committing to saving compared to those not
involved in bullying.
• People who have been bullied are at greatest risk for health problems in
adulthood, over six times more likely to be diagnosed with a serious illness,



smoke regularly, or develop a psychiatric disorder compared to those not
involved in bullying.
─ antibullyingpro.com
  
STOPBULLYING.GOV>EFFECTS OF BULLYING
  
"Bullying can affect everyone—those who are bullied, those who bully, and
those who witness bullying. Bullying is linked to many negative outcomes
including impacts on mental health, substance use, and suicide. It is
important to talk to kids to determine whether bullying—or something else
—is a concern.
  
KIDS WHO ARE BULLIED
  
"Kids who are bullied can experience negative physical, school, and mental
health issues. Kids who are bullied are more likely to experience:
  
1. Depression and anxiety, increased feelings of sadness and loneliness,
changes in sleep and eating patterns, and loss of interest in activities they
used to enjoy. These issues may persist into adulthood.
2. Health complaints
  
3. Decreased academic achievement—GPA and standardized test scores—
and school participation. They are more likely to miss, skip, or drop out of
school.
  
"A very small number of bullied children might retaliate through extremely
violent measures. In 12 of 15 school shooting cases in the 1990s, the



shooters had a history of being bullied.
  
KIDS WHO BULLY OTHERS
  
"Kids who bully others can also engage in violent and other risky behaviors
into adulthood. Kids who bully are more likely to:
  
1. Abuse alcohol and other drugs in adolescence and as adults.
2. Get into fights, vandalize property, and drop out of school.
3. Engage in early sexual activity.
4. Have criminal convictions and traffic citations as adults.
5. Be abusive toward their romantic partners, spouses, or children as adults.
  
BYSTANDERS
"Kids who witness bullying are more likely to:
  
1. Have increased use of tobacco, alcohol, or other drugs.
2. Have increased mental health problems, including depression and
anxiety.
3. Miss or skip school.
  
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BULLYING AND SUICIDE
  
"Media reports often link bullying with suicide. However, most youth who
are bullied do not have thoughts of suicide or engage in suicidal behaviors.
"Although kids who are bullied are at risk of suicide, bullying alone is not
the cause. Many issues contribute to suicide risk, including depression,
problems at home, and trauma history. Additionally, specific groups have an



increased risk of suicide, including American Indian and Alaskan Native,
Asian American, lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender youth. This risk
can be increased further when these kids are not supported by parents,
peers, and schools. Bullying can make an unsupportive situation worse."
— stopbullying.gov
  
  
READER'S DIGEST:

This Heartbreaking Story Will Remind You Just How Much Kindness
Really Matters

— BY JACKI JAMES
  
"He had beautiful red hair, piercing hazel eyes that changed from green to
blue, and a quirky sense of humor. He loved animals, road trips, Minecraft,
Legos and chocolate ice cream. He was my Angel-Face and now he is my
angel in heaven.
  
"He was born in 2001, was nine weeks early and weighed only 2.52 lbs. He
spent 35 days in the NICU before being able to come home. While in the
hospital, he spent three weeks on pure oxygen and was fed through a tube.
What wasn't known then was that the oxygen and liquid nutrition was
causing a discoloration in the enamel of his permanent teeth—a problem
that we wouldn't see for several years.
  
"In second grade, the teasing began.
  
"‘Why don't you brush your teeth? Why are your teeth so nasty?'
  



"Although his teeth were healthy, they were a mottled yellow color, kind of
like the color of a popcorn kernel. He was also picked on because of his
hair, his glasses and the fact that he was smaller than most of the other boys.
He was seen as weak and became a target.
  
"As Peyton got older, he often wondered why people were so mean to him.
He would ask me, ‘Mom, why can't people just be nice?'
  
"I never really knew how to answer that question, so I tried to encourage
him to be the nice one. I also told him all the things a parent tells a child—
that he was special, that he was smart, that he was loved. But as kids grow
older, words of a parent begin to pale in comparison to the words of his
peers.
  
"In November of 2013, Peyton had his first suicidal event. For years, he had
been tormented by several boys at his school. Peyton started to say that his
father and I would be better off without him and that he didn't want to be
here anymore. At first, we thought he was just overreacting, but when the
comments didn't stop, I knew he was in trouble, so I took him to the local
emergency room. Sadly, ER's don't really deal with mental health issues and
we were referred to a therapist. He soon began weekly therapy and seemed
to be feeling better. But this was short-lived.
  
"In the summer of 2014, I got a new teaching job in a better school district,
but this meant Peyton would have to change schools. I helped him see that
this was a new beginning and that the bullies from his previous school
would be a thing of the past; he was nervous but excited. As he started 8th
grade at his new school, he met one boy with whom he had common



interests and they became friends. However, the teasing and bullying
continued at this school, too. Peyton was an easy target because he didn't
like what other kids liked. He didn't play sports; he loved Dr. Who,
YouTube and anime, and would rather read a book than play outside. He
was soon being called a ‘loser' or a ‘geek'. He was devastated. The
difference was that he stopped telling me about the bullying.
  
"A month into his new school, Peyton told me about what was going on. He
had reported an incident to the principal the day before and the principal
just told him to just avoid the other boy. I asked Peyton why he hadn't told
me this was going on and he said, ‘Mom, you can't fix this.'
  
"After we got home, Peyton went into his room, typical of teenage boys. I
thought he just needed some time alone. After about 20 minutes, I went to
check on him and that's when I found him. He had hung himself from the
ceiling fan. There was no warning and no note."
— Reader's Digest
  
Nowadays, bullying has become so mainstream it's become an epidemic.
You see it on television, the media and social media. From "roasting" to
slandering celebrities, to denigrating the President of the United States
himself. It's now a form of "entertainment" to humiliate and shame others
publicly.
  
It's disgraceful what we now call entertainment, popularizing to the masses
to harass or emotionally abuse another. Setting an example to our youth that
this is acceptable.
  



15 TEEN BULLYING CASES WITH TRAGIC ENDS
By Jim Goad, April 22nd, 2015
  
"All of the following cases involve girls between the ages of 10 and 16 who
killed themselves after being bullied—largely by other girls.
  
1. A pervert leaked a topless photo of Amanda Todd, then a group of girls
bullied her until she ended up taking her own life.
  
"In September 2012, this fifteen-year-old Canadian high-schooler posted a
nine-minute black-and-white video on YouTube called My Story:
Struggling, bullying, suicide and self-harm. She speaks not a word in the
video, instead letting her story unfold through a series of flash cards. She
tells of how when she was in seventh grade, a male stranger—after much
coaxing—convinced her to flash him her naked breasts during a webcam
discussion.
  
"A year went by before the same stranger contacted her on Facebook
threatening to go public with a topless photo he'd screencapped of her if
Amanda refused to perform a live sex show for him on camera. She says
she refused, at which point the man sent her topless photo ‘to everyone'.
Amanda claims this sent her spiraling into depression and seeking to blunt
the humiliation through alcohol and drugs.
  
"Her family moved her to another school, but the stranger kept stalking her.
He opened a fake Facebook account in her name, using her topless photo as
the profile picture. This led to taunts from kids at the new school and a new
habit for Amanda—self-mutilation.



  
"After being shuttled off to yet another new school, she was tracked down
by female bullies from a prior school who beat her up en masse and left her
lying in a ditch. After her dad rescued her and brought her home, she tried
killing herself by drinking bleach. She was rushed to a hospital and
survived.
  
"Her parents moved with her to another new city and another new school,
yet her depression persisted. This is the description she posted under her
video of September 2012:
  
"‘I'm struggling to stay in this world, because everything just touches me so
deeply. I'm not doing this for attention. I'm doing this to be an inspiration
and to show that I can be strong. I did things to myself to make pain go
away, because I'd rather hurt myself then someone else. Haters are haters
but please don't hate, although I'm sure I'll get them. I hope I can show you
guys that everyone has a story, and everyones future will be bright one day,
you just gotta pull through. I'm still here aren't I?'
  
"Yes, she was still here—although briefly. A month after posting the video,
Amanda killed herself.
  
2. Angel Green hanged herself from a tree next to her school bus stop so
that her bullies could see her in the morning.
  
"Early one morning in 2013, this fourteen-year-old from Indiana purposely
hanged herself from a tree in front of her school bus stop so that her
tormentors would see her lifeless swinging corpse. She had allegedly been



repeatedly mocked as a ‘slut' and a ‘whore', as well as enduring relentless
teasing over the fact that her father had been jailed for hitting her. Her
mother found a suicide note containing the following passages:
  
"‘Why did I deserve this pain?…Have you ever thought about what you
said to me? huh… maybe not! because you killed me every day…. You told
me so much that I started believing it. And I was stupid for doing that.
Every morning, day, night I look in the mirror and cry, and replay the
harmful words in my head.
  
"‘P.S. it's bullying that killed me. Please get justice.'
  
3. In a dispute over boys, her school's ‘Mean Girls' harassed Rebecca
Sedwick to the point where she jumped to her death from atop a cement
silo.
  
"In September of 2013 at the age of 12, Rebecca Sedwick jumped to her
death from atop an abandoned cement silo in Florida. Police who
investigated her suicide uncovered abusive messages directed at Rebecca
from a group of about fifteen girls at her local school. The girls had
apparently been spurred by jealousy over Rebecca's former involvement
with a local boy. These messages included ‘Why are you still alive?' and
‘Go kill yourself.'
  
"Investigators also discovered that Rebecca's online search history included
phrases such as ‘how many over-the-counter drugs do you take to die?,'
‘what is overweight for a 13-year-old girl?,' ‘how to get blades out of



razors,' and ‘what not to say to a cutter.' (She had previously been
hospitalized—and subsequently harassed—for slitting her wrists.)
  
"She eventually changed one of her online screen names to ‘That Dead Girl'
and made a screensaver that showed her with her head lying on a railroad
track. One of her final acts before jumping to her death from the cement silo
was to message a 12-year-old boy to say:
  
"‘I'm jumping, I can't take it anymore.'
  
"Upon learning of Rebecca's suicide, 14-year-old Guadalupe Shaw—the
alleged ringleader of the ‘Mean Girls' gang allied against Rebecca—posted
the following on Facebook:
  
"‘Yes ik I bullied REBECCA nd she killed her self but IDGAF'
  
"Shaw and a 12-year-old accomplice were arrested and charged with
aggravated stalking.
  
4. After she sought online advice for her eczema, trolls attacked Hannah
Smith, telling her to ‘drink bleach' and ‘go die'. Her older sister found her
body hanging by the neck at home.
  
"This fourteen-year-old British girl's body was found hanging by her older
sister Jo at their home in the summer of 2013. Hannah had innocently
stumbled upon Ask.fm to seek advice about her eczema. Some of the advice
included:
  



"‘every1 will be happy if u died'
  
"‘drink bleach'
  
"‘go die'
  
"‘These trolls don't care what happened to Hannah or what we're going
through,' Jo told a reporter, claiming that the trolls began harassing her after
Hannah's suicide. ‘They just live in their sad little worlds.'
  
5. Tall and with a prominent scar on her face, Ashley Cardona could no
longer bear her classmates' taunts of ‘Gorilla Scarface.'
  
"Unusually tall and bearing a facial scar, this twelve-year-old from Denver
was called ‘Gorilla Scarface' by classmates until she finally snapped and
took her own life in the spring of 2014. A week before killing herself, she'd
left the following message on Instagram:
  
"‘I'm just not Okay.'
  
"‘No words can explain what I feel like right now or how I felt,' her mother
told a reporter. ‘I just don't have a child anymore.'
  
6. After posting a compassionate answer on Ask.fm about how suicide is
not the answer, Jessica Laney hanged herself.
  
"Like Hannah Smith, this 16-year-old Floridian killed herself after being
harassed on Ask.fm.



  
"On Thanksgiving Day, 2012, an anonymous questioner on the site asked
Jessica about her opinions on suicide. Her response:
  
"‘If you ever feel this low i just wanna [say it's] not your fault. People are
mean. I know you feel useless broken not wanted and alone. i was there.
But i promise you it will get better….Nothing is worth it; it will all get
better.'
  
"But things didn't get better. She fielded hostile comments such as ‘you
have pretty eyes but your fat,' ‘Can you kill yourself already?' and ‘Nobody
even cares about you.'
  
"About two weeks after Thanksgiving, Laney hanged herself.
  
7. Taunted by other girls because boys liked her, Amber Cornwell hanged
herself after posting ‘If I die tonight, would anyone cry?' on Facebook.
  
"Allegedly popular among boys at school and hated by girls because of it,
this sixteen-year-old from North Carolina was an honor-roll student who
played tennis and sang with the school choir. Despite what seemed like a
bright future, her female antagonists insisted she had no future.
  
"On December 20, 2014, Amber posted the following on Facebook:
  
"‘If I die tonight, would anyone cry?'
  
"Within hours, she was swinging by the neck in her bedroom closet.



  
8. A rival's mother invented a fake male persona on MySpace to antagonize
Megan Meier, who killed herself after the ‘Josh Evans' character told her,
‘The world would be a better place without you.'
  
"Ever since the age of eight, this girl from the American heartland had
expressed a desire to kill herself. Although—or because?—she was plied
with antidepressants and antipsychotics, the urges continued.
  
"At age 13, she was approached on MySpace by a ‘Josh Evans' who
claimed he lived in a nearby town and didn't have a phone. They formed an
online ‘relationship,' and Megan seemed enchanted by him.
  
"But gradually Josh turned on her. He said he'd heard rumors she was ‘not
very nice' to her friends and that he had second thoughts about staying
friends with her. Josh made some of their private exchanges public. His
final message to her:
  
"‘Everybody in O'Fallon [Missouri] knows who you are. You are a bad
person and everybody hates you. Have a shitty rest of your life. The world
would be a better place without you.'
  
"Megan's response:
  
"‘You're the kind of boy a girl would kill herself over.'
  
"Twenty minutes later she was found hanging by a belt in her bedroom
closet.



  
"As police investigated the case, it became evident that ‘Josh Evans' never
existed. His account was a phony one that had been set up by Lori Drew,
mother of a female schoolmate of Megan's who lived a mere four doors
down from her. Lori fabricated the ‘Josh Evans' persona to harass Megan
and extract gossip from her. She and an 18-year-old girl named Ashley
Grills alternated sending messages as ‘Josh.' Lori Drew originally denied
creating the account, then later admitted it while trivializing it as a ‘joke.' It
was later revealed that Ashley Grills had sent the final ‘The world would be
a better place without you' message.
  
9. After three boys gang-raped her and distributed photos of the crime,
Audrie Pott hanged herself with a belt.
  
"At a house party on Labor Day weekend 2012 in the posh-and-privileged
California coastal town of Saratoga, police say 15-year-old Audrie Pott fell
unconscious after drinking vodka and was sexually assaulted by three boys
who subsequently scrawled lewd remarks on her body. They photographed
the event and distributed digital photos to local students, where the images
‘spread like wildfire.'
  
"Tortured by the fact that her gang rape was being treated like reality-TV
entertainment, Audrie hanged herself with a belt a week after the house
party.
  
10. An Italian girl named Nadia jumped to her death from a building after
someone on Ask.fm wrote ‘Kill yourself' on her page.
  



"This is the third case on this list involving harassment on Ask.fm. It
involves a 14-year-old girl in northeastern Italy whose real name was Nadia
but whose Ask.fm handle was ‘Amnesia.'
  
"Nadia answered over 1,000 questions during her time on Ask.fm. She also
posted photos of self-mutilation marks she'd made on her arms.
  
"When she sought emotional support on the site after a breakup, she was
slapped back with comments such as ‘Nobody wants you,' ‘You are not
normal,' and ‘Kill yourself.'
  
"This was her response after someone asked her where she saw herself
living in five years:
  
"‘Me living five years from now? Wow.'
  
"She didn't even last a year. She killed herself by jumping from atop a high-
rise building.
  
11. Mocked and bullied for being epileptic, Hailee Lamberth shot herself in
the head.
  
"An epileptic who was taunted by classmates for her condition, this 13-
year-old from Las Vegas allegedly found messages that had been stuffed in
her locker that said things such as ‘Drink Bleach and Die' and ‘Why don't
you die?' A schoolmate once left her a voicemail message asking, ‘Where
are you, Hailee? I hope you died.'
  



"She shot herself in the head in December 2013. Her suicide note read in
part:
  
"‘I only ask that you tell my school I killed myself so maybe next time
people like [named bully] wants to call someone [names], he won't.'
  
12. Ashlynn Conner was too young to even know what a ‘slut' was, but she
killed herself after being called one.
  
"Since she was only ten years old, Ashlynn Conner of Ridge Farm, IL,
claimed she didn't even know what it meant when kids at her school called
her a ‘slut.' But she understood what it meant when they called her ‘fat' and
‘ugly', and she also knew it was an insult when they called her ‘Pretty Boy'
after she got a short haircut.
  
"After months of being bullied, she begged her mother to home-school her.
Her mother refused. The next day, Ashlynn's sister found her hanging by a
scarf in her closet.
  
13. Moments after a female rival told Phoebe Prince to kill herself, Phoebe
killed herself.
  
"Phoebe spent most of her childhood in Ireland, then moved with her
parents to Massachusetts, where she ran afoul of the Mean Girls at school
due to her romantic involvement with two popular male students. One of
her former boyfriends joined with at least four girls in systematically
tormenting Phoebe at school, via text messages, and on Facebook.
  



"On January 14, 2010, a group of her antagonists drove past her, called her
an ‘Irish slut', threw an empty energy-drink can at her, and told her to kill
herself.
  
"And that's exactly what she did. Phoebe walked home and hanged herself
on a stairwell. Her younger sister discovered her body. Even after she died,
her tormentors left nasty messages on a Facebook memorial page dedicated
to her. Five of her bullies—one male and four females—eventually pleaded
guilty to criminal harassment.
  
14. After being tormented at school during a time of personal turmoil, Cora
DeLille killed herself and wrote a note that said ‘Thanks for all the pain.'
  
"At the emotionally raw age of 15, this Ohio girl felt despondent about life.
She had just broken up with her boyfriend, and the stepfather she'd known
all her life had divorced her mother. In a suicide note she left before
hanging herself at her family's home in May of 2014, she named four
tormentors from school—two of them her ex-boyfriends—whom she
claimed had pushed her to the point where she didn't want to live anymore.
One line in her suicide note stood out above all the others:
  
"‘Thanks for all the pain.'
  
15. Bullied for being ambitious, Izzy Dix wrote a poem called ‘I Give Up'
and then committed suicide.
  
"Other schoolgirls taunted this Australian-born girl who'd moved to
England with her mother because she dressed primly and planned to attend



Oxford University.
  
"According to her mother:
  
"She said one particular person had made her life hell….I tried to reassure
her that it would get better and I gave her a hug.
  
"One night in December 2013, her mother tried checking on Izzy in her
bedroom, only to find the door blocked. When she finally was able to push
the door open, she found her daughter hanging dead with her school necktie
wrapped around her neck.
  
"Her mother would later release a poem Izzy had written called ‘I Give Up.'
It read in part:
  
"‘They tell me to leave and that I am not wanted, Not there, not
anywhere….
"‘My eyes drowning in a sea of emotion
"‘Another piece of me chiselled away by their cruel remarks and
perceptions … I give up.'"
─ Jim Goad, Thought Catalog
  
In these heart-wrenching stories, we hear of kids taking their own lives due
to bullying. Just young children! Does anyone take responsibility for the
fact that we are allowing bullying children to misbehave and treat other
children this way? And that, we ourselves are partaking in and setting this
example, that this is acceptable behavior in society?
  



Bullying happens at all ages, and stages of one's life.
  
When I was back in Hawai'i, after Steven had come back from deployment,
I'd gone out with some girlfriends, meeting up with him at the club.
  
We'd been dancing and having a good time, and I'd gone out front for a
smoke with him. As we stood there, a fight broke out. When I looked over, it
was not a fight, but a straight-up beating. One black guy was being taken
on and intimidated by three others. I couldn't believe it! People just
gathered round to watch!
  
I knew the majority was military, for if not locals, most mixed ethnic types
or Whites, were military. Nobody wanted to intervene.
  
This was not a fair fight; he had no one to help him. When I told Steven to
go help him, he said he couldn't get involved or he might get arrested and
written up by his superiors. Was that everyone else's excuse?
  
I didn't care, this was insane! I ran over, luckily wearing my flat boots, and
grabbed one of them from the back of his shirt, flinging him around and
away from the other guy. The other guys backed off, but the one I flung,
came back for more. I tried standing in his path, but the fury in his eyes
looked right through me, as he passed me for another round, swinging on
the guy again. He was hitting him up against the wall, which had jutting
rocks! He could be killed if his head smashed against one! I grabbed the
guy again and flung him off, this time getting in his face and yelling at him.
I heard sirens and said the cops were coming, and to get lost! Simply trying
to protect the guy. Luckily his friends had started to come out of the club,



one of them picking him up, and taking him out of there. He was crying and
saying, "I don't even know what I did."
  
I still to this day can't believe no one else intervened and had simply
allowed this to occur. Had I not at least attempted to stop the guy, he
could've been hit with a fatal blow, up against those jutting rocks. And it
would've been one dead guy, and another in jail for murder, with two more
as accessories, while EVERYONE ELSE STOOD AROUND AND
WATCHED!
  
Although my abuse has been mostly emotional, and some physical, it still
hurts the same. Yet, the mental bruises and scars did not heal. This is the
abuse I was still dealing with.
  
How people can stand by and watch someone else be tortured, beaten, and
bruised whether physical or emotional and do nothing? It is beyond me. I
can't do it. Just watch and do nothing...
  
In this next story, this boy was just thirteen years old and had suffered both
types of abuse, before finally taking his life.
  
HIS NAME WAS STEVEN: A 13-YEAR-OLD VICTIM OF BULLYCIDE
By Jonathan Hewitt
10/16/2012 - Updated Dec 06, 2017
  
"His name was Steven. He was 13 years old and six years ago, he hung
himself in his bedroom closet after being tormented by bullies. Last week,
his father reached out to me after reading my HuffPost article, ‘Bullying:



The Really Big Problem Behind the Really Big Problem' about National
Bullying Prevention Month and self-bullying. In a horrible twist of irony,
last week also marked the loss of another teen. 15-year-old Amanda Todd
took her life after years of relentless bullying. Just last month, she had
uploaded a nine-minute video to YouTube entitled Amanda Todd's Story:
Struggling, Bullying, Suicide, Self-Harm. It's a tragic reality that there have
been so many suicides attributed to bullying that we now have a word to
describe it: bullycide.
  
"This is Steven's story. The story of a life that ended way too soon. It's the
story of Steven's parents and the unfathomable pain they have had to
endure. It's a story that hopes to honor Steven, Amanda and all the other
victims of senseless bullying while trying to bring awareness and change to
the greatest youth epidemic of our time.
  
"Steven was a sweet, sensitive and artistic kid. He adored his older sister
and he loved skateboarding, baseball, music and his dog, Finster. He also
happened to be a little awkward. He was a smallish kid who was different
and just didn't quite fit in. To some extent he had always been the target of
teasing, but it was in middle school at the beginning of 7th grade when the
bullying escalated to a level Steven could no longer face. That day, his
tormentors set him on fire with a lighter and an aerosol can of body spray.
They recorded their attack on a cell phone and posted it on the Internet.
Later that evening while his mom was getting dinner ready, Steven took his
own life.
  
"It had been about a month since Mike and Pam Urry, Steven's parents, had
become aware of the severity of the bullying. They had met with school



officials, filed police reports and had made plans to remove Steven from his
school. Mike says, ‘We just found out too late, or maybe we didn't act fast
enough, I don't know. The teachers and staff had no plan, no procedure in
place to identify and stop the abuse.'
  
"It's a story we hear all too often. Tragically, many people knew what was
going on, including many of Steven's fellow students. One of the bystanders
wrote about her guilt and shame on her blog:
  
"‘We all knew what he went through. We knew who beat him up. We knew
who locked him in a cupboard. We knew who had held his head under
water in a sink. So why hadn't we told anyone? We were stupid. And we
expected somebody else to do something about it. I wish I could apologize
to Steven. No, I never bullied him up front, but if you're not part of the
solution, you're part of the problem.'
  
"It was Steven's mom who found him after he had hung himself when she
went to tell him to wash up for dinner. Mike was at work and a police
officer was sent to pick him up and take him to the hospital. Not knowing
what had happened, he was escorted to a private room and ‘I instantly felt
my blood run cold', he said. Pam was hysterical, crying convulsively and
shaking her head violently as if to refuse what she was hearing. Mike says,
‘It was a tidal wave of pain and panic. Our boy had taken his own life. My
son was gone. Our beautiful boy was just... gone.'"
─ Jonathan Hewitt, HuffPost
  
  
  



CHAPTER XX
  

"HAPPILY EVER AFTER"
  

"We must be the change we wish to see in the world."

  
─ Mahatma Gandhi

  
  
  
I wish I could give you some "Happily Ever After" ending. If only I could
ride off into the sunset with my Prince Charming, who climbs up the long
rope of hair I let down for him, like Rapunzel, rescuing me from my own
burning tower. But I can't.
  
In truth, I still struggle with my own wounds, and mental scars; still
struggling with bullies to this very day; and my past still haunting me in the
present. Ever looming is my doom. Almost every day I struggle with how to
deal with this abuse. And I struggle to not turn to alcohol or substance
abuse, as my solution. I struggle with the thoughts to just end it all and have
to come up with some excuse to not make today that day. To wait another
day, in hopes it gets better. In all honesty, I have no more excuses. I don't
have my family anymore. Friends are corrupted and turned into
manipulative man stealing two-faces. And the men I am interested in, are
all fighting to "be the man" in my life. Meanwhile, there is NO ONE in my
life. I am utterly alone and depressed out of my mind.
  



I am just as real as you. I struggle the same. Although my struggle is
different, it hurts just as much as those bullied in school. Just as the mother
in fear for her child, holding a sign stating "Black Lives Matter"; or the
homeless veteran, asking for a bite, or even a beer, once an active soldier
fighting for our freedom and peace off in some foreign land.
  
We do not see, and sometimes do not care to see, the pain of others. But it
doesn't mean we have to add to their pain. We all suffer in our own way. We
suffer the labels harshly dealt out by society, many times in a taunting
manner. Whether you are the obese man, taunted since childhood; or the kid
with freckles and braces, trying not to be labeled a "nerd" by default;
whether you are the hooded Palestinian trying to just make it through
customs without being hounded; or the Mexican child desperately trying to
be reunited with their parents, and not face deportation. WE ARE ALL
LABELED by what society deems us so, and suffer the consequences.
  
Just today I witnessed a tweaker taunting a police officer on the street,
yelling "Fuck the police!" over and over again, trying to taunt him and egg
him on into doing something, while pulling out his phone as a "shield" to
record it. He, who was just simply doing his job, also faces the label that
others have deemed that "police are bad". When in all honesty, they are the
only ones keeping the streets from reaching full-blown anarchy. They face
daily hazing, taunts, and physical threats more than any other labeled group,
or race for that matter. Yet somehow this has become acceptable in society
to treat them so?
  
I have been labeled "crazy", by the Church of Scientology, amongst many
other cruel and unnecessary labels, and have suffered accordingly.



  
Thus I bring to you - My So Called “Crazy” Life.
  
I remember how at age five, I used to approach the adults, friends of my
parents, and try to have an adult conversation with them. I would nod my
head and pretend I was one of them, discussing some serious topic, while
they would humor me, discussing whatever I wanted to.
  
At age ten, I had a very serious question for my dance teacher, asking her
why everyone around the world laughs or cries…? That one really stumped
her, as she furrowed her brow, unable to answer my question.
  
We may speak different languages, but if you are happy, you reflexively
laugh; or if sad, then cry. It isn't something taught, like words, but a
universal expression of feelings. If you think about it, no matter what
language you speak, we are all human. And the human race feels, has
emotions, and expresses such emotions accordingly. That, we all have in
common.
  
As a child, my world was so free, so open to imagination and the wondrous
possibilities of life. And because I was so free-spirited, I had some amazing
experiences in my life.
  
The first time I had traveled to Florida, at the age of thirteen, I walked out
to watch the sun setting. I sat out on the dock, legs swinging, breathing in
the thick humid air, and watching the beautiful fiery sun. It was just
dropping below the horizon, sitting ablaze atop the ocean water, turning the
rippling waters to an orangey-pink hue. Then there, in the distance, with



absolutely impeccable timing, two dolphins jumped into the air, silhouetted
against the setting sun. They jumped into the air twirling flips, playing
amongst each other, unaware of their audience. As I sat there in awe,
watching simply amazed that my eyes had captured this moment.
  
You could say that as a child I felt a lot, and was very aware. Taking in the
beauty, as well as the pain around me. I saw things for the way they were.
  
During that very trip to Florida, was my first attempt to join the church's
Sea Organization, and "help mankind". I had already begun to see the
degradation of my hometown of Los Angeles, with bums all around,
suffering and struggling to survive on the dirty streets of LA. I wanted to do
something about it; I wanted to help make a change. I became emancipated
at age thirteen, so I could join the Sea Org, without my parents present in
Florida. I stayed there for three months, trying to get through their training
programs, doing the studies required, and physical labor tasked to us.
  
I did not make it through that attempt, bogging down on my studies, and
getting stuck on their entry program studies. Everything happens for a
reason, so they say! I should've known then that this was not the path for
me.
  
I only hope that I can one day return to the level of peace I felt as a child, in
watching a simple, wondrous sunset, legs hanging off the docks, swinging,
careless as the breeze gone by.
  
Life was beautiful, and I wanted to see that, to feel that, to live that once
again.



  



  
  

EPILOGUE
MY INGLORIOUS END

  
Brianna Love Poems – Hello Poetry

Stormy Angel
May 2018

"She can walk between night and day

never letting either get in her way.

she learned this trick many moons ago

by going deep within and never letting it show.

Her soul is innocent her heart is pure

she’s gone through more than most could endure.

She’s an angel of light an angel of dark

you never know what you will spark.

You want to hurt her? Please, go ahead and try

she’ll be the one to show you just how well she can fly.”

  
– Brianna Love

  
Living the life of a seemingly glorified criminal, for this is what I had been
painted as; one cannot simply escape into some private high-end lifestyle of
their own choosing, paid for by the fruits of their "labors". Unlike a
celebrity who has paid the price of their freedom for fame and fortune, and
can simply escape the never-ending flashing lights of paparazzi, behind the
walls of their well-manicured private fortress. I too had begrudgingly



gained "celebrity" status through the smear campaigns the church dealt out,
without the benefits that most celebrities have within their grasp. I could not
even escape, as most criminals do, swiftly into the night, with an ill-
begotten large stash of cash. I was stuck, in the middle of it all, with no
glory from fame (only targeted hatred) and no fortune to rescue me.
  
Since beginning this book, I have been physically attacked by two psycho
dancers at the club – one named Nikki, and the other, her friend, a blonde
bimbo; screamed at and taunted by two more, Rebel (a crazy dancer, with
tats all over her body, and her bitchy friend), and then had a beer bottle
flung at me when Rebel was screaming her head off at me, getting ready to
fight. All of this, within the same club. These girls were absolutely insane.
  
I had tried escaping Reno hell, making it down to Vegas on a bus, for an
anti-Scientology book convention for published author Janis Gilham Grady
– Commodore’s Messenger: A Child Adrift in the Scientology Sea
Organization. And a culmination of more than half a dozen authors of anti-
Scientology books, for which my friend was also attending as a published
author – Over the Edge: A Pawn in the Scientology Money Machine, by Kay
Rowe – sharing her own experiences within the church. Only to end up
having my bag stolen and reported as "lost" for the duration of my stay. I
had to wear the same clothes, and sneakers I came down in, with the
exception of clothes I purchased on sale for five or ten bucks, so I could
have a pair of clean socks and a t-shirt to change into. Thank goodness I had
my dance bag, and could at least attempt to go around and audition at some
of the clubs while there.
  



Unfortunately after spending all my money on hotels, rideshare or taxi fees,
getting my licensing done to actually dance in Vegas, no one would hire me,
except an all-nude club, where you absolutely have to take your bottoms off
on stage, (which I certainly was not going to do), and a small topless club. I
worked my first night at the topless club, a somewhat busy weekend
evening shift; and the same thing got absolutely ZERO dances.
  
Back to abusive Reno, I went. And of course, as I left Vegas they
"magically" found my bag stashed in the back storage of the bus station,
where it had been all the time! I had called numerous times, and again to
get them to find this! I couldn't win anywhere it seemed!
  
I tried my luck in Reno several more times, only to be harassed at the motel
I stayed at to the nth degree.
  
Within a 48 hour period, I was rammed on my bike, by who else, but a
judging and disgruntled Islander Black man; and the following day, yelled
at by a trashy stoned Black woman back at the motel, stating very matter-
of-factly that she was going to pour water on me; followed by another
Black woman pounding on my door and window, yelling at me that this was
her room (who would not leave until management escorted her away); then
followed and harassed by another Black man the second I got off my bike at
work, who would NOT leave me alone until I threatened to call the cops.
Let alone, not to mention within the same week, a naked woman actually
peeing outside my damn door like a tweaker nut job! This was insane.
  
I made police reports and got NO HELP.
  



It was only when I befriended two police officers from out of town, and
explained to them just a snippet of the absolute hell that I was going
through, that this insanity just up and suddenly stopped! It was as if turning
off a switch, the harassment just stopped.
  
I couldn't believe it! I could finally breathe again. Letting out a huge sigh of
relief of pent-up aggression from these years of abuse…
  
I decided it was my chance to leave Reno and try my luck again elsewhere.
I fled to Vegas, with a roll the dice; hopefully, I had better luck this time.
  
It was rough, people had continually rammed into me and shoulder checked
me, at the hotel I had stayed at on my last trip, and so I was super-sketch
about where to stay. This time I had a completely different experience in the
hotels.
  
I drove down from Reno, in the little five hundred dollar beater I'd bought
just before jetting out of there. Unfortunately, my car broke after less than a
week in Vegas, and I was stuck in between an old hotel, and a motel, in a
not-so-great area of downtown, away from the nice, posh hotel on the strip I
had just checked out of (where no one shoulder checked me).
  
So, I rolled my bags back and forth, between the two for about a month,
staying at whichever had the best deal at the time.
  
This was turning out not to be any better than Reno; being shouted at and
flipped off by a Hispanic guy, while yelling that I was a "privileged White
bitch" when walking my dog in a closed park, under reconstruction.



  
While just days before, coming across a Black man near another park, who
was beating his child, while the terrified boy screamed bloody murder, and
everyone else stood by to watch. As security called the police, I jumped in,
trying to direct his aggression away from the child, unfortunately with Tini
still in my arms. Only to have the guy swat my coffee out of my hand,
spilling this on Tini, while his friend, tried to push me back, saying "Let
him deal with this", referring to the disciplining of his friends' child. I was
not going to stand and watch. There were blood droplets all over the
ground, and I witnessed the man hitting his child, and not a simple spank on
the butt either. Luckily the police arrived swiftly, and he was taken away.
  
However, this wasn't the end of it. The above occurred within a week of my
arriving back to Vegas, as well I was mooned and flipped off by an Asian
man and his Hispanic friend, in response to my telling them to get lost, as
they peed on the side of the hotel I was staying at. It was looking like
Vegas, was in fact, going to be exactly the same as Reno, Portland, and
Texas…
  
I decided that this was it. Finally, I stopped running and dug my heels
in. I was not stepping one more foot in the clubs that had so ruined my
life for over three years now. And I was not going to put up with the
church’s antics any further.
  
This time I was going to publish my book.
  
  



Appendix 1 – Draggin Me Down
  
Sick of all these ho's trying to put on shows, trying to make jokes, b**** I don't need your woes.

Trying to keep my head up above ground before I go down, you need to sit down cuz I'm about to

drown, trying to drag me down.

Be fronting with your fake smiles, and all the Wiles you just trying to leave me in the wake.

You don't know me, I spent eight years in abstinence, trying to make sense of all this nonsense.

You be acting like I'm Satan, you's so ungrateful you don't even know how to give thanks. But you

don't know me, back the f****** off me.

Spent my teenage years flying to New York, trying to give support to all those people in 9/11, lost

souls gone to heaven.

Raised hundreds and thousands of dollars for all those people trying to holler, drowning in

Hurricane Katrina, well I'm right there trying to feed ya.

But you say money don't mean s***, but you be begging for it when you down and out, cuz u spent it

all on bullshit.

You think I got no compassion, I think you're just looking to someone for slashing.

You want to put me down, you want to cut me down, watch out cuz next time I come round it's going

to be a knockdown.

You think I'm crazy? I think you're just lazy, trying to blame others for all your woes, b**** quit

trying to put on a show.

I was right there at your door trying to give you more, all you can say is b**** you a whore.

The sad part about it is that you're not the first to come out with it, trying to act like you the Queen of

the castle, well I'm about to wrastle you for that throne cuz b**** I've grown.

You don't know s*** bout me, spent years in Hawai'i, saving kids from drowning, so b**** quit your

clowning.

Why you always got to be fronting? Why you got to test me? If I'm just a wretch, arrest me, already.



If I'm such a horrible person, a Devil in Disguise, then I am my own demise. So quit trying to drag

me down, because I already be down.

But you don't know me. You just trying to show me what I lack, it's all right I come back in full swing

to attack. Let's go tear up that ring.

You see when you got nothing to lose, everything becomes your Muse.

I got nowhere to go, no one to see, I lost everything. I'm at rock bottom I'm at f*** it, so this fucker

about to become a ruckus.

You trying to take from me my name, you trying to take from me my pride, watch out bitch I swing

wide.

You disgust me with all this negativity, it's making me sick, stop now cuz I got a mean tic.

– A.R.

  



Appendix 2 – Claim to Fame
  
Girls be checking me, wishing they could be me. Girls be fronting me, always trying to compete, cuz

they incomplete, with no originality, they need to check they own reality.

Seems they get close when they have something to gain, when All Is Lost I'm the one slain.

People be shooting me down, saying what they think is right, no one asks if I'm alright.

They tell me angels can't fly, but I be looking up in the sky, all I see is rainbows and stars, while I be

cut up and left Lonely with scars.

Boys be checking me out, trying to feel me out, trying to throw some game, all they want is they claim

to fame.

I need some peace of mind in this Daily Grind, before I lose myself and just unwind.

People be looking at me like they know me, thinking they in charge and have something to show me.

All I see is an endless mob, people trying to push me into the fog.

I get lost, I get lonely, I have no one to comfort me.

Everyone who gets close only wants to boast, acting like they the king of Mars or a queen of the

stars.

No one sees the real me, they only see what they want to see. They git their blinders on, while I'm just

tryna find a tomorrow.

People be slangin' my name, as it is they only claim to fame.

Gold diggers be mind f****** people with they own agendas, all acting like they trying to help us.

I sing the Blues with a sad tune, cuz I got no way to vent, trying to say what I meant, always

misunderstood cuz people think I'm Hood.

B****** be throwing elbows trying to check me, trying to test me, trying to front me, trying to bump

me, get in line cuz u ain't so divine. Bout to be thrown, cuz I've grown.

They call me narcissist. I just think I'm sick of this shit. All these games played, tired of people

throwing flames.

Just need some peace of mind, to get back to my Daily Grind.



These people are blind, they walk around, people of all kind.

They want to call me racist, that I walk around with a white Hood. What they don't know is I'm from

the hood. I be mixing with all type, so they need to get off they gripe, Cuz I'm the only one leading a

lonely life...

They want to call me crazy, cuz they think I'm having a baby.

I'm just begging and pleading for some peace of mind for my daily grind.

I be trying to float like a butterfly, while they sting like a bee, all this negativity is drowning me.

These boys be getting heinous and jealous, they ain't loyal, trying to act like they some kind of royal.

You want riches and you want fame, get your head in the game. Take it out of some other b******

pussy and be a man, not some kind of boy toy wussy.

B****** want to be me, guys want to f****** me, and no one wants to claim me.

My family abandoned me. They all say I'm crazy. They don't want you to know what goes on behind

closed doors of Scientology.

You think I'm trash, well I know you're just 'bout that cash.

They chew you up n' spit you out, they forget what it's all about.

People git they own agenda, when it doesn't meet they own they try n' end ya.

I only spit lyrics and write rhymes to get me through these tough times.

I think Chester was onto something real when he couldn't deal. Sinking down, flailing, trying not to

drown. Head barely above water. Sometimes I think, I think it's time I take that drink.

Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words are what really hurt me.

Tired of being spit up and chewed out. Think I'm ready for the shootout.

See people going to take these words I write down, try and make me look like a clown, when I'm just

trying to turn my frown upside down.

I'm sick with angst and lack of loyalty, for everybody be walking around thinking they royalty.

Why so down and lackluster he asked, cuz people walking around saying they want to bust her, cuz

they know they can't f*** with her.

Tired of these b****** stalking me, I'm just trying to be free.



Sometimes you need to let the Beast go in peace, so as to not have to get the police.

Tired of the harassment and mind games, cuz all they want is they own claim to fame.

Tired of these b****** tryna stalk me, thinking they the boss o' me, tryna talk to me, tryna rule me,

trying to confuse me. Bitch you bout to be my muse.

You wanna stake yo claim? Get yo own f* game

– A.R.

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



  
  

Addendum: Anger Coping Skills Worksheet
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The author is a newly published author, bringing you firsthand experiences and accounts of

one surviving the highly controversial Church of Scientology and their exploitive tactics.

  



Beginning her travels at the tender age of thirteen to become emancipated in attempt to join

the overly-hyped church, you will see from her eyes through years of travel and growth, the

pain and suffering of mankind; and the growing epidemic of the effects of bullying, whether

this be from the multi-billion dollar empire, or one’s social peers, facing the pressures of

society’s labels, and harsh criticism.

  
Born in Austin, Texas, raised in Los Angeles, California as a child of Scientology and it’s

faith. She lived in San Francisco, California until the age of twenty-six, before departing from

the Church of Scientology, to travel to Oahu, Hawaii. Residing in Hawaii for four years in

attempt to escape the iron-grip of the church’s clutches.
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